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Abstract
A widespread atomic science public education movement in the United States
during the late 1940s provided multiple media through which the basic science of the
atom moved from scientific obscurity to expected public knowledge. During the first half
of the twentieth century information about atomic science for the general public was
limited and frequently inaccurate. In 1945, however, following the governmental press
releases about the atomic bombs dropped on Japan, there was a call for an atomically
educated public from social, political, and scientific leaders. Many individuals and
organizations took it upon themselves to become atomic educators. Life magazine
provided diagrams about the atom, the comic book industry produced comics like
Dagwood Splits the Atom, major film studios like MGM created Hollywood films that
incorporated didactic scenes on atomic science, scientists gave public lectures, reporters
attended educational workshops to improve their atomic stories, and organizations like
the National Committee on Atomic Information distributed materials on the atom to all
who requested them. Large exhibits and events took place, some part of a larger event
such at the Man and the Atom exhibit at the New York Golden Jubilee or independent, as
in the Enoch Pratt Free Library’s Atomic Institute.” Although the drive for a public
understanding of the atom came initially from government officials and atomic scientists
the project was quickly taken up by various members of the general public and popular
media creators.
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Introduction
On August 6th, 1945, President of the United States Harry S. Truman issued a
press release that told the American people about a bomb that had been dropped on
Hiroshima, Japan, saying, “It was an atomic bomb. It is a harnessing of the basic power
of the universe. The force of which the sun draws its power has been loosed against
those who brought war to the Far East … the fact that we can release atomic energy
ushers in a new era in man’s understanding of nature’s forces.”1 America had entered the
Atomic Age, but very few Americans even knew what an atom was.2
Immediately following the atomic bombings of Japan, there was a widespread
atomic science public education movement in the United States that resulted in the basic
science of the atom moving from scientific obscurity to expected public knowledge.
Curricular materials, books, films, and traveling exhibits were created to educate the
public on atomic matters by a number of independent groups. The American public
demanded to be educated and themselves became educators of atomic science. Many
citizens planned and attended small local events and scores of individuals requested
1

Truman, Harry S. "Statement by the President." The White House press release, August
6, 1945. Accessed on October 14, 2014.
https://www.trumanlibrary.org/whistlestop/study_collections/bomb/large/documents/pdfs
/59.pdf
2
The “Atomic Age” is a vague descriptor of time without any clear boundaries. The
beginning of the of the Atomic Age is typically given as August 6, 1945 with the
dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima; however, some argue that it should be July
16, 1945, the day of the Trinity bomb test, and others start earlier with previous scientific
discoveries. The ending dates are also contentious ranging anywhere from the 1960s, the
1990s, or even up through present day (2020). The term itself was coined by reporter
William Laurence who covered the Manhattan Project for the New York Times. In the
immediate postwar period it was used to refer not only to a world that had nuclear
weapons in it but also a time when the specter of atomic power was culturally relevant
and influential in everyday life. Here I will be using it, sparingly, as a convenient
shorthand for this cultural time of approximately 1945 to the1960s.
1

materials. The success of this movement was, in no small part, due to the wide adoption
of the educational goals among a variety of individuals and organizations. This
dissertation examines the motivations, materials, and methods of a variety of atomic
science promoters during the late 1940s as they advanced the broad cultural adoption of a
basic understanding of the atom.
This dissertation fits within the history of nuclear culture. Beginning in the mid1980s, historians have examined various aspects of nuclear culture. Early works, such as
those of Spencer Weart and Paul Boyer, connect the public reactions and cultural
products of the Atomic Age to nuclear fear and the effect of government propaganda on
the American public.3 In the 1990s, there was a shift to examining specific communities
affected by nuclear developments. For example, Doug Brugge and Rob Gobble explored
the impact of uranium mining on the Navajo Nation and Eileen Welsome discussed the
impact of nuclear medical experimentation and treatments.4 Since the 2000’s, historians
have reexamined general nuclear culture, contextualizing it beyond that of a heavyhanded government-backed propaganda and delving into the complex interplay between
American culture and the atomic industry. For example, Ferenc Morton Szasz took a
serious look at the role of cartoons and comic books in telling nuclear stories and A.
Constandina Titus discussed the importance of mushroom cloud imagery as political and
3

Spencer Weart, Nuclear Fear: A History of Images (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1988), Spencer Weart, The Rise of Nuclear Fear (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University, 2012). Paul Boyer, By the Bomb’s Early Light: American Thought
and Culture at the Dawn of the Atomic Age (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1994).
4
Doug Brugge and Rob Goble, “The History of Uranium Mining and the Navajo
People,” American Journal of Public Health 92 no. 9 (September 2002): 1410-1419.
Eileen Welsome, The Plutonium Files: America’s Secret Medical Experiments in the
Cold War (New York: Dial Press, 1999).
2

cultural kitsch.5 Michael Scheibach focused on the youth experience in the first decade
after the war.6 In their edited volume published in 2004, Scott Zeman and Michael
Amundson reexamine the trends of the atomic age and offer a useful periodization of
atomic culture with four divisions. The first stage, Early Atomic Culture (1945-1948),
was marked by celebratory feelings toward the bomb and the end of World War II, a
focus on cutting-edge science, and the potential beneficial uses for the fissioned atom.7
The majority of educational efforts presented in my dissertation fall within this time and
fit well within it.
Some historians have turned their attention to matters of formal education.
Michael Scheibach’s work on atomic-related early post-war education discusses the oneworld government and international atomic control movements, education for democracy

5

Ferenc Morton Szasz, Atomic Comics: Cartoonists Confront The Nuclear World (Las
Vegas: University of Nevada Press, 2012). A. Constandina Titus, “The Mushroom
Cloud as Kitsch,” in Atomic Culture: How We Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the
Bomb, ed. Scott C. Zeman and Michael A. Amundson (Boulder CO: University Press of
Colorado, 2004), 101-124.
6
Micheal Scheibach, Atomic Narratives and American Youth: Coming of Age with the
Atom, 1945-1955 (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc, 2003).
7
The rest of the atomic age is broken down as follows: High Atomic Culture (19491963), kicked off by the breakdown of international relations, ramped up Cold War
tensions and the loss of the American Atomic bomb monopoly, was influence by events
including the development of thermonuclear weapons and intercontinental ballistic
missiles. The dominant popular culture encouraged Americans to “dissociate the
devastating potential of nuclear warfare from the realities of everday life.” During the
Late Atomic Culture (1964-1991) period, there was an increased cultural focus on
nuclear risk. There was a growing distrust of government in general, accidents and other
evidence of the dangers from nuclear power and a growing organized antinuclear
movement. The final period, the Post Atomic Culture (1992-present), is marked by a
view of Atomic culture through a comedic nostalgic lens, with a declining concern for all
things nuclear. Scott C. Zeman and Michael A. Amundson, eds, “Introduction,” in Atomic
Culture: How We Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb (Boulder, CO:
University Press of Colorado, 2004), 2-6.
3

and survival, and civil defense education.8 A significant amount of attention has been
paid to the history of civil defense education.9 For example Laura McEnaney discusses
the impact of civil defense on everyday life and JoAnn Brown examines its impact on
public education.10 Beyond civil defense, Andrew Hartman examines the broader cultural
cold-war era issues in education including anticommunism, civil rights, and the threat of
nuclear war.11 John Rudolph discusses the role of scientists in education, especially in
high school science curricular changes that occurred during the 1960s through 1980s.12
While there are many discussions and publications regarding civil defense education and
a few on the incorporation of nuclear regulatory conversations in geography and political
science education, discussions on atomic science education have been limited.
While other scholars have mentioned the existence of many of the materials and
organizations discussed in this dissertation, close attention is paid here to the content and
context of these materials. It is not enough to simply know that these titles were created,
it is also important to understand the type of information that was available for the

8

Michael Scheibach, Atomics in the Classroom: Teaching the Bomb in the Early Postwar
Era (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, 2015).
9
Civil Defense Education refers to the civilian-led programs to prepare the country for
nuclear war. The Federal Civil Defense Administration was created in 1950 and
produced educational and training materials for local civil defense councils and schools.
These materials included a booklet entitled “Survival Under Atomic Attack” and the film
Burt the Turtle, which instructed school children to “Duck and Cover” to protect
themselves from an atomic bomb.
10
Laura McEnaney, Civil Defense Begins at Home: Militarization Meets Everyday Life
in the Fifties (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000). JoAnne Brown, “‘A Is
for Atom, B is for Bomb’: Civil Defense in American Public Education, 1948-1963,” The
Journal of American History 75 no.1 (June 1988): 68-90.
11
Andrew Hartman, Education and the Cold War: The Battle for the American School
(New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2008).
12
John L. Rudolph, Scientists in the Classroom: The Cold War Reconstruction of
American Science Education (New York: Palgrave, 2002).
4

general public. While recognizing that these educational initiatives did not result in a full
scientific understanding of the atom by the entirety of the American public, I contend that
this information became widely available, that there was a stated and widespread public
interest in acquiring this information, and that there was a significant shift in the cultural
expectation of that knowledge. It should also be noted that this basic science education
was not championed on its own, but came embedded as a component to many of the
materials produced. Scientific concepts were often provided through a quick explanation
of terms and concepts so that the audience could better understand arguments related to
matters of policy or programs. Both opponents and proponents of various atomic
developments used scientific education as a persuasive device. I argue that in amongst the
fear, excitement, politics, and propaganda, a very deliberate and well-reasoned science
education took place. By looking at the actual content, the thread of basic science
explanations can be seen throughout atomic related materials in the 1940s.
A quick note on terminology - the phrase “atomic science” has multiple meanings
in different historical, scientific, and social contexts.13 In some cases it was broadly
applied, encompassing multiple disciplines. For example, the Federation of Atomic
Scientists organization included physicists, chemists, and some engineers who had

13

There were and still are many distinctions in the fields of study related to the atom.
Nuclear physicists study the properties and processes of the nucleons (protons and
neutrons) of atoms whereas atomic physicists concern themselves with the processes of
the whole atom -- nucleons as well as the electrons. Nuclear engineers work with the
application of nuclear processes. The field of nucleonics, predominate in the 1950s and
1960s, combined nuclear physics and engineering for developments in nuclear power and
weaponry. In the 1940s and 1950s, the word “atomics” was used by some to mean a
scientific field that studied the use of the atom and, separately, an academic subject that
included the science of the atom as well as the social and political implications of atomic
energy.
5

worked on atomic matters during World War II. Their publication, Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, was aimed at anyone who worked in related fields. The classification of
specific types of knowledge as “atomic sciences,” within their publication, does not
appear to have a precise definition.
For the purposes of this dissertation, “atomic science” will be used as a way to
refer concisely to the basic explanations of atomic structure and atomic processes.14 The
following concepts specifically are included: (1) that all matter is made up of atoms and
an atom is the smallest piece of an element, (2) that atoms are made up of smaller
particles - protons, neutrons, and electrons with protons and neutrons found in the center,
the nucleus, and electrons orbit around the nucleus, (3) that all atoms of the same element
have the same number of protons but can have a different number of neutrons and these
atoms that have the same number of protons but a different number of neutrons are called
isotopes, and (4) that the particles in the nucleus are bound together with a force but for
some atoms, this force can be broken, either spontaneously or by shooting a neutron at
the nucleus with the broken pieces of the nucleus forming different elements and energy
as they are released. The atomic science promoters and materials that will be discussed
in this dissertation aimed for an understanding of these ideas.
This dissertation is organized into four thematic chapters. Through an
examination of newspaper articles, General Science textbooks and a brief discussion of
wartime censorship, Chapter 1 establishes that the American public, by and large, had
14

As a brief aside, the common usage of atomic versus nuclear to refer to energy and
weapons that use nuclear processes has shifted over time. During the 1940s and 1950s
“atomic” was primarily used in materials aimed at the public. From the 1960s onward
“nuclear” was the dominant term. A Google n-gram (key words atomic and nuclear) puts
the crossover point at 1960.
6

little to no scientific understanding of the atom prior to the President’s announcement of
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima.
Chapter 2 presents evidence demonstrating how the American public first became
aware of the atomic bomb as well as the science of the atom and explanations about why
it was important for citizens to understand the atom and atomic energy. Beginning with a
brief summary of the development of the atomic bomb, this chapter examines Truman’s
press release and the documents created by Manhattan Project officials intended for
public release. These documents conveyed that a general understanding of the scientific
nature of this new force was important for all. This chapter further discusses the
messaging regarding the public’s need for atomic understanding, namely, that an
understanding of that atom was important for the survival of the individual, the nation,
and the world.
While the initial information and messaging regarding the atom came from the
federal government and those connected directly with the development of the atomic
bomb, the message of atomic science education was adopted by advocates across the
United States. Chapter 3 examines in detail six pertinent examples of atomic education
campaigns to illustrate the broad interest in public atomic education. Life magazine is
examined as an example of a publication with high cultural influence presenting multiple
pages dedicated to atomic education. The MGM film The Beginning or the End shows an
instance where producers of popular culture actively reached out to scientists so as to
include accurate descriptions of scientific material in their film. Conversely, the comic
book Dagwood Splits the Atom presents an instance where atomic scientists approached
creators of popular culture in order to better present educational material to a wider
7

audience. The role that Manhattan Project scientists and engineers played in the
education of their own local communities is looked at through three examples of public
lectures given by former Manhattan Project personnel. The Atomic Energy Commission
held an Atomic Energy Press Seminar to help journalists reporting on atomic matters
have a better understanding of the underlying science. Finally, the work of the National
Committee on Atomic Information is explored, as an effective clearinghouse of
educational materials to the public.
The final chapter, Chapter 4: Exhibiting the Atom, takes an in-depth look at two
events that focused on atomic education. The first, the Atomic Energy Institute by the
Enoch Pratt Free Library, was designed and implemented by library staff to educate the
surrounding community. The second, the Man and the Atom exhibit, was designed by
people connected to the government and atomic industry first to be shown at the New
York Gold Jubilee exhibition. Both of these events drew in a significant local public
audience and subsequently went on the road with their message about atomic energy and
their explanation of the atom as a scientific topic.
This dissertation challenges any notion that public information on the atom during
the early Cold War was simply propaganda. Evidence from multiple sources makes it
clear that a major component of the publications, films, exhibitions and other public
projects were intent on educating the public about the atom and atomic science. The
drive for a public understanding of the atom came initially from government officials and
atomic scientists but was quickly taken up by various members of the general public and
popular media creators. This account of education on the atom as the source of

8

tremendous energy offers an example of the path that information, including science, can
take from obscurity to knowledge expected to be familiar to every citizen.

9

Chapter 1: Pre-bomb Knowledge of Atomic Science
Although, as will be shown in subsequent chapters, atomic science gained
prominence as basic, even essential, knowledge in the post-war era, it had been almost
entirely invisible to the general public in the years prior to the end of World War II.
While there were rapid developments and strong interest in the atom within the scientific
community, the public did not have direct access to this information and perhaps had
little interest in what seemed like esoteric science topics. Without an active necessity for
understanding atomic science, the American public, the media, and the educational
system did not go out of their way to understand these scientific developments. This
chapter discusses how the atom was explained to the public in order to provide a baseline
of public atomic understanding at the end of World War II and to serve as a foil to the
educational efforts following World War II.
This chapter begins with a discussion of what it would have been possible for
people to learn about the atom in school science classes. In secondary schools, science
education topics did not change frequently enough to keep pace with the most current
understanding of the atom. Even if the curricula could have kept up with these rapid-fire
developments, most science courses emphasized practical skills and relatively few
students took advanced science courses in high school. The overall graduation and school
completion statistics suggest that few people would have taken any high school science
courses at a time when tracked curriculum prepared few graduates for post-secondary
education. The second part of this chapter explores the presentation of the atom in the
New York Times. Newspaper reporting on these findings was often sensationalized and

10

lacked clear explanations and censorship orders during World War II kept any mention of
atomic related information out of radio and newspaper stories.
The Atom in the Schools
For people growing up during the first half of the twentieth century, few would
have learned about the atom in schools. This was primarily because few students took
high school science courses and for those who did, the atom was not a prominent topic.
This section will first highlight the school completion and course enrollment statistics to
illustrate the limited access to advanced science classes beyond what was taught in
elementary schools. Then, a discussion of General Science curriculum and textbooks will
illustrate the textbook content that would have been available to those who did attend
high school science classes.
In 1940, less than thirty percent of adults age twenty-five or older had completed
four years of high school and more than half had no more than an eighth grade level of
education.15 Of those who did attend high school, few wound up taking much in the way
of science classes. In 1934, for example, a statistical review found that only 17.8% of
enrolled high school students took General Science, 7.6% took Chemistry, and 6.3% took
Physics.16 Most high schools only required one science class for graduation. For collegebound students, typical course progression was Biology, Chemistry, then Physics, noncollege bound or non-scientifically college oriented students stopped after Biology, or
General Science, after it was introduced in the 1920s. Physics enrollment specifically saw

15

United States Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 120
Years of American Education: A Statistical Portrait, ed. Thomas D. Snyder (Washington,
DC: United States Government Printing Office, 1993), 7-8.
16
U. S. Department of Education, 120 Years of American Education, 50.
11

a dramatic decrease in the first half of the twentieth century with 22.8% of the enrolled
high school students taking physics in 1890, 14.6% in 1915, and, as stated above, 6.3% in
1934.17 This decline was due in part to massive increases in school populations in the
early twentieth century but that did not open up more college opportunities. In fact, the
percentage of students going to college decreased because public high schools
simultaneously offered more vocational tracks.18 Chemistry enrollments, however, were
fairly steady with 10.10% of students taking chemistry in 1890, 7.38% in 1915 and,
again, as stated above, 7.6% in 1934.19 These statistics show that even if the atom was
taught in high school science classes, few Americans would have encountered to that
information.20

17

U. S. Department of Education, 120 Years of American Education, 50.
For a discussion on the decline in physics enrollment, see for example: George E.
DeBoer, A History of Ideas in Science Education: Implications for Practice (New York:
Teacher College Press, 1991), 90. The American public school system saw a huge
population boom in the early twentieth century. There was a wave of immigration from
Eastern and Southern Europe, as well as an internal migration of people from rural areas
to urban settings. In addition to an overall increased population, children who would
have previously been kept out of school because of employment were finding their way
into the classroom. By 1912 all states had some form of child labor laws on their books
although it was not until 1938 that the federal government passed the Fair Labor
Standards Act, which set a minimum age of 16 to work during school hours. The labor
laws, coupled with compulsory school attendance laws, which all states had by 1918,
meant that many more students were enrolled in schools. For example, between 1900
and 1930, school enrollment went from 45,000 students to 145,000 in Cleveland, Ohio
and 30,000 to 250,000 in Detroit. Wayne J. Urban and Jennings L. Wagoner, Jr.,
American Education: A History, fourth edition (New York: Rutledge, 2009), 228-229.
19
U. S. Department of Education, 120 Years of American Education, 50.
20
It should be noted, however, that college and university level physics was available in
the United States during the twentieth century with a number of institutions working on
the study of the atom. So while information on the atom was not widely available to the
general public, it was the field of study for a small group of American scientists and
students. From 1900 to 1919, 443 physics (for all fields of physics) doctoral degrees were
conferred. During the period between 1920 and 1959, 338 nuclear physics doctoral
degrees and 299 for theoretical physics were conferred by institutions in the United
12
18

However, for those who did take high school science classes, instruction on the
atom was limited. This next section takes a deeper look at what was taught in General
Science classes to emphasize the possible knowledge of the atom that people could learn
in school during this time. General Science classes had the statistically highest enrollment
and for students who went on to other science classes, it was the first in the series, so the
most students would have seen this information.
General Science was a course developed to be an introduction of science to all
students. It was first piloted in 1910 and widely adopted by the 1930s.21 This course,
designed to impart a broad appreciation of science and scientific thinking to all students,
did not represent a specific scientific discipline and was created by a group of
professional educators.22 In keeping with the Progressive Era view of the cultural benefits
of scientific thinking in all aspects of life, General Science classes sought to impart a
scientific way of understanding the natural and physical world upon their otherwise

States. American Institute for Physics, “Physics PhDs Conferred in the US, 1900-2012,”
https://www.aip.org/statistics/data-graphics/physics-phds-conferred-us-1900-through2012. National Science Foundation, Division of Science Resource Statistics, Directorate
for Social, Behavioral, and Economic Sciences, U.S. Doctorates in the 20th Century, by
Lori Thurgood, Mary J. Gollady, and Susan T. Hill, June 2006 (Arlington, VA), 80. For
more information on the history of physics in the United States, see Daniel J. Kevles, The
Physicists: The History of a Scientific Community in Modern America (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1987).
21
According to the U.S. Office of Education Statistics quoted in Rudolph, 18% of
students enrolled in high school in 1934 were taking General Science. The development
of General Science courses is more complicated than presented here John Rudolph
provides a detailed recounting of the development of General Science and the forces that
shaped it in John L. Rudolph, “Turning Science to Account: Chicago and the General
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unscientific students.23 These ideals can be seen in the preface of the 1924 edition of the
textbook, Elements of General Science, written by two of the early developers and
textbook authors, Otis W. Caldwell and William Eikenberry, both professors of Botany at
the University of Chicago, “Human experience includes results of modern science almost
constantly. The scientist’s way of working and thinking is recognized and desired as the
most reliable method. It is also generally recognized that science in the schools should
lead to a better understanding and better daily use of the kinds of scientific knowledge
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decent, law-abiding, and productive society.” Urban and Wagoner, Jr. American
Education, 122, 147. For more information on the Progressive Era, see, for example
Christopher McKnight Nichols and Nancy C. Unger, eds, A Companion to the Gilded
Age (Chichester, UK: Wiley-Blackwell, 2017).
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which are associated with common human experience.”24 While the authors were in the
biological sciences, their text attempted to be much more comprehensive in its coverage.
The standard approach for many General Science classes was a heavy emphasis
on real world examples, connecting science concepts to technologies or processes that
students would or might be expected to encounter in their everyday lives.25 For example
in the previously mentioned text, Elements of General Science, the section on “The Air”
included a chapter titled “How Air Behaves” described the movement of hot and cold air
within rooms heated by radiators, in refrigerators and in cookstoves (Figure 1.1).26
While reformers may have been calling for more real world applications and
practicality in science classes, those reforms generally did not take root in physics classes
as they did in General Science. Typically offered as the most advanced science class in
high schools, relatively few students took these classes and most of the classes had a
rigorous, college preparatory focus. Though more modern physics topics such as atomic
structure were found in some of the textbooks used during this time, high school syllabi
tended to focus on only the classical physics topics such as mechanics, light, and
electricity.27
Textbooks often contain out-of-date or overly simplified information. Their
creation can be politically or financially motivated, and it is next to impossible to know
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Figure 1.1 This diagram of the currents of air and water in a cook stove and water heater
is an example of the practical application based context in which science topics were
explained in textbooks from the first half of the twentieth century. Otis William Caldwell
and William Lewis Eikenberry, Elements of General Science (Boston: Ginn and
Company, 1924), 12.
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how they are actually used in a classroom.28 The inclusion of a topic in a textbook does
not necessarily mean that a topic would be taught as textbooks frequently include more
topics and information than can typically be covered in a school year. However, as
historian John Issett, a scholar of textbook history, writes, “Study of the textbook can
illuminate the history of ideas and the evolution of dominant ideologies as well as the
effects of government, rhetoric, cultural mythology, pedagogic design, authorial intent
and many other areas.”29 He observes that, “Once created, they [textbooks] assume a
position within the spectrum of genres and they achieve a temporary status as legitimate
knowledge.”30
Though there was limited treatment of the atom in textbooks from the first half of
the twentieth century, examining the content and context of what was available reveals
what was possible for people to know about the atom at the time. This also serves as a
foil to the educational work that came later. The atom was often presented in vague,
contradictory, or outdated forms in General Science textbooks, when it appeared at all.
When mentioned, the atom was typically described in sections on electricity and
chemistry. Sections on matter in general usually focused on solids, liquids, and gases,
28
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with maybe a passing mention that all materials are made of molecules or atoms. Here
are a few examples of how the atom was presented in some of the general science
textbooks from 1922 to 1943.
As mentioned previously, General Science was a high school class that was
developed to give students an overview of science. Most of these texts designed for these
courses focused on real-world science. All of these books are large, on the order of 500
to 700 pages and dense with text and light on illustrations or diagrams. The following
examples, drawn from a review the most popular and common texts of the time serve as
examples to show how the atom was absent from the texts, presented in confusing or
vague terms, and have descriptions contain information that was outdated or wrong.31
Of the thirteen popular General Science texts surveyed for this section, only seven
of the books had content relating to the atom. The rest -- Civic Science in the
31

These books were chosen first based on their availability in the University of
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Community, General Science with Experimental and Project Studies, Early Steps in
Science, and Everyday Problems in Science -- contain no mention of the atom.
In the 1924 Elements of General Science text by Otis Caldwell and William
Eikenberry, who were two of the early proponents of General Science classes, atoms
were discussed in two places. The first mention was in the section on matter. While not
discussing sub-atomic particles, the text uses the term atom to discuss the components of
matter:
The theory held by scientific men is that the molecule of water is not a simple
thing, that it is composed of two kinds of particles. These particles are called
atoms. The atomic theory states that each molecule is commonly made up of two
or more atoms and that these atoms may be of the same kind or of different
kinds.32
This quotation has the only use of the word atom in the section on matter. In the
electricity section, protons and electrons are simply acknowledged as particles relating to
electrical function:
It is believed that negative electricity consists of small particles called electrons.
They are usually part of the atoms but under certain conditions some of them may
be removed from the atoms. There are also particles of positive electricity, called
protons, but these remain in the atoms.33
No other mention or discussion of atoms or sub-atomic particles were found in this text.
The 1925 text The Science of Everyday Life claims to devote “adequate space to
the most recent developments in science. It is, authors and publishers believe, both
accurate and up to date in every detail.”34 Despite this claim, the passage on the atom
falls short both in terms of accuracy and in terms of contemporary scientific
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understanding. The passage is as follows, “Everything in the world is believed to be
made up of tiny particles called atoms. These atoms in turn are believed to be composed
of still tinier parts, electrons, which are all charges of either positive or negative
electricity.”35 This passage mischaracterizes the composition of the atom and the
understanding of sub-atomic particles because by 1925 the nucleus was known to exist,
as were protons.
Most likely due to the newness of General Science courses, textbook authors
published new editions quickly and all purported to have the most up-to-date content.
However, even with that mission, the books often fell short when it came to discoveries
of atomic structure. For example, in the Preface to the 1939 edition, with the previous
edition coming out only five years prior, the authors of Exploring the World of Science,
claimed the following: “It has been our purpose in revising EXPLORING THE WORLD
OF SCIENCE, to bring the pupil some of the new discoveries of science, how these
affect his everyday life, and to make the book fit the needs of pupils and teachers in the
modern school.”36 Despite the stated intention of bringing students the latest science, the
information on the structure of the atom remained out-of-date. In this example, found in
a section on electricity, the authors used the nuclear-electron hypothesis that had been
used to account for the mass and charge of the nucleus prior to Chadwick’s discovery of
the neutron in 1932.37 The atom is described as follows:
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Modern scientists tell us that an atom is made up of a definite number of electric
charges. Each atom has a nucleus, consisting of a number of charges of one kind
of electricity, called positive electricity, and a lesser number of another kind,
called negative electricity. Grouped around this nucleus are charges of negative
electricity. The nucleus and the surrounding negative electricity is called an
electron, and a charge of positive electricity is called a proton.38
This example illustrates that while the textbook authors claim that their content is on the
cutting edge of known science, at least in terms of the atom, this was not always the case.
In 1940, Ralph K. Watkins and Winifred Perry wrote a series of General Science
texts that drew on the same material but had different themes. These books, all titled
Science in Our Modern World, carried the following subtitles, Science for Daily Use,
Understanding Science, and Science for Human Control. While the introductions of
these volumes give the impression that they could be used to form a multi-year series,
they also appear to have been designed to be able to stand-alone. The treatment of the
atom varied by volume of this textbook series.
In Science for Daily Use, the only mention of the atom is within brief historical
account of various scientific discoveries, used to show the changing nature of science.
Here, the atom is presented only as a theoretical proposal made by John Dalton in 1803:
“Dalton proposed that all substances are made of atoms of elements. He thought that
there must be as many different kinds of atoms as there are elements.”39 No additional
discussion on whether or not Dalton was correct or the modern understanding of the atom
followed, leaving the reader to believe that atoms were an idea of the past. To further
contextualize the location of this passage within the text, the next paragraph briefly
1983), 19-67. However, with that in mind, by 1939 the neutron had been accepted and
understood in the scientific community.
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discusses the photographic techniques developed by Daguerre and suggests to the reader
to ask family members if they own any tintype photographs.
Understanding Science has the most complete description of the atom of the three
volumes. The reader is first introduced to the atom in a section on the properties of
matter following a discussion of Marie Curie’s discovery of radium: “This effort to find
out about the ‘stuff’ of our world has led scientists to try to find out how the elements
themselves are put together. They now believe that elements consist of very small
particles which they call atoms.”40 A brief mention of the atom’s small size and the new
technology of atom-smashing, complete with a photograph of the atom smasher at
Harvard, follows. The structure of the atom is then described:
We now believe that atoms of elements are made of very small particles or
charges of electricity. Some of these charges are positive and some are negative.
The positive ones are protons and the negative ones electrons. Protons and
electrons are arranged in definite patterns to form the atom of the different
elements.41
While the description of the atom still lacks a mention of neutrons, there is an
accompanying diagram (Figure 1.2) that shows the general arrangement of protons and
neutrons with protons of varying number in the center with an equal number of electrons
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Figure 1.2 This diagram appeared in two volumes from the same textbook series. In one
volume, Understanding Science, it accompanied the note that an atom is made of protons
and neutrons. In the other volume, Science for Human Control, the diagram had almost
no context within a section, which described atoms as being the building blocks of
molecules with no additional discussion of atomic structure. Ralph K Watkins and
Winifred Perry, Science in Our Modern World: Understanding Science (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1940), 230. Ralph K. Watkins and Winifred Perry, Science in Our
Modern World: Science for Human Control (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1940), 337.
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in orbitals around the nucleus for a variety of elements.42
The final volume in this series, Science for Human Control, discusses the atom in
a section beginning with the question “How does knowledge of atoms and molecules help
in the building of substances?” The atom is described only in relation to its place in
building up molecules:
Small particles of elements that unite to form molecules of substances are called
atoms. Most molecules of elements contain two or more atoms. A few elements
have molecules of only one atom. Since a compound must always have at least
two elements, the molecules of compounds must always have two or more atoms.
The molecules of a compound contain atoms of at least two different elements.
Atoms of elements are not customarily thought of as existing by themselves.
Ordinarily we think of atoms as parts of molecules.43
Additionally, this text includes the same diagram as in the previous volume but does not
contain any explanation or context for what the diagram meant.
Overall, General Science textbooks in the first half of the twentieth century
illustrate the haphazard approach to public understanding of the atom. General Science
texts offer an instructive study because the texts were newly developed, thus showing the
relative importance that the authors placed on different scientific facts. The final
examples, the Science in Our Modern World series, best encapsulate this by showing that
even authors writing multiple volumes were not consistent on how, if at all, the atom
should be presented to the public. The modest presentation of atoms in some science
textbooks was insufficient to provide any meaningful understanding of atoms and their
importance to either physics or chemistry. Moreover, given the small number of people
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even taking these courses, the potential for public information about the atom was very
low. However, school is not the only place that people learn new information.
Reporting on the Atom
Between 1900 and 1945, there were many new discoveries and changes to the
scientific understanding of the atom. News reports of these discoveries, like most science
reporting of the time, were spotty, contradictory, and often sensationalized, making it
difficult for the American public to keep up with and truly understand the atom.
Additionally, censorship orders kept any mention of atomic related information out of
radio and newspaper stories during the course of World War II. This section examines
newspaper articles on the atom and the wartime censorship orders to support the claim
that there was a lack of understanding of the atom among the American public.
This section, arranged thematically, illustrates how interested readers who
followed the story of the atom over time would have found the shifting landscape of
atomic science confusing. In an effort to show the best general reporting of these
discoveries the stories from this section are all from the New York Times.44 Although the
writers of these stories, frequently non-scientists themselves, tried to convey the
discoveries, a few took some license by suggesting that findings related to alchemical
dreams such as transmutation of base metals into gold, and other reports focused on the
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disagreements within the scientific communities.45 Some articles described the scientists
as bewildered, baffled, or confused, which created an air of uncertainty around the
scientific discoveries, as well as questioning the credibility of the scientists engaged in
atomic research.46
Readers trying to follow along with the changing understanding of atomic
structure through the news media would have gotten multiple and often conflicting
pictures of the atom’s structure and function over the decades.47 When reporting on the
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atom, some of the descriptions were reasonably straightforward, some were overly
technical, and others tried to simplify the scientific concepts to varying degrees of clarity.
In a 1905 article, William Hallock, a professor of physics at Columbia University, tried to
simplify Thomson’s understanding of the atom thusly:48
J. J. Thomson offers the suggestion that the atom of hydrogen consists of about
1,000 of the negatively charged electrons combined with the equal amount of
something of a positive electric character, so that the combination of the two will
be neither positive nor negative. Imagine 1,000 shot a millimeter in diameter
distributed through a mass of jelly so that the shot are about four or five
millimeters apart.49
A reader here might envision that an atom was made of many small charged pieces and a
charged jelly. With new discoveries came new conceptualizations. In 1913, interested
readers would have read about a lecture given by Sir James Crichton-Browne in London
where he talked about the atom being divided into a core and a shell.50 As reported in
the New York Times, Crichton-Browne told the audience, “Sir Joseph had said that all his
electrical experiments tended to confirm his conception that every atom consisted of an
inner core in which resided its unchanging individuality, and an outer shell which brought
the Independent Amateur: Scientific American and the Representation of Lay Scientists,”
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about the variations that the elementary atom went through when chemically combined
with other atoms.”51 Working to follow any particular line of argument about the
structure of the atom would require a reader to be willing to conceptualize these abstract
images without any obvious way of reconciling them.
In 1920, a reader could learn that Dr. Irving Langmuir of the General Electric
Company proposed an entirely new theory of matter, one in which the atom had further
divisions that he called “quintals.” A “quintal”
. . . consists of two parts, he said, positive and negative, present everywhere in
space, moving in all directions with the velocity of light and capable of passing
through matter. They constitute, he added, what has heretofore been known as the
‘ether of space’ and cause all the phenomena of light, electricity, mass and
energy.52
While this may have been difficult for averages reader to grasp, they could have been
comforted knowing that,
Dr. Langmuir’s theory, which the other members of the academy admitted was
‘over their heads’ was based, he said on the theories of several other scientists and
he added that Langmuir had already gone far enough with his experiments to
derive the most fundamental mathematical formula and to see by what was to him
a simple process a development that would help to explain all the phenomena
relating to the properties of matter. His experiments were predicated on the
Einstein special theory of relativity, Dr. Langmuir said.53
A few years after learning about Langmuir’s quintals, the New York Times reader would
have learned that instead of quintals, electrons, or positive jelly, atoms were in fact made
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out of magnets, according to Dr. Gilbert N. Lewis. According to Lewis, “Chemical
combinations and changes are the rearrangements of infinitely small magnets, which are
the basis of everything ordinarily known as matter, according to this newly developed
theory.”54 And then in 1928, readers would have learned that Dr. H. C. Snook had
conducted tests to show that matter is made up of a “cyclone of ether waves,” not
particles.55 In 1937, readers were once again told that there was a new theory. This time,
the theory by Dr. Birkhoff of Harvard used “pure mathematics” and argued that the
“building blocks of the universe behave like tanks containing two different kinds of what
he terms ‘perfect fluids’” and these fluids are “held together by an “atomic potential or
force,” which may be crudely pictured as a form of ‘tank’ containing a mixture of liquids,
keeping them at the proper density and pressure and preventing them from dissipating.”56
All of these stories offered vastly different interpretations of the atom with varied
mechanisms and metaphorical pictures. The reported findings were rarely built upon
previous scientific discoveries and were often presented as correctives to earlier concepts.
Even an astute reader would have had a difficult time tracking all of the changes and
interpretations of the atom.
Newspaper stories on radioactivity, radium, transmutation, and fission often took
an alchemical approach. In 1903, in an article on radium, the production of heat from the
decaying radium was “so amazing that even when one had seen the heated thermometer
one was hardly able to believe what one had seen. This discovery could barely be
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distinguished from perpetual motion, which it was an axiom of science to call impossible,
had left every chemist and physicist in a state of bewilderment.”57 But scientists
themselves contributed to the sense of wonder. A report on Professor Sir William
Ramsey’s lecture to the London Institute on the transmutation of radium in 1903 pointed
out that chemist made broad claims about science and expressed confidence that
scientific men would hold the answers to the entire universe. Ramsey reportedly said, “It
does not prove that the dream of alchemy has become a reality. It maybe, as John Boyle
quaintly put it, ‘there is but one universal matter of things,’ but when we know that to be
true of all the problems of science will be solved, our eyes will be opened and we shall be
as gods, knowing good and evil.”58 The chemist here was drawing connections between
science and the divine but others would draw even clearer connections between atomic
science and alchemy.
Between the 1890s and the 1930s there was increasing public interest in both
radium and x-rays. Newspaper and magazine stories as well as public demonstration
made claims of the radium’s abilities as a cure-all and x-rays as a vital power. While
scientists were brought into the stories to underscore their authority on the subject, the
information was general and there was not an expectation that the public acquire a
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fundamental understanding of the science of radiation.59 Historian Matthew Lavine
explains the public view thusly,
A patient of 1905, sitting for her first x-ray examination, would most likely have a
fairly good idea of what the actual machine could do, what sorts of ailments it
could diagnose, and what its images would look like. But she would also have a
decade’s worth of experiences of ‘x-ray’ as a rhetorical and metaphorical entity:
within that time the word had come to connote omniscient, penetrating, exposure
(psychological and physical), modern, mystical, vital, inscrutable, and scientific.
Radium might be, for such a person, at various times an intellectual curiosity, a
sign of the times, a symbol of wealth, a consumer novelty, and a medicine of last
resort.60
He also notes, “By 1900 the American public was accustomed to the idea that most
scientific knowledge had passed permanently beyond the grasp of the layman.”61 X-rays
and radium had taken on multiple meanings to the public and while people could
understand what they did from an outcomes based standpoint, they did not understand the
underlying physics, nor were they expected to.
Other articles from the first half of the twentieth century discuss atomic science in
the context of the transmutation of elements, bringing the reader back to the centuries-old
alchemical dream of turning base metals into gold. In a 1907 article on the electron and
the structure of the atom, reported at the time to be made up of thousands of both
positively and negatively charged electrons, led the reporter to speculate, “One atom
differs from another of a different element in the number of electrons, and possibly in
59
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their arrangement one atom may change to another by losing a certain number of
electrons. So it is conceivable that the lead atom might change to a gold atom and we
should have the problem solved for which the old alchemists desired the philosopher’s
stone.”62
This theme continued well into the twentieth century. A 1923 article “Science
Invades the Atom’s Realm” was subtitled “Can Base Metal be Turned into Gold Scientists Answer, ‘Hopefully, Wait and See.” The article goes on to explain that,
through the increased understanding of subatomic particles and induced transmutation,
“Theoretically, this possibility, now so near accomplishment, will make real the dream of
the alchemists through all the ages — the transmutation of metals, the changing of dross
lead into precious gold, and gold into more precious platinum.63 Moreover, it continues,
“The transmutation of metals may be seen in course of actual operation by means of an
established process. It is now a theoretically actuality awaiting only improved methods
to give it a place in commerce.”64
Moving beyond alchemical transmutation into the realm of spirituality, in 1933 a
story regarding discoveries concerning the positron presented the new findings as proof
of God. The title, “Atom Study Backs Creation Theory,” carried an account that “in
presenting the new findings, which he offered as proof that ‘the Creator is still on the
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job.’”65 Readers of these articles through the first half of the twentieth century might
conclude that the purpose of the scientific work in atomic science was to fulfill
alchemical promises of lead to gold or even to meet an even loftier goal of humans
achieving god-like understanding of the universe.
Beyond being assured of the prowess of physicists, the average newspaper reader
would also have learned of the contentious divide between physicist and chemists for the
understanding of the atom. An article in 1921, “Physics Advances with the Study of
Atom,” presents the atom as the unifying factor between physics and chemistry. The
author suggested that, “The study of the atom’s structure constitutes the greatest progress
of physics in the last ten years,” The speaker went on. ‘We know more than we ever did
before about it, so much indeed that the chemist will come to study books on physics and
the two sciences will unite.’66 In summarizing the differences in the understanding of the
electron between physicists and chemists, the human analogies were almost humorous;
The chemist has, in general, been content with what I will call the ‘loafer’
electron theory. He has imagined them as sitting around on dry goods boxes at
every corner, ready to shake hands with or hold on to similar ‘loafer’ electrons in
other atoms. The physicist, on the other hand, has preferred to think of them as
leading more active lives, playing ring-around-the rosy, crack the whip and other
interesting games. In other words, he has pictured them as rotating with
enormous speed in orbits and as occasionally flying out of these orbits for one
reason or another.67
While it was true that physicist and chemists approached the atom differently and for a
long while came to different conclusions about the atom’s structure, articles like this
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called into question the authority of different atomic scientists and cast doubt on their
various findings.
If the New York Times reporters did not have a clear perception of the shape and
function of atoms, then certainly the average American would have had to work hard to
keep up with the ever changing understanding of the atom. Popular press accounts would
have left most readers confused and far from up-to-date even in the late 1930s.
If confusing stories created complications for the public’s ability to learn about
the atom, strict censorship during World War II actually ended the possibility in the short
term. The United States Office of Censorship was created on December 19, 1941 and
tasked with controlling the war-related information printed and broadcast.68 This Office
created a voluntary wartime code of practice, released on January 15, 1942, for
newspapers, magazines, and periodicals. It called on editors to police their publications
with the following advice “A maximum of accomplishment will be obtained if editors
will ask themselves with respect to any given detail, ‘is this information that I would like
to have if I were the enemy?’ and then act accordingly.”69 The code broke the restricted
news into categories: troops, ships, planes, fortifications, production, weather,
photographs and maps, and a general category that included casualty lists, presidential
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travels and the broadcasting of weather reports.70
The report required revisions and supplemental memos to clarify and keep pace
with war developments.71 On June 28, 1943, the Office of Censorship released a memo to
all newspapers and radio stations:
The Codes of Wartime Practices for the American Press and American
Broadcasters requests that nothing be published or broadcast about ‘new or secret
military weapons . . .experiments.’ In extension of this highly vital precaution,
you are asked not to publish or broadcast any information whatever regarding war
experiments involving: Production or utilization of atom smashing, atomic
energy, atomic fission, atomic splitting, or any of their equivalents. The use for
military purposes of radium or radioactive materials, heavy water, high voltage
discharge equipment, cyclotrons. The following elements or any of their
compounds: polonium, uranium, ytterbium, hafnium, protactinium, radium,
rhenium, thorium, deuterium.72
This order essentially eliminated stories regarding atom-related scientific discoveries and
other such stories where the readers or listeners would be able to learn about the atom.73
There seemed to be no particular need for a general public understanding of the
atom during the first half of the twentieth century. Reports of scientific discoveries were
continually changing the meaning of the atom. Even those who were actively interested
in following the atom through the newspaper would have had a difficult, if not
impossible, time piecing together an accurate picture.
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Conclusion
Overall, throughout the first half of the twentieth century, an exciting time for
new discoveries in physics, the general American public did not understand the science of
the atom. Scientific understanding of the atom was evolving, but the popular press
reporting was often sensationalized or the advances simply ignored. The lack of evidence
for much systematic presentation of atomic science suggests that there were no strong
advocates for such knowledge. What was taught, as reflected in textbooks, was an
inconsistent and not very helpful mention of atoms. Though pointing out the inaccuracies
and omissions might give the impression that this was surprising, the fact of the matter
was that, given the emphasis on practical education, there was no cultural need for the
general population to know about the atom. Events in the 1940s would significantly
change that perception and would move the atom from relative obscurity to public
knowledge.
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Chapter 2: Introducing the Atom
The atom quickly went from obscure and secret to publically important because of
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima on August 6, 1945. The announcements by
government officials along with the release of articles and government documents on the
atomic bomb set the expectation for a public that was informed on atomic science and
energy matters. Atomic education promoters gave varying reasons for the public’s
education but were centered on themes of survival, democracy, and public responsibility.
In order to discuss these reasons, this chapter begins with a brief recounting of
development of the atomic bomb followed by an exploration of the initial public release
of information. The second section investigates why this public activity was so
persistently pursued by examining the reasons that educators, government officials, and
other public figures gave for encouraging, promoting, and designing public atomic
education.
Entering the Atomic Age
The first time that the American public learned about the atomic bomb was
through President Truman’s press release announcing the bombing of Hiroshima on
August 6, 1945. However, the planning for a public awareness and understanding of the
atomic bomb and related atomic matters began well before the bombs were dropped on
Japan. The head of the Manhattan Project, General Leslie Groves, implemented two
public education measures during the course of the bomb project. He contracted
journalist William L. Laurence to be the official reporter and historian of the Manhattan
Project and had physicist Henry DeWolf Smyth compile a report that would become
publicly available after the bombs were dropped. This report and the newspaper stories
37

were published following press releases from President Truman and Secretary of War
Henry L. Stimson announcing the use of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima. The
governmental press releases and the public education measures planned by General
Groves emphasized both the world-changing and scientific nature of atomic energy,
setting the stage for ongoing programs to promote a public atomic science understanding.
The development of the atomic bomb was an enormous undertaking that was kept
secret until it was suddenly and violently revealed to the entire world. Scientific
speculation on atomic power began as far back at the 1903 with Ernest Rutherford and
Frederick Soddy’s discovery of the spontaneous transmutation of atoms.74 However, it
was not until the discovery of fission through Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassman’s laboratory
work in December 1938 and Lise Meitner and Otto Frisch’s analysis in January of 1939
when scientists knew that atomic power was possible.75 That same year, working with the
knowledge that atomic power was possible and now known to German scientists, due to
Hahn and Strassman working in a German laboratory, physicist Leo Szilard worked with
Albert Einstein to write a letter to President Roosevelt. This letter warned Roosevelt of
the dangers that atomic energy posed and urging him to devote American resources to
advancing that work as a counter measure to potential German atomic bomb
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development.76 Roosevelt authorized the formation of the Uranium Committee, but gave
them limited resources to research or develop atomic weapons. A report from the British
atomic committee in 1941 on the feasibility of an atomic bomb lead Roosevelt to
authorize a new committee under the newly formed Office of Scientific Research and
Development (OSRD). During this time, Ernest Lawrence at University of California
Berkeley was working on particle accelerators, which could be used for the
electromagnetic separation of uranium isotopes, while Emilio Segré and Glenn Seaborg
were developing methods to produce plutonium.77 Concurrently, first at Columbia
University and then at the University of Chicago, Enrico Fermi and his team were
working to control nuclear chain reactions, culminating in the first sustained chain
reaction on December 2, 1942.78 These successes cemented the possibility of the atomic
bomb.
On August 13, 1942 the Manhattan Project was officially created. General Groves
headed this large-scale project to develop the atomic bomb that spanned multiple sites
and employed thousands of people.79 The project was a mix of military leaders, civilian
scientists, and engineers from private industry. The weapons research laboratory was
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located in Los Alamos, New Mexico, the uranium enrichment facilities were in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, and the plutonium production plant was built in Hanford,
Washington.80 There were many more, smaller sites throughout the country.81 On July
16, 1945, the first atomic bomb was tested. Nicknamed the “Gadget,” it was a twentykiloton plutonium bomb that was detonated at the Alamogordo Bombing and Gunnery
Range in the Jornada Del Muerto Desert in New Mexico. This test was called the Trinity
Test. On August 6, 1945, the uranium bomb, nicknamed “Little Boy” was dropped on
the city of Hiroshima, Japan. Then three days later, on August 9, 1945, a plutonium
bomb, “Fat Man,” was dropped on Nagasaki, Japan. While the development of the
atomic bomb was a huge undertaking, it had been kept secret from the American public.
However, it was not intended to stay a secret.
The first official public announcement of the atomic bomb was made on August
6, 1945 at 11:00 am eastern standard time, following the bombing of Hiroshima.
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President Truman issued a press release.82 The press release began by emphasizing the
overall power of the bomb: “Sixteen hours ago an American Airplane dropped one bomb
on [Hiroshima, Japan] and destroyed its usefulness to the enemy. That bomb had more
power than 20,000 tons of T.N.T. It had more than two thousand times the blast power of
the British “Grand Slam” which is the largest bomb ever yet used in the history of
warfare.”83 It went on to explain, “It is an atomic bomb. It is the harness of the basic
power of the universe. The force from which the sun draws its power has been loosed
against those who brought war to the Far East.” Then, after briefly recounting some of
the events that led up to the development of the bomb, the scientific and technological
achievement of the bomb was emphasized,
But the greatest marvel is not the size of the enterprise, its secrecy, nor its cost,
but the achievement of scientific brains in putting together infinitely complex
pieces of knowledge held by many men in different fields of science into a
workable plan. And hardly less marvelous has been the capacity of industry to
design, and of labor to operate, the machines and methods to do things never done
before so that the brainchild of many minds came forth in physical shape and
performed as it was supposed to do. Both science and industry worked under the
direction of the United States Army, which achieved a unique success in
managing so diverse a problem in the advancement of knowledge in an amazingly
short time. It is doubtful if such another combination could be got together in the
world. What has been done is the greatest achievement of organized science in
history. It was done under high pressure and without fail.
While the report did emphasize the scientific achievement of the bomb project, it did not
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shy away from reminding the public that this was a weapon of war, “Let there be no
mistake; we shall completely destroy Japan’s power to make war. . . .If they do not now
accept our terms they may expect a rain of ruin from the air, the like of which has never
been seen on this earth.” And a final thought told the public what this ultimately meant
for them, “The fact that we can release atomic energy ushers in a new era in man’s
understanding of nature’s forces. Atomic energy may in the future supplement the power
that now comes from coal, oil, and falling water, but at present cannot be produced on a
basis to compete with them commercially. Before that comes there must be a long period
of intensive research.”84
Later that same day, Secretary Stimson, issued his own press release. This release
gives a brief overview of the scale and general timeline of the bomb project, highlighting
the multiple locations including Richland, Oak Ridge, and Los Alamos, as well as
laboratories at University of Chicago, University of California, among others. The
international nature of the program was also mentioned with the aid of laboratories and
scientists in Canada and Great Britain taking part. Some of the commercial and industrial
partnerships were mentioned, calling out several companies including General Electric,
Westinghouse, Allis-Chalmers, and Union Carbide and Carbon Company.
However, while acknowledging the contributions of many, Stimson emphasized
the contributions of the scientists:
Behind these concrete achievements lie the tremendous contributions of American
science. No praise is too great for the unstinting efforts, brilliant achievements,
84
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and complete devotion to the national interest of the scientists of this country.
Nowhere else in the world has science performed so successfully in time of war.
All the men of science who have cooperated effectively with industry and the
military authors in bringing this project of fruition merit the very highest
expression of gratitude from the people of the nation.85
Both Truman’s and Stimson’s announcements clearly connected and cemented the public
connection between the atomic bomb and science.
These press releases sparked a flurry of interest from journalists. In his
autobiography, General Leslie Groves, the military head of the Manhattan Project,
recalls,
At the White House, everything was rather humdrum that morning . . . Everything
changed, however, when the President’s Press Secretary arose and read the first
few sentences. As the words ‘more than twenty thousand tons of TNT’ came out
of his mouth, there was a tremendous rush of reporters for the releases, which
were on the table at the exit of the room, and then to the telephones and their
offices. The newspaper world was astonished as everyone else.86
However, even with all of the fanfare, reporters struggled to contextualize this news.
While being presented with a headline that announced the bomb, these stories were often
placed in the context of other war reporting. For example, underneath the headline,
“Atomic Bomb Terror Unleashed on Japan,” the Minneapolis Star-Journal (Figure 2.1)
placed a map of the firebombing of Japan with a story of B29s firebombing four Japanese
cities next to a story titled “Equal to 20,000 Tons of TNT.”87 The atomic bomb was
headline worthy, but the implications of this strange new weapon had not yet been fully
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BIG
HOUSEWIVES' DREAM-ON- E
GADGET TO DO HOUSE WORK
CHICAGO (l".r Realization of a housewives dreftm a com-h- i
nut inn clothe washer, potato peeler and dish washer, with the
addition of a butter churn and Ice cream freer.er only a step away
was near today.
I'nlike many postwar dreams, this one will come true by
the first of 1916, unless an unexpected material shortage develops.
Kdward X. Hurley, president of the Hurley machine division
of Klectrio Household Utilities, Chicago, is the man responsible
for the domestic miracle.
It's planned as a kitchen unit to be operated daily as a dishwasher and potato peeler.
Then, on wash day, the housewife need only install the
attachment, light enough to be lifted and at
tached in less than a minute, Hurley said.
The third miracle, a potato peeler, is another attachment
a small tub coated with abrasive. The potatoes are spun rapidly,
so the abrasive literally skins the vegetable.
Hurley said both the prospective butter churn and ice cream
freezer will fit Into the machine as do the other gadgets.

Ackerman, Lindvall
in Grand Jury
.Liquor Probe
First witnesses to be called
by the Hennepin county grand
jury Tuesday when it begins an
investigation of alleged racketeering in Minneapolis' liquor
businesses will be Russell S.
Ackerman. superintendent of
city license bureau, and Roy
Lindvall, police license inspector, it was reported today.
Reports also were current at
city hall that all five members of
the council health and hospitals
committee, which approves liquor
licenses, will be called during the
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Hornet No. 2 Loses
Return Bout With
Typhoons in Pacific

inquiry.
It was expecled they would be
questioned as to the investigation
of applicants which thfy make
before acting upon a license ap'
plication.
However, the chiirinan of the
eommittee. Alderman Harold
Kauth. received
letter today
Pictar on Bark Par
from R. S. Wiggin, city attorney. WASHINGTON -(INS) JAP PLANES FAILED to put a
In which Wiggin placed responsinick in the 27,000-to- n
carrier Hornet during 14 months of
bility for investigation of licenses
on the police department. Copies blistering Pacific action, but that particular fighting lady was
of the letter will be sent to .Mayor back at Hunter's Point, Calif., today because she lost one
Hubert H. Humphrey and County bout to a mountainous wave and a 138 mile an hour ty'phcon.
When the Hornet steamed through the Golden Gate Ju'y 7 for
Attorney M. J. Dillon.
the gallant vessel bore on her weather-beateisland the
Kauth explained that after re- repairs score
following
against the Japs:
ceipt of Humphrey's letter to the
.
668 planes shot down.
council asking an investigation,
742 planes destroyed on ground.
he "tool the liberty" of requesting
One cruiser sunk.
Wiggin to prepare an opinion conOne carrier sunk.
cerning the council's responsibility

10 destroyers sunk.
421 cargo ships sunk.
One assist In sinking the battleship Yamafo.
During the Hornet's 14 months of action she cut. a 150,000-milthe city swath of destruction through the Pacific. And the Japs didn't
ordinance concerning granting of even scratch her.
The Hornet weathered one typhoon in Ihe Pacific, but she lost
liquor licenses:
The superintendent of police a return bout with the Pacific weather June 5 about 150 miles
or some person designated by him east of Okinawa, when the wind hit a speed of about 138 miles

in

the matter.

"It appears there is an attempt
to shift Ihe responsibility," Kauth
commented.
Wiggin

quoted

e

from

investigation

of

facts stated in the application. Investigate character and fitness of
the applicant, and report to the
city council."
"I doubt if there has ever been
a liquor license issued over the
objection of the police depart
ment," Wiggin wrote.
He noted that "it is the police
department which has the facili- -
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Marks on Nose,
Footprints Trap
Youthful Suspect

German Political
Controls Relaxed

"

Death Bullets to

Be Compared With

Kasherman Slugs

Statement from M. J. Dillon,
county attorney, today keyed
the protest he planned to make
against liberation on bail of
Rubin (Wayne Saunders) Shet
sky, charged with second degree murder of Albert Schnei
der, at a hearing late today.

District Judge Paul S. Carroll
already has ruled Shetsky is admissible to bail, and set the hearing to determine the amount of
bond he is to ask.
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INDUSTRIAL ARIA
Or TOYAMA
TOTALLY DESTROYED
HONSHU
IN EARLIER RAID
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While the newest series of incendiary raids has always been
preceded by warnings to civilians
to flee 1o safety, their effectiveness was told bluntly in a single
sentence in Gen. Spaatz' communique which, reporting on the record raid Aug. 2, said:
"First photographs available on
results of the B29 strike in the
early hours Aug. 2 show the industrial area of To jama was to-

tally destroyed."

Toyama, with a population of
127,000, was the third largest city
on Honshu fronting the Japan
sea and had the empire's largest

aluminum plant.

The Japanese radio acknowledged the attacks as announced
b- the United States strategic air
forces headquarters at Guam, and
added B29s also bombed the Hon-

Japan
Continued on Page Six
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FIGHTERS HIT JAP WAR CENTERS
Targets include Nishinomiya, Imabari, Saga, Maebashi

B29s, MUSTANG

Hiram Johnson, 79,
League Foe, Dies
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of those American
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atom.
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of TNT.
President Truman revealed this
great scientific achievement today and warned the Japanese that
they now face "a rain of ruin from,
the air the like of which has never
been seen on this earth."
More and more of these devastating bombs, unljcking the vn-- t
hidden ene-g- y that lies within the
atom, will tumble on Japar i
they continue to reject the Toti-dasurrender ultimatum.
The new atomic bomb was used
for the first time Sunday when an
m

Senator Hiram W. Johnson of Cali- American plane dropped one on
fornia, militant opponent of the League of Nations and the San the Japanese army base at HiroFrancisco charter for a United Nations organization, died today shima.
"We have spent $2,000,000,f00 on
at the age of 79.
The veteran Republican senator succumbed at Naval hospital, the greatest scientific gamble in
WASHINGTON

(TP)

f
Bethesda, Md., where he had been confined for two and
weeks. His physician, Capt. Robert E. Duncan,
saiu lie uieu aum a uiiuuiuusis ui a ceituiai aiicij, sifcy
Mrs. Johnson was . with her husband when
3
. ? ,,
. . he
.. .
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!
died. His son, I.t. Col. Hiram w. Johnson, Jr., Ictt
San Francisco last night by plane, but failed to ar- (
I Ori k
rive before his father died.
The senator's political activities extended over a ;
third of a century, covering some of the most
f
stirring events in the nation's history.
sW
A sfriWino' ficure in Ihe cennfe since IDIfi h
1
played a leading part in defeating President VVil- son's League of Nations covenant and later in op- - I I I
Dosin? United States adherence to the world court. aJ m
Johnson
Senator McKellar (D., Tenn.), president of the
senate, will appoint a committee to attend the funeral of the silver-haire-

history and won," Mr. Truman
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said.

A single bomb has more than
2,000 times the blast power of th

"

s--

if

British
ever used.
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bomb, the largest

Secretary of War Henry Stim-so- n
disclosed that an improved
bomb would be forthcoming shortly that would increase "by several
fold" the present effectiveness of
the new weapon.
The war department said it is
not yet able to make an accurate
report of the damage caused by
the first bomb. "Reconnaissance
veteran.
One of his last great senate fights was against passage of the planes reported an impenetrable
'teen age draft bill. He told his colleagues, with tears in his eyes. cloud of dust and smoke covered
the target area," the announcethat he opposed "calling children
ment said.
to fight our battle."
He had been expected to take a
Tokyo radio announced the city of
lead in opposition to the recently
Hiroshima, target of the American
approved world charter, but Illatomic bombing, wot raided at 8:20
ness prevented.
Weather of moderate character- a.m. Monday (6:20 p.m. Sunday,
Another senate battle, in which istics was expected today to con- Minneapolis time.)
President Truman said the new ond
he lined up in opposition to Sen- tinue in force over this
area.
powerful bomb was dropped abovt
ator Connally and others, was on
Forecast for the Twin Cities sec- that time but the Tokyo broadcast
Water tion was for fair
the United
tonight and Tues- made no mention of any unusual detreaty.
day, little change in temperature. struction.
Johnson, who served as gover- Outlook for the state was for fair
The base that was hit is a manor of California from 1910 to tonight, cooler in the south and
jor quartermaster depot and has
1916, described himself as a "Pro- east, Tuesday fair and warmer.
large ordnance, machine tool and
gressive Republican" and was inThe mercury Sunday touched a aircraft plants.
strumental in writing into his
The city of 318,000 also, constate's constitution such provisions high of 83 degrees here, and duras the initiative, referendum and ing the night lapsed to 63. High tains a principal port.
Development of the bomb, a vicrecall, the direct primary, woman for the state was 87 at Springsuffrage and the wiping out of na field and New Ulm, while Duluth tory of American scientists in a
tional party lines in municipal had a high of 71.
desperate race with Germany, ;s
of orand county elections.
Temperature in Minneapolis at "the greatest achievement
ganized science In history." Mr.
Under his leadership California 1 p.m. was 70.
Truman said In a statement repassed legislation governing work
Scattered rains ranged up to .16
men's compensation, limiting hours inch at International Falls, Min- leased at the White House.
of work for women, creating a neapolis recording a trace. A high
state marketing department, reg temperature of 80 was seen for Mr. Truman added the bomb "is
a harnessing of the basic power of
ulating railroads and prison re the city today.
the universe. The force from
forms.
which the sun draws its power
Although he always retained the
has been loosed against those who
Republican label in his senate acbrought war to the Far East."
tivities, he broke with that party Kissed
Meantime, American and British
by Kick
several times. The most recent
scientists studied the problem and
occurrence came when he supSt. Paul's "kissing burglar" was
Bomb
ported President Roosevelt in reported ond the prowl again
Continued on Page Sir.
1932.
early today.
' The dean of Republican
senaCrystal Raaen, 20, 205 Charles
tors in point of service, Johnson avenue, St. Paul,
reported a man
by
was born at Sacramento, Calif., awakened her at 3:45 a.m. in her Boy, 4,
Sept. 2, 1866.
bedroom and demanded a kiss.
Johnson's service in congress
Inead. he got a kick which Donald D. Johnson, 4, 3 E. Minwas topped only by its presiding knocked him backward, she
said, nehaha
parkway, was critically inofficer, McKellar of Tennessee.
and he fled the home.
jured when struck by a car today
at Diamond lake road and Nicollet
IS
avenue while crossing the street.
He was taken to General hospital.
Driver of the car, Arnold Garner, 2G. 6501 Fourteenth avenuo
S., was tagged on a charge of having inadequate brakes. The vir.
tlm's mother, Mrs. Oscar John, on,
operates a restaurant near tha
scene of the accident.
5818 Dupont
A pound of the substance, he
James Jenks,
But there was no means at
indicated, had the potential powhand to produce such a quantity avenue S., son of Mr. and Mrs.
er output of 3,000,000 gallons of as 10 pounds of
The Roy Jenks, was victim of another
amount of the substance isolated accident a short time later when
gasoline and, if developed in
sufficient quantities, might revoby Dr. Nier, scientists said, was he was struck by a car near his
lutionize the world.
hardly enough to spring a mouse home. The driver took him to
Northwestern hospital.
Dr. Nier was called to Washtrap.
Hunt for the atomic bomb
Marilyn Constenious, 2, daughington in 1940 to engage in secret experiments.
started right after the present ter of Mr. and Mrs. William Con"I have been asked not to
war got under way when a Ger- stenious. 1413 Clinton avenue,
1alk about it," he said at that
man mathematician, a Jewish went to General hospital with in
lime, "and I don't even know
woman, Llze Mltner, calculated juries, believed not serious, suf
fered when she ran into the i1
what others are doing."
something which had puzzled
Hefore he left, however, scienscientists for years was really of a car in front of 1100 Thud
tists believed Dr. Nier'a discovan explosion of atoms of the avenue S.
ery would have no bearing on metal uranium.
the present war although they
Within two weeks after she
...
knew the substance, if immersed
published this calculation the.
Editorial
in water, would produce steam
Page 10
great physics laboratories in the
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WASHINGTON
The
United States has unleashed
against Japan the terror of an
atomic bomb 2,000 times more
the
than
powerful
biggest .
blockbuster ever used in warfare and having a greater explosive force than 20,000 ton.3
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scientists who "entered the race
of discovery against the Germans" to develop the atomic
bomb described today by Presi-- .
dent Truman.
Dr. Nl&r, !n February, 1910,
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render unconditionally.
They have burned out approximately 160 square miles of war
producing cities since the first
fire raid on Tokyo March 3.

Equal to
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629s

B29s Set
Fires in 4
Jap Cities

GUAM
Four more
Archie M. Cary and Kleve
(P)
Flakne, attorneys for Shetsky, to Japanese cities were left in a
day filed with Judge Carroll affi- mass of flames by 5S0 Superdavits tending to show Al Schnei fortresses today and their deder and his brother, Fred Schnei struction
appeared certain, reder, or Snyder, both labor union
crewmen reported.
organizers, had been consistent turning
trouble-makers- ,
and that Shetsky,
Waves of B2f)s dropped approximanager of Casablanca night club,
was in "deadly fear" of them be mately 3.850 tons of incendiaries
fore shooting Al Schneider four on the industrial cities of
times earfy on July 27.
Maebashi, Imabari and
Saga, and demolition bombs on
Dillon countered the Cary move the coal liquefaction center at
with two affidavits filed by him- Ube.
One Superfort failed to return,
self, with Harold B. Johnson, employe of Minneapolis park board rilots reported Japanese opposifor 24 years, and Joseph J. Knight, tion was light, although Capt.
employe of the park board for lAwrence Bird, Mapleton, Utah,
reported seeing a Jap jet fighter
18 .years, as affiants.
plane over Maehashi.
They both said they had known
Reporting on the results of the
Albert SchneidVr, also a park
heavy raid on Saga, on Kyushu,
hoard employe, for many years, Lt.
Gordon P. Marchal, Sacraand that he had a reputation of
mento, Calif., said. "I could see
habits.
character
and
good
lines of fire on the ground and
believe me. the whole thing was
Meanwhile, Cary and Flakne, definitely saturated."
scheduled to argue a motion to
Over Nishinomiya,
however,
quash the indictment at 11 am., one pilot reported seeing more
said they had decided to forego flak, more fighters and more
appearance in support of the mo- searchlights than in recent forays
will
instead
but
tion,
present over Japan.
arguments at the later hearing in
iFres could be seen 150 miles
favor of moderate bail.
at sea.
Another angle of investigation
Air raid sirens screamed throughof the case developed today when
out
in a warning that 100
Deputy Police Inspector Eugene P51 Tokyo
Mustangs had returned to
Rernath said slugs removed from
the body of Schneider have been strike terror with rockets and masent to the federal bureau of in- chine guns.
Radio Tokyo said 350 Mustangs
vestigation in Washington for ballistics comparison with bullets carried the assault into the daytaken from the body of Arthur light today with an attack on the
Kasherman, scandal sheet editor, Tokyo area.
The Mustangs struck central
slain in January.
Honshu, including northern Tokyo,
for an hour, Domei agency reDillon, in his statement today,
ported.
said:
,
One wave attacked targets in
"The proper place to try a law- Saitama
prefecture, north of
not
and
is
in
courts
the
suit
by
it reported; a second wave
affidavits. It is a laughable mat- Tokyo,
ter to hear a man who is over 6 of 50 planes struck parts of Chiba
feet tall, and who weighs over prefecture, southeast of Tokyo;
and
northern
Tokyo.
220 pounds, and who is armed
The B29s In two raids Aug. 2
with a deadly weapon, say he
was afraid of a man not quite and today have sown 10,500 tons
so big, who had no gun nor club of dreaded fire and demolition
nor any defense of any kind ex- bombs on Japanese cities in warnings to the people of Japan to sur,
cept his fists.
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Love Affair Between GIs
and Kathleen Isn't Over

ta.

at Defense

fure

Stalin Returns Home

Price 3 Cents

Dillon Hits

an hour.
Waves and wind bounced the 27,000-tovessel about like a
chip.
Suddenly her bow rose atop a tremendous wave and crashed
downward with such force the forward corners of the flight
deck folded down along her
sides.
Engines were stopped immediately and the Hornet drifted before the wind like a sailboat.
The next morning she was tillable to launch planes from her
crumpled bow so she backed
Jury
Footprints and a marked nose into the wind to send search
Continued on Page Six
boy into patrols into the' sky. When the
brought a
the clutches of the law today af- planes returned, the Hornet reter he allegedly tried to break tired from the area.
into the home of Mrs. Emily
She was named in honor of
F.meott, 105 Maria avenue, St. the previous carrier Hornet
Paul.
which w as sunk in October, 1942,
BERLIN INS- Gen. Dwighf P.
while protecting American invaDetectives Krwin Coates and sion forces on Guadalcanal after
Eisenhower told the German people today that hard times lie Lester McAulifle, investigating serving as Jimmy Doolittle's
ahead.
the report, found the boy nearby. "Shangri-Labase for bombing
The general, in an official mesHe denied being involved, but Tokyo.
sage, advised the Germans all Coates took his pulse and found
There wasn't much loafing
signs point to shortage of food, his heart beating rapidly, as if he aboard
No. 2 during
Hornet
the
but
and
transport
fuel, housing
had been running.
her battle months. As part of
the Germans "need not face the At the scene his shoes matched famed
"As a matter of fact, Shetsky
Task Force 58 and flagwithout hope."
footprints found beneath a win- ship for Rear Adm. J. J. not only was younger but was
Eisenhower said the German na- dow.
surrounded by a host of emOn his nose, the detectives (Jocko) Clark, her planes hamtion's 'power to make war will be
said, were marks as if it had been mered the Japs in every major ployes.
destroyed completely.
a screen.
"It is a cowardly thing to
operation from the Palaus to
"You can redeem .ourselves," pressed against
Okinawa.
blacken the character of a man
the general said, "both at home
The boy then admitted attemptin who is dead and who is unable
Here are some
and in the eyes of the world ing to get through the window, the Hornet's career:highlights
to speak for himself."
through jour own effort, ii lies the detectives said.
STRUCK
THE
blow
FIRST
to
our
within
power ultimately
Meanwhile the full bench of the
for liberation of the Philippines.
build a healthy democratic life in
WAS FIRST to hit Tokyo In district court met and directed
Germany and rejoin the family of
that Judge Carroll preside at the
a
carrier attack.
na! ions."
now set for Aug 23.
LONDON (U.R) Premier Stalin
WAS FIRST to hit the Yama- Shetsky trial,
Germans will be permitted to
A
special jury panel will be called.
V.
M.
Commissar
45,000-toof
the Jap
form local unions and engage in and Foreign
fo,
pride
local political activity, with meet- Molotov returned to Moscow from fleet.
Six affidavits were submitted
one typhoon
WEATHERED
ings subject to approval by the the Potsdam conference Sunday,
in behalf of Shetsky by Cary toradio Moscow reported.
and survived the second with
military government.
day. Shetsky's statement said he
some damage.
had never been convicted of any
ATTACKED the Jap fleet in crime nor accused of an offense
j
its home waters.
against the law, and that he was
SET WHAT is believed a rec- in "deadly fear of the men (the
ord for
enemy planes Schneiders) who were men of exin one
period: 255 shot ceptional strength and brutal
down between March 18 and force, with a temperament and
April 16.
desire to cause trouble" . . . and
ACCOUNTED for 67 Jap that:
9
Tt was assured today that the love affair between Kathleen Danplanes in a single day's opera"It was a question of his life
tion.
field
408th
group,
in
and
iels
the boys
artillery
and his fear thereof and his absoheadquarters battery,
SPENT A TOTAL, of 52 days lute belief in the fact that he
which has been going on for such a long time will continue throughunder Jap air attack without knew he would have been beaten
out their lives.
Measured by the calendar on the wall, the affair began early in being hit even by a machine to a pulp and his bones broken
Kath1?44 when Mrs. Ruth Daniels, 1701 Adams street NE., took baby
gun bullet.
and he would have been killed if
leen to Fort Sill, Okla.. where Pvt. Dominic W. Daniels was training.
he had not acted in
She also was dubbed "Hornet In the manner in which he did."
A soldier's calendar or a baby's
she transported
calendar, however, reveals that memhrance, but equally in fulfill- Hotel" when
The statement pointed out he
this love has been of much longer ing Dan's desires for future neds thousands of marines to forward surrendered
voluntarily to the
was
an
tanker
areas;
auxiliary
of his daughter."
duration.
authorities.
to
of
hundreds
destroyers;
Since it started, when the boys
a
is
little young
Kathleen, now 3,
first saw Kathleen, they have for the piano. But the'money will served as a prison ship for 130
Other affidavits from Al Silvers,
Japs; transported Ice cream to Casablanca employe; Charles
hardened into tough soldiers, have be kept for her.
Fossmaller vessels; was a gymnacrossed an ocean and invnded a
floorman at another loop
sium, fight arena and basketball ter, Gill J.
continent. Pvt. Daniels became
Chandler, bartender;
bar;
stadium for her crew of 2,500.
M Sgt. Daniels.
Harry W. Anderson, park board
Capt. Miles Browning, Moun- employe and musician, and Val
Kathleen, too, has encountered
tain Lake, N. J., was the skipper Georges, florist's
"
a thousand wonders and trials
told of
when the Hornet joined Task incidents in whichemploye,
learned to walk and talk, burned
the Schneiders
Force 158 March 20, J944. Ten were
her finger.
allegedly involved.
days later she struck at the
In the foxholes of Germany the
and subsequently she
I'alaus,
caKathleen's
for
hos planned
hit Holland!, Truk and I'onape.
4
reer, agreeing with her father
Second skipper was Rear Adm.
that above all she must learn to
MA
w
(then Captain) William Sample,
v
play the piano.
A "
Pensacola, Fla., who directed her
It seemed, on the black day of
A soldier who fractured his
into the Marianas, Bon-in- s
strikes
8.
this
June
1945, that
program
and Volcano islands. He was neck diving into a lake at Alexfor Kathleen's future, and their's,
succeeded by Capt. Austin Doyle, andria, Minn., was flown to Fort
must he modified, perhaps even
Snelling base hospital here today
cancelled. Sgt. Daniels died in a
i Pensacola, Fla.
by
army air transport plane.
7
when planes
It was April
Paris hospital.
He is Pvt. Allen R. Klomps,
f
from the Hornet located the Jap
on
make- - an

shall
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On the Inside

Figure 2.1 This is an example of the newspaper announcements of that atomic bombing of Hiroshima on
Monday, August 6, 1945. Note that while the Atomic bomb is given a headline, the actual story shares
space with story about a B29 firebombing attack. Minneapolis Star-Journal, August 6, 1945, page 1.
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conveyed.
Following Truman’s announcement, articles on the atomic bomb appeared in the
New York Times and other publications across the country. The articles, written William
Laurence, a New York Times reporter that had been on special assignment to the
Manhattan Project, titled “War Department Called Times Reporter to Explain Bomb’s
Intricacies to Public” and “Atomic Bombing of Nagasaki Told by Flight Member,”
appeared on August 7 and 9, 1945 respectively.88
William Laurence specialized in writing stories on medicine, physics, chemistry
and astronomy. Before the war, he wrote several articles on nuclear physics including
“Huge New Atom Gun to Tear World Veil,” “Atoms Broadcast Secrets to Science,” and
“Atom Scale Nears Intangible Region.”89 In 1940 he had read an article in Physical
Review Letters discussing the successful separation of U-235.90 This article inspired him
to write a number of articles detailing the discoveries in nuclear physics and included his
predictions of the possible uses for such physics. One of these articles, published in The
Saturday Evening Post in 1940, called “The Atom Gives Up” offered some prescient
thoughts:

88

William L. Laurence, “War Department Called Times Reporter to Explain Bomb’s
Intricacies to Public,” New York Times, August 7, 1945. William L. Laurence, “Atomic
Bombing of Nagasaki Told by Flight Member,” New York Times, September 9, 1945.
89
William L. Laurence, “Huge New Atom Gun to Tear World Veil,” New York Times,
October 24, 1939. William L. Laurence, “Atoms Broadcast Secrets to Science,” New
York Times, December 30, 1939. William L. Laurence, “Atomic Scale Nears Intangible
Reign,” New York Times, April 27, 1940.
90
The Physical Review article was most likely one by Alfred O. Nier, E. T. Booth, J. R.
Dunning, and A.V. Gross, “Nuclear Fission of Separated Uranium Isotopes” Physical
Review, 57 (15 March 1940), 546. Details of Laurence’s background are from his
obituary in the New York Times “William Laurence, Ex-Science Writer for the Times,
Dies,” New York Times, March 19, 1977, 1 & 7.
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On Sunday, May fifth on the eve of one of the greatest upheavals in man’s
history, the world learned about the discovery of a new source of power, millions
of times greater than anything known on earth. A newly extracted natural
substance, present in relative abundance in many parts of the world, but very
difficult to isolate, has been found capable of liberating energy at such an
unbelievable rate that one pound of it was the equivalent of 5,000,000 pounds of
coal of 3,000,000 pounds of gasoline. In explosive power one pound of the new
substance would be equal to 15,000 tons of TNT. Only one chief obstacle
remained — to find a method for isolating the substance in large quantities and
scientists were hopeful that such a method would not be long in developing.91
Laurence then recounted the discoveries of uranium and fission as well as the different
process of isotope isolation for uranium and also speculated on the potential uses for
nuclear energy including atomic weapons.92 It was through this article that Laurence
came to the attention of General Leslie Groves. Groves had been impressed with
Laurence’s understanding of the science and his ability to communicate it to the public.
Laurence was writing for the New York Times and in April of 1945, Groves approached
the newspaper and brokered an agreement that made Laurence the official reporter and
historian for the project. This agreement gave Laurence unrestricted access to Project
sites and situations but he, and thus the New York Times, could not publish any stories
until after the bomb was used and or the war was over.93 Through this deal, Laurence
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William Laurence, “The Atom Gives Up,” The Saturday Evening Post, 213 no. 10
(September 7, 1940): 12.
92
Laurence, “The Atom Gives Up,”12-13, 60-63. This article was so accurate that later,
under wartime censorship, libraries were asked to remove this issue from circulation and
the War Department took an additional step and requested the publisher notify them of
any individual requesting a reprint of the article. However, according to Michael
Sweeny, no requests for the article were made to the publisher during the war. Michael
S. Sweeny, Secrets of Victory, 196.
93
Groves had intended that Laurence would write all press reports and public briefings for
the project; however, Laurence’s often flowery, hyperbolic language, while fine enough
for the New York Times, did not fit the government or military’s style of communication.
Wellerstein provides a link to the draft of Truman’s press release that Laurence had
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was able to move relatively freely around Manhattan Project locations, discuss the project
with scientists and engineers, and observe the developing bomb as it took shape. He was
on site and watched the Trinity Bomb Test on July 16, 1945 from the observation bunker
and the August 9, 1945, bombing of Nagasaki from a companion plane on the bombing
mission.94
On August 12, 1945, the Washington Post reprinted Laurence’s 1940 Saturday
Evening Post Article, “The Atom Gives Up,” under the new title, “Discovery of Atomic
Power International Drama.”95 Late in September of 1945, the New York Times published
a series of seven articles that Laurence had written during his time with the Manhattan
Project. The first of these articles, “Drama of the Atomic Bomb Found Climax in July 16
Test,” included a brief explanation of the series, “Following is the first of a number of
articles by a staff member of the New York Times who was detached for service with the
War Department at its request to explain the atomic bomb to the lay public. He
witnessed the first test of the bomb in New Mexico and, on a flight to Nagasaki, its actual
use.”96 This introduction highlighted his official position and lent credibility to his
commentary on the bomb and the explanations of the associated science.
Not all of his writing was technical, Laurence’s descriptions also contributed to
the over all impression of the world changing nature of the atomic bomb and the possible

prepared. It was 15 pages long, while the one that Truman went with was just over two.
Alex Wellerstein “The Improbable William Laurence.”
94
Atomic Heritage Foundation. “Profile: William Laurence”
https://www.atomicheritage.org/profile/william-l-laurence, accessed April 1, 2019
95
William L. Laurence, “Discovery of Atomic Power International Drama,” The
Washington Post, August 12, 1945.
96
William L. Laurence, “Drama of the Atomic Bomb Found in Climax in July 16 Test,”
New York Times, September 26, 1945, 1&16.
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implications for the future. In describing the Trinity bomb, Laurence wrote:
The atomic flash in New Mexico came as a great affirmation to the prodigious
labors of our scientists during the past four years, in which they managed to
“know the unknowable and unscrew the inscrutable.” It came as the affirmative
answer to the until then unanswered question: “Will it work?” With the flash
came a delayed roll of mighty thunder, heard, just as the flash was seen for
hundreds of miles. The roar echoed and reverberated from the distant hills and
the Sierra Oscuro Range near by, sounding as though it came from some
supramundane source as well as from the bowels of the earth. The hills said “yes”
and the mountains chimed in “yes.” It was as if the earth had spoken and the
sudden iridescent clouds and sky had joined in one mighty affirmative answer.
Atomic energy – yes.97
Laurence’s articles were highly descriptive and many included technical and scientific
explanations, but his goal seemed to be to draw in a less technically minded public. Many
of his articles included descriptions of the scientific processes necessary to the bomb
project, some of the engineering expertise required, but also with attention to the basic
science, including the discovery and development of plutonium.
His final article in the series on the development of plutonium, “Scientists
‘Create’ in Atomic Project” offers a good example of the scientific explanations that
Laurence included in his articles. He began by telling the reader, “the story of the
creation, production and purification of Element 94, named plutonium will stand out as
one of the great epics of history and as a distinct turning-point in the life of man on
earth.”98 He then takes a step back from recounting the history of plutonium to explain
some basics of the atom,
To understand how this was done requires the statement of some elementary facts
97

William L. Laurence “Drama of the Atomic Bomb Found in Climax in July 16 Test,”

1.
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William L. Laurence, “Scientists ‘Create’ in Atom Project,” New York Times, October
4, 1945, 4.
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about the constitution of the nuclei of atoms in which more than 99.999 per cent
of the mass and energy of the material universe is concentrated. The nuclei are
composed of two types of fundamental particles, protons and neutrons. Both have
about the same mass or atomic mass 1. But whereas the proton carries a constant
fundamental unit of positive electricity, the neutron as its name implies is
electrically neutral.”99
The remainder of this article includes descriptions of neutrons, cyclotrons, and the basic
processes that led to the creation of plutonium.
As Laurence had singular press access to the Manhattan Project his articles were
the most detailed and authoritative available in the fall of 1945 and for a while
afterwards. His inclusion of scientific explanations further emphasized the scientific
nature of the bomb and by offering the information to readers, enforced the idea that the
science was to be understood, at least at some general level by the public.
In addition to hiring Laurence to report on the Manhattan Project, General Groves
initiated an official public document, A General Account of the Development of Methods
of Using Atomic Energy for Military Purposes under the Auspices of the United States
Government, 1940-1945, which informally has become known as the Smyth Report. It
served as an official history of the project, as well as a scientific and technical
explanation of the project.100 Though Smyth was asked to record the activities of the
project, he was not a historian. He was the chair of physics at Princeton and a consultant
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Laurence, “Scientists, ‘Create’ in Atom Project,” 4.
Version used here: Henry DeWolf Smyth, Atomic Energy for Military Purposes: The
Official Report on the Development of the Atomic Bomb under the Auspices of the United
States Government, 1940-1945 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1946). The
original publication was titled A General Account of the Scientific Research and
Technical Development that Went into Making the Atomic Bomb and was published by
the Government Printing office. Later publication by the Princeton University Press
changed the title to Atomic Energy For Military Purposes.
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for the Metallurgical Lab in Chicago. Smyth was commissioned by the army in 1944 to
create a publication that could later explain nuclear weapons and their history to the lay
population. He wrote his report during the development of the bomb and the first
printing was released only days after the bombing of Nagasaki.101 From its release until
the early 1960s, it was the only declassified information on the bomb.102 The specific
aims of this report were to “describe the scientific and technical developments in this
country since 1940 directed toward the military use of energy from atomic nuclei,” and it
was intended for an audience of scientists, engineers and “other college graduates with a
good grounding in physics and chemistry.”103
Smyth used the “Introduction” to briefly describe the basic physics concepts that
he viewed as necessary for understanding the bomb, at least in terms of the fission
reactions. He began with an explanation of conservation of mass and energy, a
discussion of equivalence of mass and energy, including Einstein’s popular E = mc2
equation, noting that “Even Einstein could hardly have foreseen the present applications,
but as early as 1905 he did clearly state that mass and energy were equivalent and
suggested proof of this equivalence could be found by the study of radioactive
substances.” Smyth then discussed radioactive elements and atomic structure.
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Recognizing how central atoms were to the report, he wrote, “Before considering what
types of atoms emit alpha beta and gamma rays, and before discussing the laws that
govern such emission, we shall describe the current ideas of how atoms are constructed,
ideas based partly on the study of radioactivity.”104 He detailed the contemporary
understanding of the structure of the atom:
According to our present view every atom consists of a small heavy nucleus
approximately 10-12 cm in diameter surrounded by a largely empty region 10-8 cm
in diameter which electrons move somewhat like planets about the sun. The
nucleus carries an integral number of positive charges each 1.6 x10-19 coulombs in
size. Each electron carries one negative charge of this same size, and the number
of electrons circulating around the nucleus is equal to the number of positive
charges on the nucleus so that the atom as a whole has a net charge of zero.”105
Smyth went on to discuss radiation, the neutron and positrons and deuterons, and then
sums up the understanding of nuclear structure by explaining, “The idea that all elements
are made out of a few fundamental particles is an old one. It is now firmly established.
We believe that there are three fundamental particles — the neutron, the proton, and the
electron.”106
Smyth included a few diagrams to illustrate some of the processes he was
explaining. In a section recounting the discovery of uranium fission, Smyth presented a
diagram of the fission of U-235 (Figure 2.2). Later in a discussion of the challenges of
chain-reactions, there is a schematic diagram of a chain reaction of U-235 fission (Figure
2.3). These diagrams became important explanatory tools; being reprinted themselves in
other publications as well as informing other diagrams.
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Figure 2.2 This diagram was one of the first publically available depictions of Uranium
fission. Henry D. Smyth, Atomic Energy for Military Purposes (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1946), 25.
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Figure 2.3 This diagram of a uranium fission chain reaction was one of the first
publically available explanations of atomic chain reactions. Henry D. Smyth, Atomic
Energy for Military Purposes (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1946), 36.
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Later chapters use diagrams and equations to explain other aspects of the new
science that was developed during the war. The work of the Metallurgical Lab at the
University of Chicago under the direction of Enrico Fermi is discussed with explanations
of nuclear chain reactions and a description of the nuclear pile. There is some mention
of the development of plutonium, but the uses for plutonium are not explained, perhaps
evidence of a kind of policing of content. Additionally there are multiple chapters on
uranium and other isotope separation methods with discussions of the various problems
encountered at the different locations by scientists and engineers working on the project.
The final chapter examines the work done at Los Alamos. The Theoretical Physics
Division is credited here with determining the critical size of the bomb, the neutron
density decrease rate and the state of matter calculations for high temperature and
pressure in order to make predictions on the effects of the bomb.107 The Experimental
Division is credited with additional work on the collision cross sections.
The articulated purposes of this report varied. In a retrospective view, Groves, in
his autobiography, recalled his thinking,
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It would be a formal record of our activities, particularly scientific and
administrative, giving credit where credit was due, and would, we hoped, meet the
heavy demands for information that were certain to deluge us, once the bomb
proved successful. We also wanted something that would serve as a guide for
persons connected with the project in their discussion with outsiders, to help them
avoid unwitting breaches in security.108
However, regardless of what his intentions were, the book opens with a foreword from
General Groves telling the readers:
The story of the development of the atomic bomb by the combined efforts of
many groups in the United States is a fascinating but highly technical account of
an enormous enterprise. Obviously, military security prevents this story from
being told in full at this time. However, there is no reason why the administrative
history of the Atomic Bomb Project and the basic scientific knowledge on which
the several developments were based should not be available now to the general
public. To this end this account by Professor H. D. Smyth is presented.109
In the preface, Smyth tells the reader why this report is important for them, “The ultimate
responsibility for our nation’s policy rests on its citizens and they can discharge such
responsibilities wisely only if they are informed.”110 However, perhaps acknowledging
the lack of general public knowledge about physics and the atom, Smyth did not intend
for this report to be for the average citizen when he pointed out,
The average American cannot be expected to understand clearly how an atomic
bomb is constructed or how it works but there is in this country a substantial
group of engineers and scientific men who can understand such things and who
can explain the potentialities of atomic bombs to their fellow citizens. The
present report is written for this professional group.”111
The intended audience is reiterated in the introduction, “Although not written as a
‘popular’ account of the subject, this report is intended to be intelligible to scientists and
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engineers generally and to other college graduates with a good grounding in physics and
chemistry.”112 However, as public curiosity grew, the report reached those far beyond the
scientific professionals.
Copies of the Smyth report were released to news agencies on August 12, 1945.
Though previous press releases from the government and military offered some
descriptions, this document was the only source of technical information on the atomic
bomb that was available. In regard to the press’s interest in the Smyth Report, historian
Rebecca Press-Swartz sums it up thusly, “It is a pretty safe bet that every newspaper in
the United States printed articles based on the Smyth Report as soon as its publishers
could get their hands on a copy.”113 As the only non-classified technical information on
the atomic bomb, the Smyth Report formed the basis for all technical and scientific
reporting and served as the backbone for all histories of the bomb project. The original
print run was 10,000 copies and they were distributed for free. By November 1945, the
demand for the publication was so strong that the Government Printing Office could not
keep up. Princeton University Press took over the printing operation in September,
leading to 110,000 copies sold by the end of the 1947 fiscal year.114
The initial publically available information on the atomic bomb, the press releases
issued by the President and the Secretary of War, the newspaper articles by William
Laurence, and the Smyth Report, all communicated to the public a need for the public to
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be informed not only about the power and danger of the bomb but also of the science
behind the weapon. This set the stage for the many groups, agencies, and individuals to
pick up the mantle of educators and develop material and learning opportunities for the
general public to become informed on atomic matters.
The Necessity of Understanding the Atom
Why did people need to know about the atom? The motivations behind these
educational efforts differed. In some cases, the promoters were trying create a positive
view of atomic energy and atomic matters, while in others they were trying to address the
fears about atomic weapons. In some cases the goal was to make basic science
understandable through information and thus enable citizens to make good political
choices. In other cases, the message seemed to be that atomic science was too
complicated for the average person and that the scientists should make the decisions.
However varied the messages, most emphasized the importance of having the average
person understand the atom at some level in order to live responsibly in the Atomic Age.
This section highlights some of the general messaging presented to the public regarding
their need to be atomically educated in order to contextualize that cultural landscape.
In discussing the overall aims of atomic education historian Paul Boyer wrote,
“The psychological intent of this multifaceted campaign of ‘atomic education’ is quite
clear: to implant in the public mind an image of atomic energy associated with health,
happiness, and prosperity rather than destruction.”115 Michael Scheibach studied
adolescents during the Atomic Age and argued that, “The ubiquitous atomic bomb, with
its multifarious social and political fallout, permeated the lives of postwar adolescents. . .
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. The narratives to which this generation was exposed did not contain a monolithic
viewpoint or tone.” He continues, “Many narratives were serious, often espousing the
end of civilization, while others took a more lighthearted or optimistic view of the atom.
Narratives often encompassed various discourses or ideas represented distinct and often
contestable approaches to the wide-ranging implications of the atomic bomb.”116
The popular materials covered in this chapter indicate another significant
message: people needed to understand the atom in order to survive. For the promoters of
atomic science education, survival was a larger idea than simply making it through an
atomic blast. As mentioned in the first section of this chapter, from the very first public
announcement, Truman’s press release on August 6, 1945, the public was told that the
world had changed, “The fact that we can release atomic energy ushers in a new era in
man’s understanding of nature’s forces.”117
The view was that, by unlocking the secrets of the atom, humans had
fundamentally changed the relationship between man and nature. This new world, the
Atomic Age, involved not only the threat of atomic war but also new science, new
technology, and the vague but threatening idea that everything was somehow,
fundamentally different. The danger was that if people couldn’t adapt to the new world,
they would be left behind by those who could. Individual survival was about using the
science to adapt to the new age. The 1945 book The Atom Age Opens observes that, “The
nuclear physicists have opened the Atomic Age and have thereby imposed upon every
thinking human being . . . the vital necessity of making those adjustments . . . that will
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prevent the chaos and give mankind instead a future golden and peaceful.”118 Other books
such as The Atom Story; Atoms, Today & Tomorrow; Atomic Challenge; and Explaining
the Atom all include similar introductions which stress to the reader that he or she has an
obligation to understand this new science and that such knowledge would be essential for
survival.119
Some authors took this idea further, describing more specifically the skills and
knowledge that they believed would be required. In the 1946 curriculum guide Living in
the Atomic Age: A Resource Unit for Teachers in Secondary Schools, author Harold Hand
included a section titled “‘Plus’ Qualities of the Effective Citizen in the Atomic Age.”
Some of these ‘plus’ qualities included first, having “a sufficiently good command of the
scientific terminology commonly used in . . . discussion[s] of nuclear energy, the atomic
bomb, and related matters to understand what is being said,” and, second, having “a
sufficient elementary knowledge of the fission process to enable him to detect as false
any statement . . .appreciably at variance with the facts of this process.”120
Adapting to the new age also meant being able to react appropriately. Having
scientific knowledge would contribute to survival by enabling individuals to avoid panic
and manage fear. The prospect of nuclear war was frightening even to people working to
promote atomic education. Manhattan Project scientist and Nobel Prize winning chemist
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Harold Urey wrote a well-received and often reprinted article for Collier’s magazine in
1946 entitled “I’m a Frightened Man” that acknowledged his personal reasons for
concern about a nuclear war.
However, there was a distinction between irrational terror and rational fear.
Irrational terror resulted from people’s imaginations running wild or by the spread of
gossip and speculation. Fear prevented people from understanding and adapting to the
new world. Bart Richards, editor of the New Castle News reported to the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) in February of 1954 a story that he had been told by some of his
readers about a supposed massive, fatal explosion at Oak Ridge caused by a single drop
of radioactive blood. Acknowledging his own limited knowledge, Richards indicated he
was skeptical of this story. He reported, “I asked them if they knew anything about the
theory of atomic explosions, how one drop of blood would contain sufficient power to
wreck a building . . . They admitted an abysmal ignorance of even the fundamentals of
atomic explosions but said ‘an atom apparently had been split in the drop of blood.’”121
Richards went on to request additional information about the science of the atom so that
he could help his readers understand the science behind atomic energy in order to respond
to and disprove such preposterous stories. Knowledge and information were the antidotes
for rumor and fear.
Teachers, too, were drawn to the effort to counter irrational fears with
information. For example, in 1951, a Hartford, Connecticut third-grade teacher reported
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to the journal Childhood Education, “We talked of molecules as the smallest units of
substance and went on to learn that molecules contained atoms. We discussed uranium . .
.we talked of obtaining energy from smashing the atom.” The teacher reported that
during subsequent civil defense drills the children were “quite familiar with the word
‘atomic’ and I found that not one of the children was upset or fearful.”122 She thus
indicated that knowledge about the atom had removed the fear because the atom was no
longer unknown.
While individual fears were perhaps allayed by such instruction, atomic education
was seen as important for the nation as a whole. Education has traditionally been viewed
in a democratic society as necessary for the strength and security of the nation. In the
1940s and into the 1950s, having a generally educated population was viewed as a guard
against communism, fascism, and all the other -isms that were a threat to the American
way of life.123 Now that the Atomic Age had changed the world, it was imperative that all
citizens and future citizens be educated in this new science. In a 1949 editorial in the
Journal of Educational Psychology, General Groves argued, “An intelligent population is
the greatest safeguard to national security and the best incentive to a better life that this
country has. An informed population is an alert one.”124
This informed public was not just to be generally educated, but it needed specific
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information to make informed decisions in the voting booth. AEC Commissioner
Sumner T. Pike told the National Association of Secondary School Principals in 1949,
“Atomic energy is already bringing with it great questions of public policy. The proper
handling of these problems will demand an informed public understanding so that we will
not come to consider atomic energy the prerogative of the expert and thus leave to others
decisions which are properly the citizen’s . . . [O]nce the people have the facts they can
be depended on to make wise and common sense decisions.”125
Growing out of the idea that “science had won the war,” national security required
the growth and maintenance of the country’s scientific workforce along with continued
public support of science. Paul C. Aebersold, AEC Isotopes Division Chief explained to
the Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers in 1949, “There is another
side to security – this is ‘security by achievement.’ Security by achievement recognizes
that our science and technology is closely interrelated and that our over-all national
security is dependent on the sum total of our advance in all fields of endeavor.”126 He
also told them, “Scientists recognize that the present world situation calls for the fullest
pursuit and development of science in the interest of defending the freedoms and
purposes of our way of life.”127 Such observers believed that understanding the science
of the atom allowed even average Americans to relate to science, rather than push it away
as a fearful unknown and to recognize the need for experts who understood it in even
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more sophisticated ways.
From 1945 to about 1949, the view among educators, as seen in journals such as
School Life, Childhood Education, School Science and Mathematics, Science Education,
and The Elementary School Journal was that the imagined future was one of peace. The
atomic bomb had made war so horrifying that it must be avoided in the future. Students
were to be educated for world citizenship, which included cultural understanding and
some basic knowledge of emerging science and technologies. E. T. McSwain, professor
of education at Northwestern University wrote in the April, 1946, issue of Childhood
Education:
Yesterday’s children won World War II. Today’s children and youth will win
or lose peace. The education of today’s children and youth is essential to national
and world security. A new faith, a scientific mind, and a recognition of the worth
and dignity of individuals are the effective instruments to cope with conditions
and opportunities in the post war years. The memorization of information and the
development of communicative skills will not be sufficient. The soldiers in the
drive for peace must be motivated by social intelligence and by a pragmatic faith
in the ability of free people to develop and to use applied science in improving the
standards of living for all individuals.128
While McSwain mentioned being able to develop and use applied science, preparing
these children to be soldiers in the drive for peace had cultural requirements as well such
as reading Russian Folk tales and learning about traditional foods of Mexico.
However, this view of a peaceful world did not last. Following the 1949 Russian
atomic bomb test and the beginning of the Korean War in 1950, the imagined future of a
peaceful world gave way to a view of the future as an increasingly unpredictable and
dangerous place. By executive order of President Truman, the Federal Civil Defense
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Administration was formed in 1950. The Civil Defense Administration was tasked with
creating and promoting emergency preparedness procedures with an emphasis on what to
do in case of an atomic attack. Schools and children were a primary focus of civil
defense. Atomic Age preparedness included teaching children how to survive and most
importantly, how to do so independently. Elementary schools across the country adopted
civil defense curriculum and teachers incorporated elements into their everyday lessons.
For example, teachers turned the school bomb shelters into a reading nook and held
competitions for the most compliant classes during drills. By the early 1950s, public
education campaigns focused on peacetime atomic applications such as civilian nuclear
power and isotopic medicine.
Multiple images, from soldiers for peace to nuclear war survivors, bombarded
elementary school children during the late 1940s and 1950s. When children were not
learning about the science of the atom, they were learning because of the atom.
Supporting science was a way to ensure the security and survival of the nation. But some
of the advocates for atomic education had a more global perspective.
The possibility of an all-out nuclear war was a frightening prospect to many
Americans, including many of the scientists who had worked on the Manhattan project.
Like many publications at the time the 1946 book Must Destruction be our Destiny? by
Manhattan Project physicist Harrison Brown pointed out, “As individuals we want to
continue living on this earth. We want to live, but we do not want to live in fear, nor do
we want to regress to the status of primordial man.”129 There were many discussions
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regarding how to limit nuclear capabilities and exactly who should be in charge of the
regulation –not only in the national context but also in a global one. Ideas of control
through a world-wide regulating body or though one-world government were discussed
and promoted.
The case for why the public needed to know about the atom was based on
arguments about citizenship, personal responsibility, and national as well as international
security. Framing information in terms of survival was also compelling, but often there
was no explanation, just a presumed shared assumption that understanding the atom and
the new atomic world was important and that the general public needed to know it.
Conclusion
Immediately following the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, President Truman’s
and Secretary Stimson’s press releases told of the bomb and of the power of the atom.
Both men directly indicated that the public needed to understand the atom. The available
information that followed from William Laurence’s articles and the Smyth Report
included not only descriptions of the events but also scientific explanations of how the
atom was constructed and the power it contained. The message to the public was that the
world had changed. The atom bomb was a reality and that they, the general public,
needed to understand. The inclusion of the basic science indicated that the science itself
was central to success in this information dissemination.
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Chapter 3: Learning about the Atom
After the initial call for a public understanding of atomic energy from the
President of the United States and the Manhattan Project leadership, multiple groups and
concerned individual created educational opportunities designed reach as many people as
possible. These educational efforts, some more successful than others, included basic
atomic science. This chapter examines six examples: articles in Life Magazine, MGM’s
film The Beginning or the End, the comic book Dagwood Splits the Atom, lectures given
by Manhattan Project affiliated scientists, an Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) Press
Seminar, and materials distributed by the National Committee on Atomic Information
(NCAI). These examples are only a few of many from the 1940s and early 1950s and
reflect a variety of content creators and audiences.
Life Magazine
In the late 1940s, newspapers and magazines ran stories on various aspects of the
new atomic age. Illustrated magazines were popular because they provided information
on a variety of timely topics pertaining to life in the United States including the atomic
bomb and other atomic matters. Unlike the stories of the atom printed in newspapers
prior to World War II, these accounts included explanations of the basic science of the
atom and atomic processes in ways that the editors deemed accessible to a general reader,
illustrating that understanding the science behind the atom was important for interpreting
the Atomic Age.
Life magazine was the most culturally influential of these magazines, and there
was similar coverage in The Saturday Evening Post, Colliers, and Look, among others.
Historian Scott C. Zeman has looked closely at Popular Mechanics and Popular Science,
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as well as Life130. When it came to the reporting on the atom, Zeman noted that “. .
.popular illustrated magazines engaged in constructing narratives about the meaning of
the atomic age – in photographs and in text – that were remarkably similar and stable
across the various publications.”131 Life magazine had a readership of around 22.5 million
people in the United States in the late 1940s, approximately 21% of the population and
took in 19% of all magazine advertising revenue.132 Henry Luce, who also published
Time and Fortune magazines, founded the Life in 1936 with an emphasis on ideals of
nationalism, capitalism, classlessness, optimism, and American exceptionalism.133
Life printed a number of articles relating to the atom over the course of many
years. Two particular issues, one on August 20, 1945, and an issue from May 16, 1949,
which included a special section titled “The Atom: A 16 Page Primer for Layman”
contained detailed scientific explanations that were clearly intended to educate the reader
on the basic physics.
In the August 20, 1945, edition, in addition to profiling some of the military
officers involved in the Pacific theater, a discussion of fur coat fall fashions, and a look at
England’s Princess Elizabeth (complete with pictures of her corgi puppy) there was a
discussion of the atomic bomb and a brief lesson on nuclear fission. The magazine
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provided a diagram and description of the science along with a historical description of
how physicists’ understanding of the atom had come about. The article, “The Atomic
Bomb Its First Explosion Opens a New Era” begins by noting just how significant the use
of atomic energy was: “Aug. 5 1945 is the day men formally began a new epoch in their
history. This is when they first used the force, which binds the nucleus of the atom to do
their work.”134 This article described the properties of the atom, including the basic
structure and binding energy, and explained, “The atom is a finite, measurable thing. It is
composed of a heavy, dense nucleus surrounded by a vaporous cloud of electrons.”135
The next page, titled “Nuclear Fission Splitting Nucleus releases Enormous Amount of
Energy” describes the basic understanding of fission and provides a full-page illustration
to help explain it as process (Figure 3.1). Other atomic related articles in this issue
include “Manhattan Project its Scientists have Harnessed Nature’s Basic Force” and a
short article on the research facility at Oak Ridge, titled “Mystery Town Cradled Bomb:
7500 in Oak Ridge, Tenn. Worked Hard and Wondered Long about their Secret Job.”
Another example, notable for its inclusion of atomic science explanations, is the
May 16, 1949, issue. This edition featured a section titled “The Atom: A Layman’s
Primer on What the World is Made of,” which was a sixteen-page illustrated special
section that discussed the basic science of matter and the atom. The reporter explained,
“On these pages Life presents the first of a series on the subject of atomic energy. This
article, which was prepared with the help of Columbia University, deals with the nature
of the atom itself. Future subjects will include fission, the bomb and peacetime uses of
134
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Figure 3.1 Throughout the late 1940s, magazines and newspapers published stories that
included brief scientific explanations of atomic processes. “The Atomic Bomb Its First
Explosion Opens a New Era,” Life (August 20, 1945), 89B
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Figure 3.2. A page from Life Magazine explains the structure of the atom. “The Simplest
Atoms” Life (May 16, 1949), 80.
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the atom’s energy.”136 It had subsections including “The Basic Elements,” “Experiments
Show that Atoms Themselves Have Parts,” and “The Simplest Atoms Photo-models
show their inner structure” (Figure 3.2). This article begins with a recounting of the
deep historical story from the ancient Greeks up through Newton and Lavoisier. The
article explains:
The last 150 years have witnessed both the confirmation of the atomic theory and
the discovery of atomic properties not even suspected in the 18th century. As
knowledge about the forces of matter increased, the science of physics exerted a
growing influence on the human community. The discovery of the electrical
properties of atoms contributed to the industrial revolution of the 19th century,
which brought a radical change in man’s way of living. The recent discovery of
the forces buried within the atom may have an even greater effect on the life of
modern man. As a source of limitless power, atomic energy may transform the
whole structure of modern industry. As a research tool it has already led to new
discoveries in medicine, agriculture and the basic sciences. And as a weapon it
has proven itself capable of destroying the very civilization to which it promises
so much.137
This passage connects the atom with the history of its investigation and other areas of
progress. Other than this passage, which makes a passing reference to the atomic bomb,
this article does not mention the bomb, explosions, or specific atomic energy related
topics. It is centered on the atom, its structure, and very basic explanations of what
scientists know about the atom. Reprints and a film-strip with the images from this article
were made available for educational purposes, suggesting that it might have been
intended for school distribution.138
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As with most materials related to the Atomic Age, historians have looked at the
magazine in terms of its coverage and potential for propaganda. In his chapter
“Imagining the Atom: Looking at Life Magazine,” nuclear and media historian Peter
Bacon Hales points out that the images in Life, which were chosen for dramatic and
emotive effect, had the effect of normalizing the bomb. These are juxtaposed next to
advertisements that promoted Henry Luce’s ideals of white, middle-class America. In
effect, this coverage worked to shift public opinion on the atom. Hales concludes that the
“recurrent imagery of atomic sublimity served in some senses to render acceptable to
concept of atomic war and to neutralize it.”139 While not specifically discussing the
atomic science content, historian Marcel C. LaFollett, in her book Making Science Our
Own, mentions Life magazine briefly along with other illustrated and popular magazines
in as a contributor to science communication.140 Paul Boyer, in By the Bomb’s Early
Light, mentions the magazine’s coverage and notes that the August 20, 1945 issue offered
the first view for most Americans of the now-iconic mushroom cloud that has come to
symbolize atomic explosions.141 Interestingly, Spencer Weart only mentions Life
magazine in passing, describing a few photographs and including a quote from the 1960s
in his book Nuclear Fear: A History of Images.142
Through its substantial distribution and readership, along with the breadth of its
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topics, Life magazine provides one leading publisher’s view of what Americans were
interested in. Dedicating many pages to explaining the science of the atom and not just
the sensationalism of the bomb illustrates that becoming educated on the bomb was
culturally significant.
Beginning or the End
In February 1947, the Hollywood Film studio Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM)
released a Manhattan Project docu-drama called The Beginning or the End. Initiated
inside Hollywood, the film became a collaboration between the filmmakers, atomic
scientists, the United States Army, and President Truman. This film illustrates the variety
of efforts, often collaborations, for atomic education that emerged during the 1940s. It
suggests the serendipity of how unlikely sites, such as a Hollywood film studio, became
involved in atomic science education. Perhaps surprisingly for a popular film, it included
a number of didactic scenes to explain atomic principles such as fission, chain reactions,
and the workings of a nuclear pile.
According to the press kit and retold in many sources, the origin story for the film
was a letter that a former high school chemistry teacher turned Manhattan Project
Scientist, Dr. Ed Tompkins, wrote to one of his former students, the television and film
actress Donna Reed in October of 1945. In this letter, Tompkins told Reed about the
work that he had been doing as a member of the Association of Oak Ridge Engineers and
Scientists in regards to public education on atomic matters. Tompkins reported, “New
releases, magazine articles, pamphlets and even a book have been or are being prepared
by our members. We have made a good start but much remains to be done. We are still
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largely failing to reach the ‘man on the street.’”143 He went on to suggest that a
Hollywood movie might be made to help the public understand the science, the threats,
and the possibilities of atomic energy. Apparently, Reed found this idea intriguing and
was able to use her Hollywood connections to bring this idea to the head of MGM
Studios, Louis Mayer, who green-lit the project.144 Using Tompkins as an entry point, the
MGM producer assigned to this film, Samuel Marx, was able to arrange meetings with a
number of scientists, as well as General Groves and President Truman. These
connections put him in touch with a number of Manhattan Project “big names,” including
J. Robert Oppenheimer, Leo Szilard, Enrico Fermi, and Albert Einstein who allowed
themselves to be portrayed by actors in the film. Major figures, including Groves,
Truman, and several scientists reviewed the script, with their opinions taken well into
consideration. Some of the filming was done in restricted Manhattan Project spaces such
as Oak Ridge, which was still a closed city at the time and thus required governmental
permission and security background checks for the cast and crew. All of these people
were committed to showing an accurate and interesting portrayal of the atomic story that
would serve to educate the general public.
The film itself takes the viewer from the discovery of the chain reaction through
the bombing of Japan. In places it takes on a didactic approach, explaining atomic
processes to the viewer. For example, there is a scene that takes place at the Metallurgical
Laboratory at the University of Chicago on the day of the first nuclear chain reaction
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depicting the real event, which took place on December 2, 1942. In this scene (Figure
3.3) scientist Matt Cochran, a fictional amalgam of several atomic scientists, is talking to
the fictional Major Nixon. Major Nixon admits that he does not actually understand what
the experiment is all about and asks Dr. Cochran to fill him in. Instead of cutting away or
fading out as perhaps a typical other movie intended for popular entertainment would
have done, the following exchange shows Cochran going to the blackboard and walking
Nixon through an explanation, allowing the audience to also learn about nuclear chain
reactions:
Major Nixon: Say, I’m a little behind on Flash Gordon’s latest, how about a
quick briefing.
Dr. Cochran: Compared to what we are trying to do, Flash Gordon’s is a boy
from the stone age.
Major Nixon: Then I’m a prehistoric ape.
Dr. Cochran: This deal runs like this. This is a hunk of pure uranium, refined
from the crude ore of pitch blend. In it are many 238 atoms.
Major Nixon: How many?
Dr. Cochran: A hundred million to the inch.
Major Nixon: Cubic inch?
Dr. Cochran: Ordinary ruler inch. And a few 235 atoms. Did you ever see a tree
hit by lightning split in two? When a neutron hits a 235 atom, the
atom splits like that tree, it also sends out more neutrons, some of
which hit other 235 atoms and so on. Resulting in a chain reaction.
It is as if that tree was in a forest and sent out lightning when it
split, splitting the other trees
Major Nixon: Is that a fact? What happens to the rest of the atom family?
Dr. Cochran: Other neutrons hit U238 atoms which do not split and change them
into a metal called plutonium which we intend to use in the bomb.
Major Nixon: Oh, plutonium.
Dr. Cochran: Of course, we haven’t made any plutonium.
Major Nixon: Why not?
Dr. Cochran: There’s never been any, it’s a brand new element. The pile is an
atom smasher. A stack of alternate graphite bricks and pure
uranium. Supply the neutrons to keep the chain reaction going and
make plutonium. Roll a billiard ball on a table that has only two
other billiard balls on it and it might not collide with one. But fill a
table with billiard balls and one that rolls is sure to hit at least two
75

Figure 3.3 Dr. Cochran (played by Tom Drake) is shown here explaining an atomic chain
reaction to Major Nixon (played by Robert Walker). The Beginning or the End. Directed
by Norman Taurog. Hollywood, CA: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1947.
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more. The pile is our table filled with neutrons and atoms instead
of billiard balls.145
There are a number of scenes like this throughout the movie where the scientific
explanation is interposed into the story as a way to teach the audience about the atom.
The written histories of this film have focused on its failure – its failure at the box
office, as well as its failure to accurately and interestingly depict the development of the
atomic bomb. Bruce J. Hunt, in an article that appeared in a short lived online-only
journal, The Appendix, wrote that this film was “classic Hollywood claptrap,” and that
“Although it was heavily promoted, and in fact received an Oscar for its special effects,
the film was neither a critical nor a commercial success; it was in many ways a ‘bomb’
itself.”146 In an article for the Wilson Quarterly, Nathan Reingold wrote a detailed
history of the development of the film but concludes with this thought, “Did The
Beginning or the End really matter? Not in any way that is easy to describe. Although
its distortions went largely unremarked, they also went largely unseen.”147
While the collaboration between scientists and the film studio started out strong,
throughout the course of the film making, due to a long list of issues and infighting, the
scientists lost their influence over the final production. Historian Michael Yavenditti
discussed experiences of the scientists working with the movie producers and highlighted
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the similarities of working with Hollywood and working with the United States
Government. He states,
In both instances the scientists were eager to lend their skills to a worthy cause.
In both cases the scientists’ rationality and self-importance led some of them to
believe they could influence the ultimate outcome in directions they desired. In
both projects some scientists were plagued by nagging fears, but their
inexperience and lack of power over decision-makers weakened their collective
leverage with the government and the filmmakers.148
Yavenditti cites these tensions as factors to explain the poor quality of the final film.
The historians were accurate in suggesting that this film, was, simply put, quite
bad. While the scientific explanations and general history were fundamentally accurate,
the overwrought and contrived drama resulted in the film being a box office failure.149
However, I contend that this film was a success as a collaboration of a Hollywood studio
with atomic scientists and the military and was a strong example of atomic science
instruction within a larger array of initiatives. Though this film did not become the
influential piece that all involved had hoped, this film is significant for the large
involvement of both a Hollywood film studio in telling a scientific story and the scientists
who consulted on a fictional film. Moreover, the inclusion of scientific explanations in a
docu-drama illustrates the broad hope of many about increasing the general popular
understanding of atomic science.
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Dagwood Splits the Atom
In contrast with the previous example, where Hollywood filmmakers approached
Manhattan Project leadership with an atomic story, the 1949 comic book Dagwood Splits
the Atom was initiated from the top down.150 An active collaboration of science and
military leaders connected with comic book artists and publishers with the goal of using
familiar characters to explain difficult science concepts.
The comic book was originally designed to be part of a large standing display for
the 1948 Man and the Atom exhibit at the New York Golden Jubilee.151 In an exhibit
planning meeting, General Groves had suggested a comic book type format and offered
up his favorite characters – Blondie and Dagwood.152 They were characters in a popular
newspaper comic strip called Blondie created by Chic Young and owned by King
Features Syndicate.153 It featured a beautiful and capable woman, Blondie, with her
lovable but bumbling husband, Dagwood, along with their children, Alexander and
Cookie, as well as their dog, Daisy. King Features Syndicate, a part of Hearst Publishing,
and their artist Joe Musial worked with Groves and physicist Louis M. Heil to develop
the panels and later the printed comic book.
This collaboration between physicists and comic book artists proved to be a
learning experience for both. Later Musial and Heil wrote, “This work . . . showed that
the artist had to learn a good many of the basic facts concerning atomic energy and that
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the physicist had to learn a good many thing about how ideas are expressed through the
comic-character medium.”154 The comic book was distributed free to schools, teachers,
and anyone who requested it. From 1950 to 1951 it was included in the Gilbert Atomic
Energy Laboratory Chemistry Set.155
Its purpose was explained by a message from Groves inside the front cover. He
explains to the reader that, “The door opened on a new and uncharted era of man’s
existence – the Atomic Age . . . no effort is too great for us to make in imparting the facts
about atomic energy to the greatest number of our people.”156 Bob Considine, an
International News Service Staff Correspondent and writer for the movie The Beginning
or the End, also contributed a short essay. Considine reflected on his view of this book
and the importance of public understanding:
This pamphlet, it seems to me, comes as a close to explaining atomic energy, our
fantastic new source of power, as anything I have seen in print. It will provide
that which all Americans need in this dawn of the Atomic Age: a knowledge of
the basic ABCs of atomic energy. It will further provide, I think, a stimulation for
the youth of America to learn more about a power which will play such an
important role in the future.157
All these endorsements illustrate a shared outlook that the general American public
needed a basic understanding of the science of the atom. A comic could provide that
information in an engaging and familiar style.
This book was, however, formatted differently than most comic books, which
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typically have illustrations with dialog within a series of pictures. Each page of this book
had two parts, the comic type illustration in the top half of the page and then a half a page
of text at the bottom on the page (Figure 3.4). The first page instructed the reader how to
approach this book:
This book tells what an atom is, how it can be split and what happens when it is
split. Here, therefore is a comic book that is different from any you have ever
seen. On these pages Blondie and Dagwood get inside an atom and witness
amazing things. An explanation of certain interesting facts which Dagwood
discovers in each picture can be found in the text below the picture. Then at the
end, questions are asked and on another page the answers are supplied, so that you
can answer, first, and then test yourself on how well you have answered. Because
this comic book is different from any you have read before, you will get the most
from it by reading it several times.158
In the comic book, Blondie, Dagwood, and other recognizable King Features
characters attend an exposition on atomic energy. Dagwood and his family volunteer to
be demonstration participants and they are shrunk down to a subatomic scale, while
Mandrake the Magician narrates the science.159 Dagwood learns about the structure of
the atom and what makes fission possible. The descriptions include the basic science as
well as the history of the discoveries. They begin by discussing the size of molecules,
how they are measured, how they move and the space inside them. Atomic structure is
then discussed with reference to a panel (Figure 3.4) Mandrake the Magician explains,
“Each atom consists of a positively charged nucleus surrounded by one or more
negatively charged electrons!”160 The book continues to explain neutrons, radioactive
elements, isotopes, uranium, splitting the nucleus, chain reactions, and uses of atomic
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power. The comic story ends with Blondie saying “My goodness, aren’t atoms
wonderful! They are easier to understand than Dagwood.”161 The book continues with a
brief quiz on some of the material from the comic and a few pages explaining some of the
potential uses of atomic power, including applications in medicine, industry, and
agriculture.
This comic book is well known to nuclear historians and several scholars mention
it in their analysis of nuclear culture. Paul Boyer discusses the comic in a chapter,
“Dagwood to the Rescue: The Campaign to Promote the ‘Peaceful Atom’.” He points
out how readily this book fits into the context of late 1940s and early 1950s as the AEC
and others try to reignite the public’s interest in the atom and move the discussion to nonmilitary applications of the atomic energy.162 While non-fiction comic books were not
the focus of his work, historian Fenrec Morton Szasz briefly discusses Dagwood in his
book Atomic Comics: Cartoonists Confront the Nuclear World. He noted that, “From
1945 to the late 1950s the comic book editors and artists seized on the ambiguity of
atomic power and urged young people to use it with caution. Thus, the initial comic book
response to the onset of the atomic age proved far more perceptive than one might have
imagined.”163 Historian Michael Scheibach briefly mentions this book in relation to the
Man and the Atom exhibit and comments on the general popularity of comic books. He
notes that a 1948 survey found that 73% of high school students read comic books.164
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This comic book blended known characters with scientific explanations in an
attempt to create a fun, approachable, and informative resource. Based on the general
popularity of comic books at the time, this book was a serious attempt to reach an
adolescent audience.
Lectures by Scientists
In the immediate Post-World War II period a number of scientists and engineers,
many of them Manhattan Project affiliated, spoke to and at the request of public and
community organizations such as women’s clubs, rotary clubs, libraries, and churches.
The topics of these lectures included basic atomic science, namely explanations of atomic
structure, elements, and fission, and sometimes a politically connected message. These
talks, like the media efforts, illustrate the general interest in educating the public as well
as the interest of the public in learning the basic science of the atom.
In the first few years following the war, individual scientists and engineers
arranged their own talks with local groups either by offering their services or after being
approached to speak by friends and acquaintances. Soon, teachers, librarians, clergy, and
members of various civic and social groups wrote to the atomic related organizations to
request experts able to talk about atomic science. By the late 1940s, in response to
growing public demand for talks the AEC created an informal list of scientists and
engineers willing to give talks. Other organizations such as the NCAI and the Atomic
Scientists of Chicago also created official speakers bureaus.165
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In the immediate post-World War II period, scientists, especially physicists, were
now public figures. They were being courted by reporters, Hollywood, and politicians
for their stories and their opinions. In looking at the atomic scientists’ movement,
historian Jessica Wang discusses the political involvement of scientists in a number of
her publications.166 She emphasized that this is a new role for scientists, saying, “The
scientific profession had relatively little experience with public civic engagement before
the 1940s.”167 She also notes that, “[T]he atom scientists did not limit themselves to high
politics. They believed fervently in the need to build ties with the public and provide
ordinary people with the knowledge to make intelligent decisions about the nuclear
age.”168 Historian Megan Barnhart Sethi looks the efforts of the Federation of American
Scientists (FAS) to have political influence through public engagement and notes that,
“While much of the Federation’s attention (at least during the first half of 1946) was
focused on lobbying Congress for the passage of a domestic atomic energy bill proposed
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by Senator Brien McMahon, a broader effort to teach the American public about atomic
energy and its potential international repercussions was a central part of the group’s
mission from the beginning.”169
The talks discussed here were individually arranged. These speakers were not
celebrity scientists from the Manhattan Project that one would have seen in the
newspaper or heard about on the radio but were instead just some of the many people
involved in the bomb project. In the late 1940s, those who had been or were still
employed by the Manhattan Engineering District were required by the first the army and
later the AEC to have the text of their speeches and lectures vetted. These talks were
reviewed by a number of different parties to ensure that the only information on the bomb
and the bomb making processes contained in the speeches was no more than what was
found in the publically available Smyth Report, which remained the only non-classified
information on the bomb for the 1940s and 1950s. The speaker then received notes on
what needed to be omitted and told if they could proceed with their talk. As a speaker in
November 1945 was reminded in this letter from the Army Service Forces: “The official
report prepared by Dr. H. D. Smyth comprises the permissible limits of release of
technical information. Release of information beyond the actual statements contained in
this report is not permitted. Individuals violating this limitation are subject to the
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prosecution under the Espionage Act.”170 The most common information removed from
these talks were small technical process details or specific measurements (Figure 3.5).171
These early presentations focused on creating a basic understanding of the atom.
Harold Clark gave a talk to the Alton, Illinois, YMCA Sandwich Club on December 10,
1945.172 He told them, “In the limited time available to us today I wish to confine our
attention to the fundamentals of atomic energy so that we can see what has been
discovered will affect our peacetime lives. Unfortunately we will have to sacrifice any
discussion of the new elements or the nature of the bomb or political considerations to
make any progress.” He continued, “Even so, it sounds a little ominous for a luncheon
talk but I think that it is fundamentally easier to understand the general principles of
atomic power than it is to understand, say, an electric motor, and it is far simpler than a
radio.” Beginning with the basic definitions of matter and atoms, “the building blocks of
the universe” and using hand drawn diagrams that he projected using a Balopticon, Clark
explained the basic structure of the atom while giving short history of some of the
discoveries that lead up to an understanding of fission. He explained how a conventional
explosion of TNT works in order to convey how the explosion due to the splitting of an
atom is fundamentally different. He ends his presentation with an explanation of a
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Figure 3.5 This is a page from proposed talk by Clyde Dalton, which he planned to give
to the Campbellsburg, Kentucky Ladies Club on November 2, 1946. He submitted his
talk to the Atomic Energy Commission for review prior to giving the talk. This page
offers an example of the types of information that the AEC restricted. Two passages,
which include specific numerical detail, were circled with a note to omit them. Clyde
Dalton, Untitled Talk, 8. Box 1, Folder Dalton, Clyde, AEC Records.
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nuclear pile and how a controlled chain reaction works.173
Clyde E. Dalton of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, gave a talk on November 26, 1946, at
the Ladies’ Club of Campbellsburg, Kentucky.174 Just like Clark, Dalton realized that
there might be some worry from his audience that this science was beyond their ability to
understand and cautioned his audience, “Don’t be alarmed if I seem to go over your head
with an explanation.” He went on to say, “There really isn’t any part of this talk you
shouldn’t be able to understand if it is explained correctly, therefore feel free to stop me
at any time and I shall endeavor to clear up any part I haven’t made clear.” He began
with molecules, telling his audience, “As you probably already know, and I shall repeat
it, everything is made up of small particles called molecules. These molecules are the
smallest units of a compounded substance.” After a brief discussion of molecules, he
moves on to atoms, using measurements to discuss sizes. Then he discusses the sub
atomic particles and their arrangement using some illustrations (there are drawings on the
written copy of his talk but it is unclear what exactly he showed his audience). He used
an analogy to help make his point clear: “You can see by this illustration that the
structure of the atom resembles the solar system with the sun represented by the nucleus
and the electron revolving around the nucleus much like the earth does the sun.” After
spending a little more time explaining the atom, he explained fission and chain reactions,
finally ending up with an explanation of the methods of uranium isotope separation –
work that had been done at Oak Ridge.
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Haydn Jones of Hizone Products from Wilmette, Illinois, had been “asked by the
home town boys to talk to their clubs about the atomic bomb” in November of 1945 and
planned to give talks to his local Rotary Club and American Legion 175 Jones, in a much
more informal speech to his local rotary club, spent the bulk of his time discussing
protons, neutrons, and electrons and how they interact with each other in a stable atom
and in a radioactive atom as well as how neutrons can be used to affect an atom.
In all three of these cases the purpose of these talks was to instruct the audience in
basic atomic science. While all three speakers took different approaches and included
different details, the basic science was present in each talk. Jones, Dalton, and Clark all
presented their talks to groups that typically had speakers from their communities give
presentations to them; these presentations were not typically by physicists. The speakers,
in each his own way, tried to make the material relatable and interesting to the audience.
In some cases, they told jokes – Harold Clark began his talk with a story/joke about a
cow.176 He also used examples from everyday life: “We are very familiar with molecules
in everyday living – salt, sugar, baking soda,” and comparing the exploration of the
nucleus using like charges to “testing reflexes” “much as a doctors gets information when
he taps a knee with a rubber mallet.”177 And Haydn Jones employed some audience
participation by assigning groups of the audience to be different subatomic particles,
“Now if I call all of you men on my left the protons and those on my right the neutrons,
175
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let us see how it is we can build the elements or rather the nuclei of the chemical
elements out of members of this club.”178
Being Manhattan Project affiliated offered a certain amount of public celebrity. The
secrecy of the atomic bomb project coupled with the popularly publicized view that
scientists were the ones that won the war meant that those associated with the project
were viewed as having special expertise. Inviting a scientist to a local meeting became
something that a group could brag about, although some members probably also hoped it
would be easier to learn from a lecture than from a book.
Haydn Jones’s talk to his hometown rotary club played up the secrecy angle. He
cautioned them:
There is one request that I must make, namely that you don’t go away from here
and quote me, especially to the press. I say this advisedly, not that I will have
said anything, I am not supposed to tell but you all know how a sentence or two
often sounds away from its context. I’m sure none of you are anxious to have me
spend my next ten years behind bars. Neither do I want to read the morning
headlines, ‘Scientist shows how to make Atom Bomb by compressing a Rotary
club.’179
As his talk had been approved through official channels, this statement was an overexaggeration, either out of extreme caution, or, perhaps more likely, an attempt to
impress his audience.
During the immediate post-war period, a number of Manhattan Project affiliated
individuals gave talks to social and civic organizations on atomic science matters. These
talks were arranged on an individual basis, not through any official channels. The goals
of both the speakers and the audiences were a mix of education and entertainment. The
178
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speakers presented didactic presentations meant to educate their audiences on basic
atomic science while engaging and entertaining them. The speakers were seen with some
level of celebrity for their connection to the bomb project, and the venues were nonacademic environments. The talks and the speakers mentioned here are examples of the
large number of such presentations that occurred.
The larger conclusion that can be drawn from these examples is that the efforts to
educate the public about atomic science matters involved both interest from the public
and willingness of those involved in the bomb project to take it upon themselves to
educate.
Atomic Energy Press Seminar
In addition to reviewing the talks by physicists, the AEC was in charge of the entire
atomic energy program in the United States. Public education was one of its many duties
throughout the 1940s into the 1960s. One particular example, a press workshop, stands
out as a strong example of the desire to have people to understand not only the potential
of the atom but also the basic science.
The AEC began as a result of 1946 Atomic Energy Act (AEA). The AEA
mandated that the AEC program include research, production of fissionable materials,
control of said materials, the development and utilization of atomic energy, and military
applications. Through the AEC, wartime laboratories became a network of national
laboratories, a program for the creation and distribution of radioisotopes was established,
and prototypes of nuclear reactors were developed. Atomic bombs continued to be
developed and tested. In 1954 Congress amended the AEA and privatized the atomic
energy industry. The AEC was then in charge of both the promotion and the regulation
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of atomic energy. For the next twenty years, the AEC was involved the creation,
promotion, and regulation of nuclear power plants, as well as the development of more
nuclear weapons. Following the signing of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, the
duties of the AEC were reassigned to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the
Energy Research and Development Administration.180
As part of their educational and promotional agenda, the agency offered a film
lending library, sent out printed material, and created tabletop displays for schools and
libraries. They sponsored touring exhibits, opened a museum, created a mobile museum
program, held teacher workshops, and had specially trained traveling teachers who toured
the country.181 Historians have touched on some of these educational efforts. Michael
Scheibach discusses some of the AEC’s teacher preparation programs in the context of
atomics in the schools and Paul Boyer discusses these programs as part of the shift
toward peaceful atom discussions.182
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In mid-March of 1949, the AEC held a press workshop. This workshop was an
opportunity for select journalists from prominent newspapers to better learn and
understand atomic science and the basic operations of the AEC so that they could more
accurately report on new developments and explain their implications to readers.
Contemporary atomic science advocates recognized the need for an informal partnership
of scientists and journalists. Volta Torrey, managing editor of Popular Science Monthly,
in 1949 wrote,
The physicists have become missionaries for science. Appalled by the miracles,
which their theories wrought, they have invited the journalists into their
laboratories more enthusiastically than ever before and have turned to them for
help in explaining their creed and their work . . . to help the fourth estate translate
technical matters into the language of the layman accurately, Nobel prize winners
have made themselves nearly as accessible as politicians.183
In this spirit of inviting the journalists in and with the hope of more accurately translating
the work of the scientists the AEC developed a press seminar.
This seminar was held in at the AEC’s Washington, D. C., office on March 14
and 15 of 1949. Two journalists, Roscoe Drummond, writer for The Christian Science
Monitor, and foreign correspondent Blair Moody of The Detroit News and The North
American News Alliance organized the event. The actual workshop was run by the AEC
with financial sponsorship by several news agencies. The presenters were high-ranking
members of the AEC including, among others, the chairman of the commission David
Lilienthal, Director of Public and Technical Information Morse Salisbury, and
commission member (and later chairman) Sumner T. Pike. The attendees were
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approximately twenty-five leading news correspondents and syndicated columnists who
wrote on issues of public interest, though not specifically on science and technology.184
The topics on the program included atomic policy, the program for the further
development of atomic energy, safety concerns, reactors and basic atomic science.
This seminar was emphatically not a press conference. Attendees were told that
the presented materials was not intended to be the basis for any new articles but rather to
give the journalists the necessary background to more accurately report stories in the
future. In his opening remarks Drummond told his fellow journalists, “Our function is to
acquire a fuller grasp and more insight into what the Atomic Energy Commission is
doing in order that when news stories do develop, we can handle them more effectively
and with more insight.”185
Commission member Pike led the session on atomic science. This session was
introduced thusly, “Mr. Pike will be explaining what a commissioner or newsman needs
to know about atomic energy to do a job. We have decided against a long explanation of
isotopes and so on, but Mr. Pike has an unusual gift for giving you enough so that you
can bat at the pitches as they go by in a rather small space of time.”186 Pike began by
recounting the basic history of atomic discoveries beginning with Dalton, then on to the
discovery of radiation followed by the various sub-atomic particles and isotopes. He
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then, despite the disclaimer in the introduction, went into longer explanation of isotopes,
the role of neutrons, and the basic workings of an atomic reactor.
The format of this workshop allowed questions and clarifications to be addressed
along with follow-up conversations. Concepts difficult for the journalists to understand
were revisited with additional explanations given. For example, isotopes were a
particularly difficult example, to the extent that at three separate occasions journalists
asked for clarification on isotopes, beyond Pike’s initial explanation. In one case, Pike
said, “As has already been explained, you know what an isotope is,” but his assumption
was quickly challenged by the follow-up question: “What is it?” And during a discussion
of reactors there were follow-up questions: “Some of us back here still can’t define
isotope” and “We are still wrestling with back here with the isotope . . . how would you
define it?”187 After the last question, Pike responded:
Mr. Pike: That puzzles me. I don’t know how.
Question: You can’t call it a unit or a form of energy?
Mr. Pike: It is a different form of the same element – different weights of the
same element. They are the same elements.
Question: Is it a term which defines the different weights of the same element?
Mr. Pike: Yes, and it may be either stable – a natural one or one that is manmade.188
This example illustrates that Pike and his peers were genuinely focused on creating a
general understanding of fundamental science among the journalists.
Journalists were interested in becoming educated on atomic science matters not
only for their own education, but also so that they themselves could become educators
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through their own work by providing explanations and a greater understanding to the new
stories they were reporting. It shows the willingness of those in the AEC to work with
people to understand, not simply push their agenda through press releases. And, while
this is not central to the argument of this section, the isotope example highlights the
difficulty that even a selected and dedicated subsection of the general public had in
understanding this new science.
National Committee on Atomic Information
The final example examines the efforts to reach a wider variety of people with
atomic information. The NCAI distributed resources on the atom though advertisements
in magazines, newspaper columns, newsreels, and word-of-mouth. Through simple and
repeated messaging, they were able to reach students, teachers, community leaders, as
well as military members and those not claiming any particular affiliation.
The NCAI was a non-governmental, non-scientist, cooperative committee formed
to promote a public understanding of atomic energy. This organization, which existed
from 1945 to 1948, served as a clearinghouse of information on a variety of atomic
related matters. The NCAI distributed materials produced by other agencies and
organizations, as well as documents that the staff created. Additionally, they maintained
a speakers’ bureau, sponsored and distributed exhibition materials, created a filmstrip,
participated in the creation of a film, maintained a newsletter, and worked with other
organizations to create institutes and other public learning opportunities.189 During their
short history they had many successes in terms of the distribution of atomic information,
189
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but they dealt with internal struggles and ultimately folded in 1948 due to a loss of
funding.
The NCAI was an independent cooperative organization made up of
approximately 60 member organizations.190 These ranged from religious groups such as
the American Jewish Conference and the National Catholic Education Association,
professional organizations such as the National Education Association and the American
Bar Association, union and labor groups like the United Steelworks of America and the
Order of Railway Conductors of America, as well as activists such as the American
Association for the United Nations and the Women’s Action Committee for Victory and
Lasting Peace.191
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When discussed in the secondary literature, the NCAI is typically grouped under
the umbrella of late 1940s scientists’ organizations like the FAS.192 The NCAI did work
alongside and have connections to some of these groups but they did not have the same
membership or political agendas. The FAS was one of the member organizations of the
NCAI, but the NCAI was not part of the FAS. The relationship between the FAS and the
NCAI does get confusing because they worked in physical proximity to each other with
their offices literally next door to each other in Washington, D.C., they hosted a few joint
events, and there was some overlap in funding streams.
The main function of the NCAI was to serve as a clearinghouse of atomic
information. In this capacity, they collected and distributed articles, pamphlets,
governmental reports, and other materials produced from a variety of sources. Some of
the materials they sent out included “Acheson-Lilienthal Report,” “U.N. Scientific and
Technical Report on Atomic Energy Control,” a teachers guide and bibliography called
“Education for the Atomic Age,” and a booklet called “The Atomic Bomb,” which had
been prepared by the ASC.193 Other materials available included reprints of articles that
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appeared in different magazines including “The Physics of the Bomb,” “Your Flesh
Should Creep,” “The Atom Goes to Work for Medicine.”194 They put packets of
information into study kits, offering them to adult discussion leaders as well as students
and youth groups.
The NCAI also created its own materials for distribution. They offered a
subscription for their newsletter, “Atomic Information.” They created a filmstrip called
How to Live with the Atom and produced the film One World or None.195
They were able to get the word out about their organization in a number of ways.
Their address was listed at the end of a March of Time film segment “Atomic Power,”
which was shown in movie theaters before feature films in August of 1946.196 They ran
advertisements in magazines, and editors would include the NCAI address in articles or
news items on the atom to encourage people to contact it for further information. When
writing for more information in August of 1946, Harry W. Graunke of Faribault,
Minnesota, noted, for example, that “On page 7 of the August [1947] issue of ‘Popular
Science,’ [sic] Perry Githens, the editor, urged that citizens interested should contact your
organization for certain information.”197
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The NCAI advertised in publications aimed at a more scientifically minded part of
the public such as Scientific American, but also in several aimed at a more general
audience such as the fashion magazine Seventeen.198 In addition to popular press
publications, they put notices in professional magazines and journals, such as Chemical
and Engineering News, National P.T.A. Bulletin, and The Science Teacher.199 A number
of people reported getting the NCAI contact information from public lectures or speakers
that they had heard. For example, citing a talk given by Dr. Meredith Cox of the Eastern
State Teacher’s College to a Kiwanis Club, a man named Gary Clark wrote in for more
information. Edward Hardy credited a lecture by George Earnest Caracker as the source
of his information on the NCAI when he wrote for more resources on the atom.200
The NCAI received many requests for information, and they sent out a high
volume of materials. For example, in the first three months of 1947, they sent out
134,460 pieces of printed information.201 Most of the requests were just lists of
publications that the letter-writer wanted while others were general requests for
information. Some letters, however, included information about the recipient and
occasionally what they intended to do with the information. For example (Figure 3.6) in a
May 1947 letter, Sumner Purvis wrote, “Please send me a pamphlet on Atomic
Information. Enclosed find 10 cents for same. I am a farmer living 20 miles out from
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Figure 3.6. This is a letter written to the NCAI requesting a pamphlet on atomic energy. This
letter shows how some people would include small amounts of information about themselves,
perhaps to justify their request or to give context for the type of information they should receive.
This letter also includes a clipping of the advertisement that the NCAI had used. Sumner Purvis
to NCAI, May 29, 1947. Box 20, Folder 5, NCAI records.
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Ely all alone.”202 This letter illustrates that some members of rural America were
interested in learning more about the atom.
Organizations also sought information to hand out during their programs. For
example, in March of 1947 Roy K. Marshall, the director of the Fels Planetarium of the
Franklin Institute, contacted the NCAI with a request for handouts. The Planetarium was
planning a show called “Stars and Atoms” which would include demonstrations of
cosmic radiation, radioactivity, x-rays, fluorescence, atomic structure, cyclotrons and
nuclear piles. They were interested in obtaining 10,000 copies of the NCAI’s “Twelve
Points on Atomic Energy,” to distribute free to their visitors and sought to purchase
copies of “Education for the Atomic Age”, “The Atomic Bomb,” and “Our Atomic
World” to be sold in their shop. Marshall specifically contacted the NCAI because, he
said, “We want to get this program across with a minimum of flagrant propaganda, but a
maximum of sound education.” Marshall also noted that he had previous obtained and
distributed 500 copies of “Twelve Points on Atomic Energy” and that the recipients had
“liked its succinctness.”203 The NCAI was able to provide the planetarium with 5000 of
their leaflets and offered a small discount on the booklets.
People requesting information included, among many others, a junior high school
student who wanted to start an atomic study club, the former head of the Oak Ridge
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Department of Health, a high school chemistry teacher, a school science club, a religious
women’s organization, a local chapters of League of Women Voters, a physics professor
wanting material for a physical science students, elementary school teachers, the
California Department of Corrections wanting information for an inmate educational
program, public libraries for general distribution, the editor of Esquire Magazine, a group
called the “Tri State Committee of Educators, Scientists and Religious Leaders on
Atomic Energy and Related Problems,” a municipal court judge, and an “Atomic Energy
Committee” of a local chapter of the League of Women Voters.204
The letters also reveal that there was a need for atomic information even among
groups of people who might be expected to already know quite a bit about atomic
science, including people who had been employed in the Manhattan Engineering District
during the war. There the work had been very compartmentalized, resulting in a lot of
employees who did not have a full picture of the work. In a September 1946 letter to the
NCAI, Paul Maginnity, a professor of Chemistry at Boston College requested some
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information.205 He acknowledged, “Previous to my coming to Boston College, I had
worked at Oak Ridge for nine months as a member of the Special Engineer Detachment.
Since that time, I have become interested in all questions concerning the use of atomic
energy, and I would appreciate your aid in obtaining on [sic] the various phases of this
subject.”206 Similarly, sailors involved in the atomic testing were also curious about the
details of atomic energy. Ensign Charles B. Oldsen requested a study kit, noting, “Since
I’m attached to the Radiological Safety Section of Joint Task Force One, now conducting
the atomic bomb experiments at Bikini Atoll, and my knowledge of nuclear physics is
very limited, I’m very interested in obtaining the subject material.”207 Even among
people who were employed in atomic related fields, the need to learn more about the
science itself was apparently pervasive the early post-war years.
During its brief existence, the NCAI was able to provide information on atomic
matters to a large section of the population, reaching out beyond the scientifically minded
public to teen fashion magazine readers, north woods recluses, and many more. Their
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closure was due to a loss of funding, not in any way due to a lack of interest by the
public.208
Conclusion
These examples illustrate that atomic education and the ambition to educate the
public on atomic science was driven by many groups, many of which had no direct
connection the federal government. Their motivations varied but a consistent theme was
the importance, even necessity of presenting basic scientific explanations of the atom and
atomic processes.
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In order to fund their mission of being a clearinghouse of atomic information and to
educate the public on atomic matters, the NCAI hired a fundraising firm, the Harold L.
Oram, Inc. Drawing on the general popularity and celebrity of physicists, Oram’s
fundraising strategy was to use the names of publically recognized physicists, to solicit
donations. Oram contacted Albert Einstein and a number of Manhattan Project affiliated
physicists. The scientists agreed to the basic idea of the fundraising goals and the idea of
public education in atomic matters. Oram’s first round of fundraising telegrams were
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Chapter 4: Exhibiting the Atom
In addition to the printed and other media produced for atomic education
discussed in the previous chapter, many towns, schools, community organizations, and
industry leaders held events in which information about the atom was presented. This
chapter takes an in-depth look at two events, the Atomic Energy Institute and the Man
and the Atom exhibit. Staff at the Enoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore created the
Atomic Energy Institute in 1947 with the goals of bringing information and a greater
understanding of the Atomic Age to Baltimore-area residents. The Man and the Atom
exhibit was first shown at the New York Golden Jubilee exhibition in 1948, then used as
a traveling exhibition, and eventually formed the basis of a more permanent museum in
1949. The displays were created by the AEC, General Electric, Carbide and Carbon
Chemical Company, and other companies and government agencies involved in the
growing atomic industries. Both of these events offered explanations of the basic science
of the atom, its uses in war and peacetime as well as discussions of political, social, and
economic implications.
These events also represent the spectrum of industry involvement, with the library
event being planned and implemented by people outside of the atomic industry and the
Man and the Atom being prepared by those working in or promoting atomic energy.
Even with these differences, much of the information presented, especially the basic
science, and the reasons given for educating the public were largely the same.
While only two events are discussed in this chapter, many more took place during
this time. For example, the American Chemical Society displayed an exhibit called
Atomic Energy in the lobby of the Department of Commerce building in Washington, D.
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C. March 12-28, 1946.209 Attendees of the Mid-American Exposition (Figure 4.1) in
Cleveland, Ohio at the end of May, 1947, were able to “see the marvels of atomic
energy,” an auto show, and a livestock auction.210 The town of Burlington, Iowa, held an
Atomic Energy Week at the end of October 1947.211 In 1948, Brookhaven National
Laboratory had a traveling exhibit that focused on the structure of the atom and atomic
power which had been displayed in Stamford, New York, Boston, Buffalo, and
Philadelphia.212
Historian Paul Boyer frames these events, such as the Atomic Energy Week that
began in Hyattsville, Maryland, in October 1947 and then spread throughout the country,
as an “exercise in government-inspired positive thinking,” and he suggests they were
conscious manipulations by government, corporate, and media interests.213 I contend,
however, that the motivations were often complex on the part of national and local
organizers, and, moreover, these events contained factual scientific information aimed at
a popular audience and thus were sites of atomic education. In this chapter, I will show
not only the atomic science educational content but also provide a more detailed
description of these events than is present in the existing literature. This will
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Figure 4.1. Flier and complimentary ticket for the Mid-American Exposition in
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demonstrate the educational context as well as the motivations of the organizers and, to a
limited extent, the community response.
Atomic Energy Institute
For a few weeks in early 1947, the Enoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore,
Maryland held an Atomic Energy Institute, complete with guest speakers, film
screenings, and an exhibit. The exhibit’s displays highlighted the science of the atom, the
destructive force of an atomic bomb, the potential positive uses of atomic energy, and the
proposed political policies, while offering reading lists of books that could be borrowed
from the library for further study. More than 60,000 patrons attended this event, which
was conceived by the librarians, funded by the Maryland Academy of Science, advised
by physicists from Johns Hopkins, and praised by award-winning journalists. After the
event concluded, the NCAI acquired the exhibit panels and they traveled the country,
appearing at meetings, conferences, libraries, and other events until the panels literally
fell apart. The Enoch Pratt Free Library’s Atomic Energy Institute is a strong example of
the public atomic energy opportunities that occurred in the immediate post World War II
period. It illustrates the multilevel interest in atomic education. Additionally this is an
important example because of the amount of content information that has survived.
Many of these events are extremely ephemeral, and, while we can not know exactly what
people knew or thought about the atom, knowing what information was made available
helps to trace the growing understanding of the atom from guarded scientific expertise to
expected public knowledge.
Planning the Exhibit
Prior to its Atomic Energy Institute, the Pratt Library had been engaged in public
110

programming and educational campaigns, believing that “a modern public library
functions as much more than a dispenser of reading material.”214 Beginning in 1942 the
library had a program for the social and political education for the people of Baltimore.215
The librarians and the library board believed that the American people in general and the
people of Baltimore specifically were uninformed on the broader points of the world at
war and the implications for peace upon the conclusion of the war. The library began
programming that included public lectures, radio broadcasts, and promotion of books and
printed materials on national and foreign affairs.216 After the war, in 1946, the Library
held a successful exhibit in the main hall of their main library campus called Books the
GI Missed, which was a collection of portable book bins containing approximately 2,000
books covering forty different subjects. These books were thought to be of greatest
interested to the returning veterans who had had little to no access to books during their
deployment. This display was considered by the staff and the library board to be the
library’s most successful project to date, resulting in the circulation of more than 6,000
books. This show’s success prompted the library’s administration to call for regular
instillations in addition to the other educational programming that the library had
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instituted in 1942.217
This public education work that the Pratt Library did during and after the war was
in line with other contemporary library efforts. Libraries and books had become
important sites of American identity during the Cold War. Historian Amanda Laugesen
discusses the role of American publishers and international book distribution programs,
which aimed to promote American ideals and combat communism in American
Publishers and the Cultural Cold War. 218 Conversely, in Reading Places: Literacy,
Democracy, and the Public Library in the Cold War, Christine Pawley tells a story of a
community in Wisconsin that rejected the tax-payer funded community library model of a
public library on the grounds of communism.219 Brent Spencer explains the shifting roles
of libraries from civil defense advocates beginning in the 1950s to advocates for peace in
the 1980s in an article entitled “From Atomic Shelters to Arms Control: Libraries, Civil
Defense and American Militarism during the Cold War.”220 It was in this same spirit that
the Pratt Library chose to engage with current events that spoke to themes of national
identity and security.
For the next year’s exhibit, Head Librarian Emerson Greenaway and Assistant
Head Librarian Amy Winslow came to the conclusion that, according to Greenaway, “the
most urgent problem in the world today is the speedy establishment of control over
217
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atomic energy. We were also convinced that libraries could contribute greatly to an
understanding and awareness of the problem.”221 The exhibit was first envisioned
similarly to the previous one, with bins of relevant books on display, but the scope of the
project increased and was re-conceptualized into a full program. Called the Atomic
Energy Institute, this more comprehensive event had speakers, films, as well as an
educational display. Winslow, who is credited by her colleagues with generating the idea
for the institute, explained their thinking, “Too many persons are frightened of the
subject. They think that it is too complicated for them to know anything about it.”222
Winslow’s background as a science and technical subject librarian at the Indianapolis
Public library and a children’s science book author gave weight to her assertion that this
was an important project for the library to undertake.223 Kate Coplan, the Pratt Library’s
director of exhibits and publicity, further explained their motivation, “What can be done
to point the way out of the morass of confused thinking, ignorance, prejudice, and
indecision that currently curse the world? That, roughly, is the $64[,000] question which
libraries, along with other forward thinking agencies must wrestle with in these critical
days.”224 Greenaway expressed an even more urgent concern, noting that the exhibit was
planned, “[I]n order to give the community a start in knowing more, thinking more, and
reading more about the world of atomic power. We did this because we felt that
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whatever the future holds, it must not hold another war.”225 Like teachers and other
advocates mentioned earlier, Greenaway wanted to address the issue of nuclear war and
the role of citizens in shaping the use of atomic energy.
The Baltimore Atomic Energy Institute consisted of Sunday afternoon programs,
Tuesday noon film screenings, an exhibit, two publications, and hundreds of copies of the
recommended books made available for circulation. While all atomic related, the various
materials and programs spanned a broad range of issues and opinions.
Before the event began there was an overwhelming positive local response, which
provided donations of money, time, and materials. This indicated that members of the
broader community also believed that atomic education was important. For example, the
Maryland Academy of Sciences supplied for the funding for the exhibit panels. Youth
groups and other organizations paid the speakers fees. In promoting the exhibit, the local
branch of CarCards, Inc. donated $1400 worth of advertising space in street cars and
buses and the Maran Printing Company designed and printed the placards for these
spaces as well as an additional 2000 posters at no charge. The Triangle Sign Company
designed and donated a large outdoor sign promoting the event for the library’s exterior.
The local newspapers and radio stations donated advertising space and time, and citizen
subscribers grave approximately $3,000.”226
Sunday Programs
There were five Sunday afternoon programs held between January 12 and
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February 9, 1947. Each of the programs consisted of a lecture or a panel discussion and
with the first and last programs also including a film screening. The talks were
moderated by Dr. Wesley M. Gewehr, Professor of History at the University of
Maryland, and were followed by a question and answer period facilitated by Richard H.
Hart, the head of the library’s literature department.227 The majority of the programs
focused on international control of the atom, with the speakers providing quite different
perspectives and expertise.
The first program, held on January 12, 1947 and co-sponsored by the United
Nations Youth of Baltimore, featured a lecture by famed foreign correspondent Leland
Stowe titled “What Time Remains.” A screening of the atomic film “Tale of Two Cities”
preceded it. James A Garry, Jr., the vice president of the library Board of Trustees;
Emerson Greenaway, the head Librarian; and Barbara Johnson, president of the United
Nations Association of Maryland, introduced the lecture series and the speaker.
“Tale of Two Cities” was an episode of the United States War Department film
series called Army-Navy Screen Magazine, produced by 1946.228 The film begins with
footage from the Trinity test bomb detonation and then discusses the bombings of
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki. There are many shots of the infrastructure damage caused by
both bombs and a brief commentary by a Jesuit priest who experienced the bombing from
four miles away. While the film depicts the bombings as necessary and critical in ending
the war, it concludes with the message, “You have seen the swath of destruction created
by atomic power this tale of two cities. The world’s greatest minds in science, state craft,
and military matters are wrestling with the problems created by the atom.” Following the
images of ruined buildings and atomic mushroom clouds, the audience was then treated
to Stowe’s lecture.229
Leland Stowe was a Pulitzer Prize winning journalist who had made a name for
himself as a foreign correspondent for the New York Herald Tribune and the Chicago
Daily News.230 His lecture, “What Time Remains,” called for atomic control and an outright ban on atomic weapons. He warned of the acquisition of nuclear weapons by other
countries noting that “Russia is having lots of troubles in making her atomic bomb, but
they are working on it as hard as they can. Unless we have the bomb abolished, Russia
eventually will have it developed.” He further warned of the consequences of foreign
atomic bombs, he claimed that “Neither democracy nor capitalism could survive atomic
warfare; American neurosis would lead to chaos and anarchy if American cities were
suddenly destroyed.” However, he did express a favorable opinion of peace-time
229
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industrial uses of the atomic energy.231
The librarians saw this first lecture night as a resounding success. While the
response from the business community had been positive prior to the exhibit opening, the
librarians had not known what to expect from the public. For this first lecture, the library
turned the main hall into a makeshift auditorium, setting up all 200 of their chairs and
renting 1200 more. However, as library director of events and public programs, Kate
Coplan, stated, “but when the first lecture finally dawned, nobody had the remotest idea
as to whether there would be 200 persons present or 800. . . Even the most optimistic
among us, considering Baltimore’s proverbial Sunday afternoon stay-at-home habits,
hardly dared venture the prediction that they would all be filled.”232 This event was
attended by 3,422 people. A photograph of the crowd (Figure 4.2) appeared in an article
about the event in the Library Journal. Not only was the local business community
willing to commit resources for the institute, the public came out in droves to satisfy their
curiosity about the atom. For the remaining Sunday programs, additional side reading
rooms were opened and the third floor auditorium was wired for sound so additional
patrons could hear the lecture, even if they couldn’t see it. While attendance numbers for
the remaining Sunday programs were not in the record, the increased seating preparation
suggests a continued public interest.
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Figure 4.2. Image of the crowd at the opening night of the Enoch Pratt “Atomic Energy
Institute” on January 12, 1947. The event was attended by 3,422 people, far exceeding
the 1400 seats provided. Kate Coplan, “Baltimore’s Atomic Energy Institute” Library
Journal 12 no. 5 (March 1947).
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The following Sunday, January 19, 1947, featured a panel discussion called “One
World or None.” The panelists included Rev. Dr. Harold Bosley of Mt. Vernon Place
Methodist Church, who was a passionate advocate for world peace and civil and human
rights within faith communities233; Dr. Gertrude C. Bussey, professor of philosophy at
Goucher College, whose work concerned the nature of peace and freedom;234 Dr. William
Higinbotham, a Manhattan Project physicist who was a co-founder and then executive
secretary of the FAS;235 and Dr. Mildred Otenasek, a “driving force in Maryland politics”
and assistant professor of political science at Trinity College.236 The emphasis of the
panel discussion was on peacetime uses of atomic energy and international control of the
233
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atomic bomb. Higinbotham called for an international commission to direct the uses of
atomic energy and noted that there was no secret of the atomic bomb. Knowing that an
atomic bomb is possible, he pointed out that any state would be able to develop their own
given enough resources. Bussey argued for international co-operation but highlighted the
fear of communism and the need for Americans to “prove to all that a democratic way of
life is the best.” Additionally she added, “there were numerous peaceful ways, all of
which would benefit the world economically, to which atomic energy could be applied”
and she hoped that the newly formed United Nations would grow and become an
effective organization. She also said that the United States needed to have a direct hand
in shaping atomic control, saying, “We are moving in new directions constantly, and
therefore, we have to be willing to accept our responsibility of helping control wisely this
atomic energy.”237
Johns Hopkins chemistry Professor Donald H. Andrews presented the lecture on
January 26 titled “Future of Evolution of Atomic Energy.” Dr. Andrews was particularly
interested in bringing science to the public using different venues. In 1939, he
collaborated with the dance department of the Peabody Institute to create “The Chemical
Ballet” where the dancers portrayed different chemicals and reactions.238 Andrews’s
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lecture was forward thinking speculation on the applications and possibilities of peaceful
atomic energy. A newspaper article appearing the next day described Andrews as
“speaking in a jocular vein” as he discussed colonies on the moon with developers vying
for real estate to serve the large settlements, a disintegrator gun, cars that run on iodine
pills, fluorescent lights in every home, “two way radios with batteries no bigger than a
fountain pen, and underground transportation tunnels.”239 In addition to the technological
speculation, Dr. Andrews also discussed his fears, noting that, in his opinion, humankind
was lacking in spiritual knowledge that incorporated known science. He noted that “the
philosophies of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth century — the philosophies of materialism
— must be abandoned and we must recognize the forces beyond matter.” Concluding his
talk, he stated that, “It is not the bomb that we should fear. It is the hand that pulls the
release lever and the mind behind the hand. The forces of the bomb are neither good nor
bad. What matters is how the atomic is used - whether it is to be used for destruction or
for the cure of cancer.”240
The next Sunday evening program, co-sponsored by the Baltimore chapter of the
Foreign Policy Association, was a lecture by Vera M. Dean, research director of the
Foreign Policy Association, titled “What Kind of Control for Atomic Energy?” Dean,
whose work was informed by her flight from Russia during the Bolshevik Revolution as a
young child, served on the U. S. Delegations to the founding conferences of the United
Nations. Her lecture called not only for a control of atomic weapons on an international
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scale but also for control of all armaments and of war itself. She also took a critical stance
regarding the American views of the atomic bombings pointing out, “We all feel
irresponsible, even the pilots who dropped the bombs. They just pulled the lever. Until
that feeling is changed we can never have control of atomic energy.” Her talk was
followed by a few brief remarks on the activities of the Foreign Policy Association by its
president Arthur O. Lovejoy.241
The final Sunday afternoon program was held on February 9, 1947. It began with
a lecture by famed American political journalist and author, Norman Cousins, titled
“Don’t Resign from the Human Race” and concluded with a screening of the Paramount
Newsreel “Atom Bombs.” Throughout his lecture, Cousins advocated for a stronger
power for the United Nations. He specifically called for the “American people to use
their fabulous sphere of influence in the United Nations.” To support this claim, he
recalled the destruction of the test fleet during the bomb tests at Bikini Atoll and
reminded the audience that the bomb used there was only half as powerful as the one
used on Hiroshima.242 In addition to the Sunday programs, the library offered
programming throughout the week to reach other audiences in different formats.
Weekday Film Screenings
Five films were shown at noon on Tuesdays. The library had previous success in
drawing a crowd for their weekday noon hour lectures and found that their audiences
were typically made up of people who worked and shopped downtown but who did not
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use the library at other times.243
The first screening, on January 14, 1947 was “One World or None.” This 1946
Philip Ragan production was a joint project between the NCAI and the FAS. It used a
combination of animation and newsreel footage to explain the international knowledge of
the atom. The film made the following points: that there was no atomic secret – meaning
that by knowing that the bomb was possible, other nations with the right resources could
develop their own bomb, to demonstrate the projected damage to American cities in a
hypothetical atomic attack, to underscore the destruction of Hiroshima, and to call on the
United Nations to provide international controls on atomic weapons.244
The second film, shown on January 21, 1946 was the NCAI funded filmstrip
entitled. “How to Live with the Atom.” It consisted of cartoon drawings that emphasized
the dangers of atomic weapons, urged international control, and made the claim that
individual citizens must be responsible to learn, discuss, and advocate for their positions
on atomic problems.
Subsequent were “World Control of Atomic Energy” on January 28 and “UP and
Atom” on February 9. The final film in this series, “Operation Crossroads” was shown
on February 11, 1947. Produced by the Commander Joint Task Force One of the United
States Military, it offered narrated footage taken before, during, and after the atomic tests
named Able and Baker at the Bikini Atoll in the summer of 1946. This film focused on
the various experiments and detection equipment employed during these tests as well as a
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brief description of the various procedures undertaken by the military. The film
emphasized the military’s need to test the effects of both air and underwater detonations
for the purposes of national defense.245
These films gave the day-time audience a variety of information on the atom and
the atomic bomb. The general focus of these films was the threat of atomic war and the
need for international atomic agreements. In addition to in-person education opportunities
such as the talks and films, the library make atomic resources available for their patrons
to consume on their own time through a curated reading list.
Reading List
The library staff, under the direction of Dorothy Sinclair, head of the library’s
Department of History and Biography, surveyed the available atomic related literature
and selected a list of fifteen publications to promote. Their goal was to identify books
that were “authentic and forceful items.”246
Instead of simply printing a list of the books to distribute with the promotional
materials, the librarians created a booklet titled “You and the Atom,” whose essay form
allowed for a discussion of the books and helped readers identify those most pertinent to
their interests. From the beginning of the essay, the librarians recognized that this was a
topic that people would think was quite difficult. The essay in “You and the Atom”
begins:
Very few of us understand the atom bomb. We are not physicists — we are
245
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simply citizens confronted by a power too big for us. Our all too-human impulse
is to duck under the bedclothes and say, “This is too much for me.” But when we
say, “Let the scientists decide,” we are saying that only those few men and
women who understand atomic fission can determine our destiny. That is not
true. We are all concerned in this . . . [so the] library has chosen a few [books]
that will help us all to answer two questions. First what are the plain,
understandable facts about atomic power? And second, what can we do about
them.”247
The library printed and distributed 50,000 copies of this booklist essay pamphlet.248
The recommended texts encompassed a range of issues including the scientific
and technical details found in Smyth’s Atomic Energy for Military Purposes, the
destruction and human cost of the bomb in John Hersey’s Hiroshima, the implications of
the atomic age and need for control in Modern Man Is Obsolete by Norman Cousins, and
William L. Laurence’s account of the Manhattan Project in Dawn Over Zero.249
The library purchased hundreds of copies of these books, whereas their typical
purchase of a popular volume would be on the order of 20 copies. All staff members had
to familiarize themselves with the material so that they could best assist patrons during
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the Institute’s public activities and later when patrons visited the library. Additionally, in
what was seen as an innovation at the time, the library allowed the materials on the
reading list to circulate on Sundays during the speaker events, even to those patrons who
did not present a borrower’s card.250 Unfortunately, circulation numbers were not
recorded in the archived documents, but the book program was deemed successful
enough that the American Library Association provided it as a model in a proposed guide
for other libraries seeking to provide atomic education to their patrons.251
Exhibit
The free-standing twenty-one panel exhibit, Atomic Energy: A Force for Life or
Chaos was on display in the main hall of the central library from January 12 through
February 28, 1947, from 9:00 am to 9:00 pm, Mondays through Saturdays and then 3:00
pm to 6:00pm on Sundays.252 The panels were highly graphic with images, diagrams,
quotations, and mounted display copies of the suggested books (Figure 4.3). Kate Coplan,
the library’s director of exhibits and publicity, designed the exhibit panels with
educational suggestions by Dr. David R. Inglis, a professor of physics at Johns Hopkins
University and former Manhattan Project scientist. The funding was for these panels was
provided by the Maryland Academy of Science and they were produced by a local
commercial design firm at only one third the normal commercial price.253 The
preparation and contributions to this display once again illustrate the community
250
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Figure 4.3 An image of some of the panels from the “A Force for Life or Chaos?” exhibit
for the Enoch Pratt Free Library’s “Atomic Energy Institute.” Following the event at the
Pratt Library, these panels travelled to other libraries and events until they literally fell
apart. Folder 6, Box 61, NCAI Records.
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concerns regarding atomic education and its investment in the library’s event. Much of
the information provided was drawn directly from the McGraw Hill publication Man vs
Atom - Year 1. The panels promoted the recommended readings, as well as providing
basic science and technological explanations of the atom and atomic processes, atomic
destruction, international control, and possible positive applications of atomic energy.
The title panel (Figure 4.4) shows a cartoon drawing of a white man in a shirt and
tie scratching his head and saying, “What does the atom mean to me?” while another man
is looking into a crystal ball with electron orbitals around it with the words, “The Future
?” inside the ball.254 There were three panels that mounted the recommended books
covers on the display. These panels told the viewer to “Read! Study! Learn!” and called
on visitors to “Make your voice heard” while telling them to “Borrow publications about
atomic energy and its control from your public library today.”255
Two panels offered information on the basic science of the atom at the processes
of atomic power. “The Atom Simplified,” (Figure 4.5) had four diagrams to explain the
following: the extraction of U235 from ore, chain reactions, why a bomb explodes, and
the use of slow neutrons. The panel also described the structure of an atom: “An atom is
like our solar system. The central sun is the nucleus - a bunched mass of protons and
neutrons, each weighing one unit. The planets are electrons. Each proton has one plus
electrical charge - each electron an equal negative charge. There must be as many
negative electron planets as positive protons in the nucleus.”256 Another panel “How ‘A’
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Figure 4.4 The title panel for the Enoch Pratt Free Library’s “A Force for Life or Chaos”
exhibit. This image was taken from after the NCAI acquired the exhibit. Folder 6, Box
61, NCAI Records.
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Figure 4.5 “The Atom Simplified” panel form the “A Force for Life or Chaos” exhibit.
This panel explained some of the basic atomic processes. Folder 6, Box 61, NCAI
Records.
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- Energy Works” had two diagrams, the first depicting the processes in a slow-neutron
pile and it includes information on how such a pile could be used for electricity
generation and heating. The second diagram shows the steps in the processing of
uranium for atomic energy. 257
To show the destructive nature of the atomic bomb, the panel “Hiroshima
Devastated by one Atomic Bomb” showed a large aerial photograph of the post-bomb
landscape displayed as a 5’x3’ lighted transparency.258 Another panel, “Nagasaki &
Hiroshima Looked Like this after the Atom Bombs Struck!” had four aerial photographs
by Robert B. Cochrane, the Pacific Correspondent for the Sun Papers. Other panels
detailed the cost of conventional war in both money and lives versus the projected costs
of atomic war.
Different proposals of international control of atomic energy and weapons made
up eight of the panels. These panels were consistent in their message that there must be
some form of international control, but offered different possibilities of what that might
mean. For example, an international body to specifically address atomic issues as
depicted on the panel titled “A Quick look at American Proposals for Atomic Control as
Presented to the United Nations.”259 Another panel, “World Government has its
advocates,” suggested a full reorganization of the structure of governments into a World
257
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Federation where the countries would be divided up into regions with regional
governments under a world government.260 The variety of plans and viewpoints support
their claim that the library was trying to provide information and not promote a specific
worldview.
Response
Overall the event was met with a favorable public response. Leland Stowe said
after the event concluded:
Unless we understand the nature of the menace of atomic energy devoted to the
destruction, we cannot hope to defeat its threatened doom. The librarians and
libraries of America can be and should be, the Paul Reveres of 1947. The Enoch
Pratt Free library has blazed a trail toward hope. It has demonstrated what any
group of responsible citizens, in any community, can contribute in the form of
positive and intelligent action.261
More than 60,000 people attended the event with between 3,000 and 5,000 viewing the
panel displays every day. These were astounding numbers for an exhibit at a public
library, even one located in a metropolitan area.262
Following the Institute
The efforts of the Enoch Pratt were noticed outside of Baltimore. After the exhibit
at the concluded, the NCAI assumed control of the panels and sent them out to a variety
of locations and events. The NCAI’s interest was evident after the acting director; A. E.
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Casgrain toured the exhibit in late January, 1947. After expressing enthusiasm for the
future possibilities of the exhibit on a national level and sending three additional staff
members to view it, Casgrain wrote to Greenaway, requesting to take over the exhibit
after the library’s Institute had concluded. Casgrain praised the library’s work, saying
“The exhibit . . . offers unlimited possibilities for use in our over-all education program
and we cannot begin to thank you for the magnificent contribution you have made to the
atomic education program.”263 The exhibit, valued at $2500 was sold to the NCAI in
March of 1947.264
The exhibit toured the country beginning with displays at the Philadelphia Public
Library and the Franklin Institute. In May it traveled to St. Louis, Missouri followed by
the Mid-American Exposition in Cleveland and the Cleveland City College Library. The
exhibit was shown at the end of June at the American Library Association annual meeting
in San Francisco, then the Los Angeles Public Library and the Long Beach Public
Library. In September it was displayed at the Western Washington State Fair in
Puyallup, Washington, and then on to Minneapolis and St. Paul in October. It spent the
last leg touring a number of sites in Michigan until the end of the year.265
Though carefully packed and crated, the panels were fragile. The first two
showings in Philadelphia demonstrated that the packing cases were inadequate and had to
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be rebuilt. Additionally, the original books that were mounted on the displays became
torn and new copies were covered with plastic cases.266 Following the trip to the MidAmerican Exposition in Cleveland, it was discovered that the glass transparency on the
Hiroshima photograph was damaged. Costly repairs were made to keep this panel
because it was considered the most important.267 By the end of 1947 the cost and effort
to keep this exhibit traveling had become too much and it was retired even as more
requests for showings were coming in, leaving as many as fifty exhibit requests denied.268
The Pratt Library’s Atomic Energy Institute was a remarkable success. Driven by
the desire to inform their community of atomic matters, the library staff was able to put
together a successful and engaging public program that attracted an audience of varied
ages and backgrounds. Their exhibit panels reached an even broader audience during
their brief tour. This event, as remarkable as it was, was only one of many atomic in
person educational experiences during this time.
Man and the Atom
An exhibit entitled Man and the Atom began as a part of the New York Golden
Jubilee exhibition, on display in August of 1948. In this case, the project was
incorporated into a large public event. It then became a traveling exhibit and then formed
the foundation of the Atomic Energy Museum in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. While designed
266
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by those on the inside of the atomic industry and governmental departments tasked with
the promotion of atomic energy matters, this exhibit showed that other event planners
also understood both a need for public education and anticipated an interested audience.
The Golden Jubilee Committee and exhibit designers worked deliberately to incorporate
interesting and educational information.
New York Golden Jubilee
In 1948 the city of New York held a Golden Jubilee as a celebration of the fiftieth
year of the uniting of the five boroughs of New York City. While the festivities,
including an air show and many concerts, occurred throughout the year, the main
celebration was an exposition that took place from August 21 through September 19,
1948, at the Grand Central Palace.269 The exposition held displays by various city
departments, fashion shows of styles from 1898 through 1948, pageants from different
municipal agencies such as the Board of Education, and performances that included
Russian dancers and the Police Department band. The entrance fee was fifty cents,
although arrangements were made to allow school groups to enter at no cost, and the
exhibits were open from 9:00 am to midnight. This exposition also included a large
atomic energy show exhibit called Man and the Atom.
The event planning committee saw the inclusion of an atomic energy exhibit as an
integral part of the festivities. In a statement regarding the exhibit, the mayor of New
York, William O’Dwyer explained,
The exhibit MAN AND THE ATOM grew from the realization that atomic
energy, already a major force in our lives, will play an increasingly important part
269
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in the next fifty years of modern New York’s progress. Called together to
assemble the most complete and understandable presentation of what appeared to
be highly technical and hard to understand facts was a little army of outstanding
leaders in the development of this new force and outstanding leaders in the
presentation of information to the public. Professors, cartoonists, military men,
doctors, artists, writers, engineers, scientists — a host of specialists dug into the
problem of simplifying the atom. We believe the result of this cooperative effort
of the City of New York’s industry, science, government and education is to bring
atomic energy from the dark regions of fear and misunderstanding into the bright
light of public comprehension. If this is true MAN AND THE ATOM has
achieved its purpose.270
As part of the planning process for the Jubilee Mayor O’Dwyer established a
number of committees and subcommittees. These included the Mayor’s Advisory
Committee on Atomic Energy and the Mayor’s Advisory Committee on Atomic
Education. The appointments included scientific, military, governmental, and civic
leaders such as Bernard Baruch, international affairs advisory and the former
representative to the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission; John R. Dunning, the
Columbia University physicist and Manhattan Project scientist who pioneered the
gaseous diffusion method of Uranium isotope separation; Louis Heil, chair of physics at
Cooper Union; and Leslie Groves and William Parsons, the military heads of the
Manhattan Project.”271
Within the planning documents the committee outlined the messages that they
wanted the exhibit to convey. Their stated theme for the exhibit emphasized its scientific
underpinning:
Atomic Energy is a fact of Nature. Abruptly, the World was made aware of this
new power at Hiroshima, Japan. It ended World War II. Its development and
270
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application to everyday life is an opportunity. Its prudent use can make life
happier, more secure and probably more abundant. It has proven useful to
research in medicine, biology, and agriculture and we hope that this new force
will prove useful in industry and even possibly to transportation and power.
Science and industry have teamed up to pry more secrets from the atom. Our
government is a partner in the effort. The welfare of the world and therefore of
the United States and its people is the objective. The next fifty years will give us
many of the fruits of the release of Atomic Energy. Children of today will be
helped by this new force if they face courageously the future problems which this
new force brings with it. The Golden Anniversary Exposition Exhibit is intended
to inform and entertain all who visit it. It is hoped it will help prepare the
generations of tomorrow to meet realistically and wisely the problems of an
Atomic Energy Age. We will dramatize it by live demonstrations and forceful
exhibits such as: What an Atom is. What is meant by splitting the atom. What
happens when an Atom is split. The great effort required to develop Atomic
Energy. Its part in forcing Japan’s surrender. The need for International Control
of Atomic Energy. How Atomic Energy may bring the better life.272
Having an exhibit on the atom, with the applications for the betterment of society and the
optimistic future, fits well within the campaigns for peacetime applications that began
occurring in the late 1940s, or, as historian Paul Boyer wrote, “to create a more positive –
or at least more acquiescent – overall public attitude toward atomic energy.273 These
arguments were in line with the progressive enthusiasm for science and technology
evident in later large exhibitions of the time, including the 1958 and 1964 World’s
Fairs.274
The exhibition generally and the atomic exhibit specifically was advertised
through a regular radio segment on WNYC called “Report from the Chairman.” Months
before the exhibition opening, on May 17, 1948, there was an episode of this radio
272
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segment that explained the Man and the Atom exhibit. Listeners heard from John R.
Dunning of the physics department at Columbia University, A. L. Baker, Executive VicePresident of Kellex Corporation, and Major General Thomas F. Ferrell of the Army. In
describing the motivation for the exhibit, Dunning explained:
Life changed - changed greatly - between 1898 and today. Scientists and
engineers have developed something new in the past few years. It is “Atomic
Energy” What it is, what it can do, and what it might be capable of doing few
persons know. Many persons imagine. Many persons predict. Many are fearful.
The terrifying features of “atomic energy” in bomb form left a harsh wound on
men’s minds. But, since the war, many men have been at work converting
Atomic Energy to peace-time tasks. You know, Mr. Whalen, this committee is
made up of individualists. We did not always agree on methods of development
of Atomic Energy. In the earlier days experiments were not along identical lines.
We all agree, however that 50 years from now, say, when New York observes the
100th year of the wedding of the boroughs, life as we know day will be changed
greatly by the application of Atomic Energy.275
Reporter William L. Laurence wrote articles previewing the exhibit. On August 9,
1948, he introduced the displays created by Columbia University with the sensational
headline, “Public to Witness Atomic Explosions.” Having caught public attention, he
elaborated with subtitles, “First Demonstration of Actual Uranium Blasts Scheduled Here
for Golden Jubilee EXHIBITION WILL BE SAFE, Original scale model of Plant at Oak
Ridge, Tenn., to be on display also.”276
Atomic energy had a prominent place in the Golden Jubilee opening ceremony.
According to the planning documents and a newspaper article announcing the opening:
The preview ceremonies will be held at Grand Central Palace on August 21st at
8:30 P. M. A telescope will be mounted on the top of the Empire State Building
by the Hayden Planetarium of the Museum of Natural History. The telescope is
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to be focused on the star ALIGTH which is 50 light years away. The energy
picked up will have left the start 50 years ago at the time of the marrying of the
five boroughs in 1898. The energy will be caught on a photo-electric cell at the
eye-piece of a telescope. The impulse will be relayed via Western Union to
Grand Central Palace where it will be picked up and relayed, in turn, to Dr.
Dunning’s Atom Splitting Machine. The energy will put the “Atom Splitting
Machine” in operation. An atom of Uranium will be split, releasing 200,000,000
election volts of energy. This energy will be amplified and relayed to a strip of
magnesium placed upon a ribbon stretched across the entrance to Grand Central
Palace. The magnesium will explode as a result of the energy released from
splitting an atom of Uranium 235. The explosion will break the ribbon and start
the show. (Simultaneously, an airplane will hover above the clouds ready to pick
up the star, with another telescope, in case of an overcast sky.)277
This elaborate plan illustrates the drama that the exhibitors hoped to infuse into the
exhibition even as they reminded an audience of the power of atomic energy.
Visitors to the Man and the Atom exhibit could have picked up a program (Figure
4.6) that included an explanation of the exhibit’s inclusion in the overall exhibition. An
introductory letter on the first page of the program by the Golden Anniversary Chairman
Grover A. Whalen and Mayor O’Dwyer, told visitors:
Welcome to the Atomic Energy Exhibit of the City of New York on its Golden
Anniversary. The purpose of the Exhibit is to present as many peacetime facts as
possible about the atom. Too few of us realize the extent to which atomic energy
will aid man in his battle to gain mastery over the physical world — so distracted
have we been with its destructive power. Its development will cut across every
aspect of our culture. The mystery of the atom has demanded a high degree of
specialized knowledge to search out its secrets. Many of us, therefore have
shrugged and walked away, convinced that the story of the atom is beyond our
understanding. Perhaps, indeed, it is. But the opportunity and the challenge are
ours to accept or reject.”278
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The reader was told that the aim was not to “tell the complex working of atomic energy
but to observe its externals — what it may mean to all of us.”279 Nonetheless, many of
the displays were didactic as they explained, illustrated, and even demonstrated
simplified versions of various atomic processes. The visitor program also contained
explanations of basic atomic science. A page (Figure 4.7) titled “We have Discovered
what the atom is ~ how it is split ~ what happens” briefly explained the basic structure of
the atom, noting that atoms are “composed of particles called electrons, protons, and
neutrons. Protons form the nucleus. Electrons whirl around nucleus like earth around the
sun.”280 The program also included a map of the entire exhibit (Figure 4.8).
The displays were created by a number of government agencies, universities, and
companies with a hand in the atomic industry and showcased a variety of aspects of
atomic energy with a heavy emphasis on peace-time uses including medicine, agriculture,
and industry. The AEC contributed significant levels of funding to a number of the
exhibits.281 The AEC created four displays to explain the role and function of the
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commission, as well as exhibits on raw materials, isotopes, and radiological safety. AEC
contractors also provided displays. General Electric, for example, had a display titled
“Nuclear Energy with Safety.” Allis-Chalmers had three different topics: “From the Mine
to the Separation of Isotopes,” “Industrial uses of Isotopes,” and “Sugar Synthesis.”
Kellex’s display was called “Power is Essential to Civilization.”282 A few of the specific
displays will be described here to illustrate the overall exhibit and visitor experience.
Visitors entering the exhibit would first encounter the large cartoon panels of
Dagwood Splits the Atom (Figure 4.9). This comic was created especially for this exhibit
at the request of General Leslie Groves and with the support of Dagwood owner King
Feature Syndicate and featured familiar characters from the newspaper comic strip
attending an atomic energy lecture and learning about the atom. These panels were
included in the comic book that was published the following year.283
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Figure 4.6 This is the cover of the program for the “Man and the Atom” exhibit as shown
at the New York Golden Jubilee. Folder: Special Engineering Detachment, Box:
Oversize 1, AEC Records.
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Figure 4.7 This page in the “Man and the Atom” exhibit program from the New York
Golden Jubilee gives a brief explanation of the basic science of the atom. Folder: Special
Engineering Detachment, Box: Oversize 1, AEC Records.
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Figure 4.8 The exhibit map for the “Man and the Atom” exhibit at the New York Golden
Jubilee. Folder: Special Engineering Detachment, Box: Oversize 1, AEC Records.
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Figure 4.9 The Dagwood Splits the Atom display panels from the “Man and the Atom”
exhibit. “Cavalcade,” The Knoxville Journal, October 24, 1948.
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Other media based displays included the Life magazine photographic exhibit,
which showed photographs from many of the atomic energy based stories that had
appeared in the magazine since August of 1945. The pictures illustrated multiple aspects
of the atomic story, including mushroom clouds from Operation Crossroads and the
radiation burns on a bombing survivor.284 The New York Times had a section called
“Atomic Energy: The Greatest New Story of Our Age” which consisted of giant reprints
of the atomic energy articles by William L. Laurence in their entirety.
Some displays included samples of radioactive materials. Brookhaven National
Laboratory had what was described as a “dramatically spotlighted piece of Uranium.”285
Columbia University offered the public debut of the specimen of Uranium-235 separated
by Al Nier at the University of Minnesota in 1940.286 The AEC displayed samples of
uranium ore and thorium ore. Equipment used in science laboratories was featured in a
number of displays. The Westinghouse and Brookhaven displays invited visitors to touch
Van de Graaff generators, which caused their hair to stand on end.287 In the section on
atom smashers, Allis-Chalmers displayed a betatron donut with posters describing how it
284
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Now a common demonstration tool in science classrooms, these were used provide the
necessary high voltages to various particle accelerators.
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is used.288 A Geiger counter was featured at the American Medical Association display
and Mount Sinai Hospital displayed a cloud chamber. In a display on safety, General
Electric had a mechanical manipulator where a person to stood at one table and remotely
manipulated objects on another.
The Westinghouse displays were presented by lecturers from the College of the
City of New York and New York University.289 A large lighted board represented the
atom on which different colored lights represented the different particles in the atom.
Care was taken to incorporate explanations of atomic structure with the lighted diagram.
Richard C. Hitchcock, a research lecturer for Westinghouse, explained that in presenting
the lighted diagram, “We tie the new words of atomic physics with the picture of the
model. We say “the red bulb, a proton, is a plush electric charge; the green bulb, a
neutron, has a zero charge, this ties in physics (charge) the color of the bulb in the model
and the new name we want to remember.”290 To illustrate the process of a chain reaction,
they used a system of mousetraps, each with two rubber stoppers. The first mousetrap
would be triggered and then the stoppers would go on to trigger the other traps. This was
a labor-intensive demonstration that took at least ten minutes to set up and only two
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seconds for all the traps to go off.291 Hitchcock emphasized the dual roles of education
and entertainment wrote, “We do not want a dry documentary or mathematical
presentation; neither do we want pure spectacle. Further, the presentation is coherent,
each piece of apparatus does something, something easily explained. We deal with
atomic nuclei all the way through.”292
General Electric’s displays, titled “The Power from the Atom” included the
mechanical manipulator used to handle radioactive materials from a distance to
demonstrate the safety measures taken in the laboratories. They also provided flow chart
that traced uranium from the mine to plutonium production. The mechanical manipulator
was a popular attraction. Richard C. Robin, a staff member from the Nucleonics
Department of General Electric, said, “Whenever this device [the mechanical
manipulator] is shown, large crowds gather. It is so fascinating a device that it often
became necessary for us to stop the operator so people would move on and let others
gather about for a demonstration.”293 In addition to the information presented in their
flowchart, General Electric also distributed a comic book (Figure 4.10) called, Inside the
Atom, which was part of their promotional comic book series “Adventures in Science.”294
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of the Walt Disney World television show. This type of demonstration does a very good
job of mechanically conveying the ideas of a chain reaction.
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Hitchcock, “Westinghouse Theater of Atoms,” 355.
293
Richard C. Robin, “Power from the Atom” in “The Adult Meets and Tries to
Understand the Atom,” Journal of Educational Sociology 22, no. 5 (January 1949): 353.
294
The “Adventures in Science Series” ran through the 1950s and included titles such as:
Adventures in Electronics, The Story of Light, Adventures in Jet Power, Electricity all
Around Us, and Networks of Power. All of these comic books were distributed free at
events or by request. These books were draw by George Rouses who was a comic book
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The story has boy discussing the atom with a friend and learning about the history of the
atom, the basic atomic science, the development of the bomb, and the possible uses for
atom energy.295 They distributed approximately 250,000 copies at the exhibition and
over 1,000,000 copies at other exhibits and schools in 1948.296
The displays from the Carbide and Carbon Chemical Company (Carbide) showed
the size and nature of the AEC installations in Oak Ridge, the principles of the gaseous
diffusion process, the principles involved in the electromagnetic process, and the
production of radioisotopes.297 Carbide had taken over plant operations in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee in 1947 and was in charge of running and promoting the work done there.298
During the Manhattan Project, the Oak Ridge site was tasked with refining the
radioactive material that powered the bombs, specifically, separating out the Uranium235 isotope from the more common Uranium-238 as well as testing and refining methods
of plutonium production. To show the size and nature of the Oak Ridge facilities, they
created a four minute long motion picture film, with aerial footage of the installations.

artist who worked for all of the major comic book publishers, including both DC and
Marvel. https://www.lambiek.net/artists/r/roussos_george.htm
295
In a number of secondary sources, this comic book and the Dagwood Splits the Atom
comic were conflated. For example, in By the Bomb’s Early Light, Paul Boyer says,
“Visitors to the General Electric exhibit received free copies of Dagwood Splits the
Atom.” Boyer, By the Bomb’s Early Light, 296. And The History of Atomic Energy
Collection held by the Oregon State University Special Collections and Archives lists its
holding of a copy of Dagwood Splits the Atom with the note “This was a free handout for
visitors to the General Electric concession at the "Man and the Atom" exhibit in New
York's Central park during the Summer of 1948.”
296
Robin, “Power from the Atom,” 353.
297
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation, Atomic Show Committee Preliminary
Proposal, as of July 16, 1948, Folder: Exhibit “Man and the atom,” Box: Oversize 1,
AEC Records.
298
The Carbide and Carbon Chemical Company, which later became Union Carbide, ran
the Oak Ridge facilities from 1947-1984.
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Figure 4.10 This cover and a selected interior page from the comic book Inside the Atom
was created by General Electric as part of their Adventures in Science series. General
Electric, Inside the Atom, 1948.
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For the separation processes, diffusion and electromagnetic, they created large, dynamic,
mechanical analog models.
Because the scientific and technological processes of atomic bomb production
were being discovered and developed as the bomb was being built, multiple methods of
isotope separation were pursued simultaneously at Oak Ridge. During the Manhattan
Project, the Kellex Company ran the gaseous diffusion plant at Oak Ridge.299 This
processes involved turning the uranium metal into uranium hexafluoride gas and then
pumping it through a porous membrane. The molecules with the larger isotope (uranium238) would be stopped and those with the smaller isotope (uranium-235) would pass
through and be collected. To demonstrate the diffusion process, the engineers at Carbide
created a large three-dimensional mechanical device where color-coded differentlyweighted ping-pong balls, which represented the uranium isotopes, were pushed by air
pressure through a barrier. The air pressure was such that there was not enough force to
push the heavier balls all the way to and through the barrier, thus separating out the balls
by color.300
Another method used to separate out the different uranium isotopes was done
using magnetic fields. For the Manhattan Project, the Tennessee Eastman Corporation in
built and ran the facility that housed a mass-spectrometer based on the work of Ernest
Lawrence at the University of California-Berkeley. This method placed uranium ions,
299

At the time it was built, the K-25 plant was the largest enclosed building in the world.
K-25 was decommissioned in 1984. The clean up and removal of the building began in
2008 and was completed in 2014. https://oakridgetoday.com/2013/12/19/doe-ucordemolish-last-piece-k-25-worlds-largest-building/.
300
A brief historical summary of the Oak Ridge plants and their processes can be found
at Atomic Heritage Foundation, “Oak Ridge, TN,”
https://www.atomicheritage.org/location/oak-ridge-tn.
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created from vaporized uranium tetrachloride, into an evacuated chamber and subjected
them to a large magnetic field. The field caused the moving particles to curve, with the
amount of curvature varying predictably among the isotopes, which allowed collection
pockets to be placed along the chamber.301 To demonstrate this, the exhibit team at
Carbide created a system where they used differently weighted metal balls dropped over
a strong magnet, explaining:
In this exhibit, the principle of electromagnetic separation (i.e. The principle of
the Calutron) will be shown by means of a three dimensional mechanical display
in which a separation of simulated ions will be effected by a magnetic field. Solid
and hollow steel balls of equal size (3/4 inch diameter) will be used to represent
ions of two different masses. The balls will be dropped over the face of a
permanent magnet and will be deflected according to an inverse function of their
effective masses. (The hollow balls, which have smaller effective masses will be
deflected the most) the balls will be caught in two pockets, one above the other, at
the back of the exhibit and will automatically be mixed and recycled. The exhibit
will have a curved Lucite window approximately four feet square in front and will
be provided with interior fluorescent lighting.302
This example illustrates the attention to detail and the care that the exhibit designers took
to mechanically replicate the separation process.
The final display designed by Carbide illustrated the production of radioisotopes,
where a typically non-radioactive element is bombarded with neutrons and some of the
atoms become radioactive isotopes of that element. In addition to the uranium separation,
Oak Ridge was also home to an experimental nuclear reactor. During the war, the
DuPont Company, in conjunction with the Metalurgical Laboratory of the University of
301

A detailed explanation of the electromagnetic separation process can be found
USNRC Technical Training Center, “Electromagnetic Separation (Calutron) and Thermal
Diffusion,” September 2008, https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML1204/ML12045A056.pdf
302
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation, Atomic Show Committee Preliminary
Proposal, as of July 16, 1948, Folder: Exhibit “Man and the atom,” Box: Oversize 1,
AEC Records.
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Figure 4.11 This is a diagram of the dime irradiator device created by the Carbon and
Carbide Chemicals Company for the “Man and the Atom” exhibit. Folder: Exhibit Man
and the Atom, Box: Oversize 1, AEC Records.
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Figure 4.12 This photograph of the dime irradiator was taken during the New York
Golden Jubilee and appeared in an Oak Ridge area newspaper to advertise the upcoming
exhibit. Knoxville Journal, October 17, 1948, 16-A.
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Chicago, used this reactor to test plutonium production processes. Following the war the
reactor created radioactive isotopes that were used in medicine, agriculture and
industry.303 Radio-isotopes were a key point for those popularizers who sought to focus
on the positive, peace-time applications of atom.304 The exhibit designers devised a way
to create an ongoing live demonstration where a dime, which was provided by a visitor,
would be put through the Dime Irradiator device and through a radiation detector (Figure
4.11 and Figure 4.12).305 The displays designed by Carbide were carefully constructed to
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After the plutonium creation methods were developed at X-10 in 1943, the Hanford
Plant in Washington began industrial scale production. X-10 was used to make
radioisotopes through 1964. The building has maintained as a historical site and is part of
the Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge public tour.
304
Especially prior to the development of nuclear power plants and nuclear submarines,
radioisotopes were a key example used in a lot of promotional materials to show nonmilitary applications of the new science and engineering. For example, see General
Electric, A is For Atom, film, 1953. This promotional/educational film can be viewed
online at the Nuclear Vault YouTube channel, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiItrJISQE.
305
The specific element being irradiated here was silver. Prior to 1965, American dimes
were 90% silver and 10% copper. The dime irradiator became a popular attraction. It
was featured at the Golden Jubilee, as part of the travelling exhibit, and as a permanent
attraction at the American Museum of Atomic Energy in Oak Ridge until 1964. The
metal composition of the dime changed in 1964 and no longer contained silver. The
Dime Irradiator displayed at the 1964 Worlds Fair in New York.
https://www.orau.org/ptp/collection/medalsmementoes/dimes.htm. The workings of the
irradiator were described in the planning documents: “It is believed that an exhibit in
which a detailed explanation and action production of only one radioisotope is presented
will accomplish much more in the way of public education than a more general
presentation of the nuclear chemistry and physics of radioisotope production. The
conversion of stable silver into its radioisotope, Ag110, by exposure to a neutron source
has been deemed the simplest and more effective demonstration for such an exhibit.
Ordinary dimes can be used for the stable silver, adequate neutron sources are available
for producing the Ag110, and the Ag110 which is formed is quite safe in that its activity is
rapidly dissipated (Ag110 has a half life of 22 seconds and decays into a stable isotope of
cadmium, Cd110, with the emission of beta particles.) An exhibit has been designed and is
now being constructed in which a neutron source (either radium-beryllium or antimonyberyllium) will be embedded in a mass of Lucite and the whole encased in a cube of lead.
The Lucite will serve the dual functions of slowing and concentrating the neutrons and
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explain complex and potentially confusing atomic processes in a large, memorable
interactive way.
The Book Exhibit included a display of twenty-eight books that included both
technical and nontechnical publications.306 Approximately half of the books focused on

the lead cube (approximately 1500 pounds of lead) will act as a shield. Dimes will be
dropped down next to the source through a vertical slot in the lead cube, will be irradiated
for approximately 15 seconds, and then will be pushed with a plunger into a sloping slot
though which they will roll out the lead cube into a shielded chamber housing a radiation
detection tube. The Silver-11- which is present in the dime will activate the radiation
detector and will cause small rights to flush off and on over the shielded chamber.”
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation, Atomic Show Committee Preliminary
Proposal, as of July 16, 1948, Folder: Exhibit “Man and the atom,” Box: Oversize 1,
AEC Records.
306
The following were the books promoted at this exhibit: Bernard Brodie, The Absolute
Weapon (New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1946). L. S. Cottrell, American
Opinion on World Affairs in the Atomic Age (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1948). E. S. C. Smith, A. H. Fox, R. Tom Sawyer, and H. R. Austin, Applied Atomic
Power (New York: Prentice Hall, 1946). J.K. Robertson, Atomic Artillery and the Atomic
Bomb (New York: D. Van Nostrand Co., 1945). Lt. Col. John F. Moynahan, Atomic
Diary (Newark, NJ: Barton, 1946). Karl K. Darrow, Atomic Energy (New York: Wiley,
1948). Smyth, Atomic Energy for Military Purposes. George Gamow, Atomic Energy in
Cosmic and Human Life (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1945). Gessner G.
Hawley and Sigmund W. Liefson, Atomic Energy in War and Peace (New York:
Reinholt Publishing, 1945). Dr. Maxwell Leigh Eidinoff and Hyman Ruchlis, Atomics for
the Millions (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1947). William A. Shurcliff, Bombs at Bikini
(New York: William H. Wise & Co., 1947). James R. Newman and Byron S. Miller, The
Control of Atomic Energy (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1948). William L. Laurence, Dawn
over Zero (New York: Alfred A, Knopf, 1946). Daniel Lang, Early Tales of the Atomic
Age (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1948). Dr. Franco Rasetti, Elements of Nuclear
Physics (New York: Prentice Hall, 1948). Harry M. Davis, Energy Unlimited (New York:
Murray Hill Books, 1947). Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld, The Evolution of Physics
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1947). Selig Hecht, Explaining the Atom
(New York: Viking Press, 1947). John Hersey, Hiroshima (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1946). Henry Semant, International Conciliation by the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, Introduction to Atomic Physics. Norman Cousins, Modern Man is
Obsolete (New York: Viking Press, 1945). Harrison Brown, Must Destruction be Our
Destiny? (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1946). Ansley Coale, “Official Record of the
Atomic Energy Commission 2nd Year, The Problem of Reducing Vulnerability of Atomic
Bombs,” Papers and Proceedings of the Fifty-ninth Annual Meeting of the American
Economic Association 37, no. 2 (May 1947): 87-97.
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the scientific or technical details of atomic energy including the Smyth Report,
Explaining the Atom, and Atomics for the Millions.307 While the majority of displays in
the exhibit focused on non-military uses of atomic processes, there were a significant
number of books in the book display that discussed the bomb and other military uses of
atomic energy including J. K. Robertson’s Atomic Artillery and the Atomic Bomb,
William A. Shurcliff’s Bombs at Bikini, John Hersey’s Hiroshima, and William
Laurence’s Dawn over Zero. These books indicate that a range of viewpoints on the use
of atomic energy and were intentionally included.
The reported public response to the exhibit was positive. There were a few
anecdotal reports from some of the exhibitors. Richard Hitchcock from Westinghouse
noted that there were people who came back several times to bring friends or relatives to
see their exhibit.308 Additionally, Dr. Lillian Wald Kay of the Psychology Department of
New York University conducted a research survey on public opinion and interest in the
atom during the exhibit. Her team polled a total of four thousand people who attended
the exhibit, 2,000 prior to entrance and 2,000 after leaving the exhibit. While the
majority of questions revolved around attitudes and feelings regarding the atom, one
question gauged general interest and what people thought they needed to learn about the
atom. They asked, “Do you think you should have more information in the things you
read and hear about (a) atomic weapons; (b) atomic power; (c) other uses of atomic
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A small Atomics for the Millions trivia fact: it was first publication illustrated by the
now famous children’s book author and illustrator Maurice Sendak, who is most known
for his book. Maurice Sendak, Where the Wild Things Are (New York: Harper & Row,
1963).
308
Hitchcock, “Westinghouse Theater of Atoms,” 355,
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energy.”309 While the same people were not surveyed before and after, the study
concluded that a higher percentage of people were able to answer questions about the
uses of atomic energy after viewing the exhibit. The survey also found that after viewing
the exhibit, more people wanted additional information. Kay concluded, “This summary
of the results indicates that Man and the Atom, as it was presented at Grand Central
Palace, was successful (in immediate experience) in alleviating fear and in giving
information.”310 However, she also noted:
The immediate effect of Man and the Atom has been shown to be in the direction
of satisfying the purposes of those who planned and designed it. There is no way
of measuring its long-term effect except in so far as it is known that emotion and
value are an essential part of attitude and that changing value and effect are
essential to changing attitude. The immediate changes in emotional response
justify the prediction that this may have a lasting effect.311
Kay’s surveys also yielded a few other interesting observations. She noted that viewing
the exhibit reduced fear and increased knowledge of peace-time atomic energy uses.
Results of the questions asked before people entered the exhibit found that men and
women differed in their overall attitudes with men more hopeful and women more fearful
of atomic energy. Women were more aware of the medical applications of atomic energy
and while men cited power as an application. Women expressed more interest in learning
more about atomic power than men. Another interesting finding is that, with increasing
age, respondents were less interested in and knowledgeable about atomic power.312
The visitors to these displays would have encountered many opportunities to learn
309

Lilian Wald Kay, “Public Opinion and the Atom,” Journal of Educational Sociology
22 no. 5 (January 1949): 356.
310
Kay, “Public Opinion,” 361.
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Kay, “Public Opinion,” 361.
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Memo - “The Public Meets “Man and the Atom - a Study in public opinion,” Folder:
Exhibit “Man and the Atom,” Box 13, AEC Records.
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about the science and process of atomic energy. Visitor understanding of the basics of
atomic science and technology was made possible through carefully constructed,
dynamic displays. While the emphasis was on the methods and applications of atomic
energy, the dangerous and destructive forces were not completely ignored. As at the Pratt
Library, the New York presentation was intended to show complexity rather than to have
fully prescribed responses to the issues raised by atomic energy while, at the same time,
to educate the public about up-to-date science.
Oak Ridge
Following the successful New York Golden Jubilee, the “Man and the Atom”
exhibit was moved to Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and displayed from October 22 to 30, 1948.
The records indicated that 50,216 people attended, including groups from over fifty high
schools and fifteen colleges. This version included the AEC-funded displays as well as a
few new ones created by working groups at Oak Ridge.313 Unlike at the Golden Jubilee,
this was a stand-alone atomic energy exhibit. It had the additional draw of being located
in a city that had been secretly built for the Manhattan Project and that was otherwise still
off-limits to the general public. The enlarged exhibit was subsequently shown in
Cincinnati and a number of other locations before returning to Oak Ridge to become the
basis for the American Museum of Atomic Energy.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, is a town that was created as a part of the Manhattan
Project was the site of two uranium separation plants and experimental plutonium
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Progress Report Oak Ridge Atomic Energy Show, Oak Ridge, Tennessee October 2330. AEC. Box 13, Folder: Exhibit “Man and the Atom”
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reactor.314 Located in a remote valley in eastern Tennessee, where dams provided the
critical capacity for power thanks to the Tennessee Valley Authority, the land was
acquired in September of 1942 and construction began on the plants and the residential
area. During the war the entire site was known as the Clinton Engineer Works and the
town site was called Oak Ridge.315 During the war, the existence of the city was kept
secret. Residency was restricted those who were directly employed at the Oak Ridge
facilities and their families. The population was as high as 75,000 residents in the town
and an employment high of around 100,000 people by May 1945. By September 1, 1946
the population was down to 43,000 and employment was around 30,000.316 The
employees included construction workers, young women who were hired as equipment
operators, and a small number of professional scientists, among others.317 Oak Ridge
became a fully functioning town with a bus service, schools, newspaper, and amenities
such as a swimming pool, skating rink, groceries, and even a yarn shop.318 Following the
end of the war, this city which had once been a war secret, was now publicly known but
was still a closed, gated city until May 1949. The existence of the city was publicly
announced after the atomic bombing attack on Hiroshima (Figure 4.13).
314

The Atomic Heritage Foundation has basic background information on Oak Ridge and
the different plants https://www.atomicheritage.org/location/oak-ridge-tn
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Charles W. Johnson and Charles O. Jackson, City behind a Fence: Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, 1942-1946 (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 1981), 36.
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For Your Information: A Guide to Oak Ridge, reprint by the Oak Ridge Heritage and
Preservation Association, (May 11, 2011), 8.
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Construction workers made up over half of the employment figures. Very few people
knew what was actually being done at Oak Ridge or the larger Manhattan Project. People
knew that it was part of the war effort but not much more than that. Johnson and Jackson,
City behind a Fence, 24-30. For more information on the women who worked at Oak
Ridge, especially those who worked the dials on the Calutron at the Y-12 plant, see
Denise Kiernan, The Girls of the Atomic City (New York: Simon & Schuster, Inc, 2013).
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Figure 4.13 Public announcement and depiction of Oak Ridge, Tennessee revealed a key
component in the Manhattan Project. Personnel were charged with developing the
uranium isotope separation processes and producing the necessary isotopes for the bomb
project. The Logan Daily News, Logan, Ohio. August 8, 1945.
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The higher level planning and acquisition of the displays was coordinated by
Gordon R. Molesworth, the assistant to the area manager for public education at the
AEC.319 The radio and publicity was also handled by the AEC by the chief of the office
of public information, G. O. Robinson. Two engineers from Carbide, Joseph A. Conners
from the Gaseous Diffusion plant and Leo F. Hemphill from the Electromagnetic
Separation plant, were assigned to the exhibit project full-time and were in charge of
unpacking, assembly, repair, maintenance, disassembly and repacking the exhibits and
served as on-site managers The exhibit was set up in a newly constructed warehouse,
which was close to two of the gates and was the only building accessible to exhibit
visitors.
The exhibit was highly publicized locally through stories in newspapers
throughout East Tennessee. Local area radio stations also gave airtime to promoting the
exhibit before and during the show. A map was printed in local newspapers (Figure 4.14)
to show visitors how to access the event. The Knoxville Journal dedicated an entire page
of images (Figure 4.15) to the exhibit.320 Reporters and other prominent community
members were given a special evening preview on October 22, 1948. The student
council at Oak Ridge High School, in addition to running the event concession stands,
wrote special invitations to sixty-seven other high schools and twenty-one colleges.321
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Molesworth, the Assistant Manager for Public Education/Public Relations of Atomic
Energy Commission at Oak Ridge regularly gave talks to various groups during the late
1940s and early 1950s.
320
“Cavalcade,” The Knoxville Journal. October 22, 1948.
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While specific details about the student council’s involvement in this event are not
included in the archival documents, in general the students at Oak Ridge High School
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Oak Ridge civic clubs, such as the Lions’ Club and the Rotary Club, invited other
regional clubs to attend.322
The displays were arranged in a series of bays (Figure 4.16), which were
organized roughly thematically. The first two held displays that were concerned with the
general story of the atom and basic atomic processes. The last two bays held information
on the atom in medicine, agriculture, and international control. Similar to the show in
New York, the “Dagwood Splits the Atom” displays were the first thing that visitors
would have seen. The Life magazine photographic exhibit and the New York Times
exhibit were displayed on the wall at the end of the bays. During each day of the show
twelve to fifteen scientific and technical employees from the Oak Ridge plants and the
national laboratory served as guides and interpreters.
The organizers deemed the event a success. Unattributed visitor statements noted
in the progress report included “a wonderful experience” and “a great experience.” One
visitor, recorded only as a Knoxville-businessman, said, “The money certainly couldn’t
be better spent. This show is giving the public a better conception of the atomic energy
program than they could get in any other way.” Another visitor, listed as a University of
Tennessee faculty member, said “I think these exhibits should be shown as often and in
very active in atomic related events and issues. The students learned of the atomic bomb
and Oak Ridge’s involvement at the same time as the rest of the world but they quickly
recognized that they were in the middle of things. For example, in fall of 1945 a group
was formed called the Youth Council on the Atomic Crisis in Oak Ridge (YCAC) to
study the issues of atomic energy and become youth leaders on atomic issues. The
students created learning materials that were incorporated in nationally produced booklets
such as Hand, ed., Living in the Atomic Age. They went on speaking tours, as noted in
Philip E. Kennedy, Leatha Fulkerson, and Dee Chambliss, "Oak Ridge's Youth Council
on the Atomic Crisis," The Clearing House 21, no. 9 (1947): 540-44.
322
Progress Report Oak Ridge Atomic Energy Show, Oak Ridge, Tennessee October 2330, Box 13, Folder: Exhibit “Man and the Atom,” AEC Records.
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Figure 4.14 Map to the “Man and the Atom” exhibit at Oak Ridge signaled the only
public entrance to the exhibit and the limited access the public had to the town. Knoxville
News Sentinel, October 22, 1948.
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Figure 4.15. A full page of images from the “Man and the Atom” exhibit which
appeared in an Oak Ridge area newspaper. The photographs were taken at the New York
Golden Jubilee.“Cavalcade,” The Knoxville Journal. Sunday, October 24, 1948.
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Figure 4.16 Exhibit display diagram for the Oak Ridge version of the “Man and the
Atom” exhibit. Folder: Exhibit “Man and the Atom”, Box: Oversize 1, AEC Records.
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as many cities as possible, even if the government has to pay all the cost.”323
While the majority of the exhibits displayed were the same as those shown in
New York, the context and the goals of the exhibit were quite different. In New York,
the “Man and the Atom” exhibit was part of a larger exhibition, drawing in people who
were perhaps very interested in atomic energy as well as those who were simply looking
at everything in the city’s commemoration. In Oak Ridge, this was a deliberate
installation designed to be shown in a place that only existed because of atomic energy.
Local visitors may have attended to learn more about the atom, but perhaps just as likely,
they were interested in gaining access to the Secret City for themselves, even if they were
only allowed to visit one warehouse near a gate.
Exhibit sponsors also sought to advance the knowledge of the employees and their
families. It might be assumed that people who were actively working at the isotope
separations plants or the Oak Ridge National Laboratory would be well versed in atomic
matters. However, this was not the case. Due to the security and compartmentalization
required during the war, many people who lived and worked at the Oak Ridge facilities
did not learn what exactly they were working on until after the announcement of the
attack on Hiroshima. People were trained to do their specific jobs and conditioned not to
ask for more information. So it makes sense that they were learning about the overall
project along with the rest of the country.
American Museum of Atomic Energy
After being shown in Oak Ridge, the “Man and the Atom” was not finished. It
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travelled to a few cities before coming back to Oak Ridge to become the seed collection
for the American Museum of Atomic Energy.324 The permanent museum opened on
March 19, 1949, the same day that Oak Ridge became an open city and remains open
today.325 Over 15,000 visitors saw the museum during the first three months that it was
opened. The museum was managed by the Educational Services Division of the Oak
Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies.326
Because of its once secret nature, there was a level of general public interest in the
city of Oak Ridge, and the AEC responded by producing small informative booklets.
One publication, “Basic Facts on the Oak Ridge Area of The U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission and the Community of Oak Ridge” described the museum and its location:
The American Museum of Atomic Energy is operated for the Atomic Energy
Commission by the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies in order to give the
visiting public a comprehensive story of the development of atomic energy. The
Museum is located on Jefferson Circle in Oak Ridge. It is the world’s first
permanent museum devoted exclusively to telling the story of the atom. By the
use of scale models, pictures, maps and diagrams, the Museum shows, among
other things, the massive plants for the separation of Uranium-235, the model of a
uranium chain-reacting pile (atomic ‘furnace’), the production of radioactive
324

“Man and Atom Show to Open this Week; David Lilienthal to Attend,” The
Cincinnati Enquirer, November 7, 1948.
325
“Progress Report - American Museum of Atomic Energy August 4, 1949” Folder:
Museum 1949-1951, Box 29, AEC Records. Over the years the museum has changed
locations, exhibits, and names. It is currently the “American Museum of Science and
Energy” operated under the umbrella of the Smithsonian Institution and the Department
of Energy.
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The American Museum of Science and Energy is one of only a few atomic related
museums. There is the National Atomic Museum in Albuquerque, NM, the Los Alamos
History Museum in Los Alamos, NM, and the National Atomic Testing Museum in Las
Vegas, NV. Similar to the Smithsonian Enola Gay controversy, but not to nearly the
same extent, there has been some contention with the discussion and portrayal of atomic
bombing of Japan in museum exhibits in these spaces. For example, Arthur Molella,
“Exhibiting Atomic Culture: The View from Oak Ridge,” History and Technology 19,
no. 3 (September 2003):211-226. For reading on the Enola Gay Exhibit see “Special
Section: The Last Act,” Technology and Culture 39 no. 3 (July 1998): 457-498.
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isotopes, the possibilities for production of power from nuclear energy, a 250,000volt generator used in atomic energy work, a model of a pitchblende mine and the
first small-scale model for the production of U-235 by the gaseous diffusion
method.327
The museum allowed the exhibits to become an ongoing source of atomic education.
They were seen by area school children and visitors to the once secret Atomic City.
The “Man and the Atom” exhibit was created by agencies, organizations, and
companies that had a vested interested in promoting specific aspects of atomic energy
matters; however, the displays conveyed basic information on atomic science and
processes as well as information on the breadth of uses of atomic energy. Surprisingly
little changed as the exhibit material moved from being part of a large exposition, to
being a stand-alone exhibit, to establishing a permanent museum. Over time, of course
exhibitions changed significantly as it was updated to reflect new educational outlooks,
new atomic developments, and world events.
Conclusion
The Enoch Pratt Atomic Energy Institute and the Man and the Atom exhibit were
two outstanding examples of the many exhibits, events, and institutes that discussed and
explained the atom in the 1940s and 1950s. The Pratt Library’s event, coming very early
after the end of the war, had a strong focus on political options for international control
and the potential for destruction from atomic bombs, while the Man and the Atom placed
more emphasis on the science and technological processes of atomic energy, both present
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and future applications. While the overall foci differed, there was a strong overlap in the
information presented, including the basic science of the atom.
By the 1950s, these atomic energy events and exhibitions had established greater
public familiarity with atomic science and its issues. The initiatives had come from local
concerned citizens and educational activists like the librarians at the Pratt Library as well
as from agencies and corporations deeply engaged in working with this new science and
related technologies. In that process of public dissemination, understanding the atom and
its energy potential for human good as well as its dangers became necessary or expected
knowledge.
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Conclusion
By examining the content of the atomic education materials and describing some
of the educational opportunities available to the public in the late 1940s, this dissertation
shows that the messaging surrounding atomic issues regularly incorporated atomic
science education and that a wide range of people and organizations took it upon
themselves to become atomic educators.
The atomic science educational efforts following World War II were necessary, in
part, because the general public had not been afforded previous opportunity to learn about
the atom. Great scientific advances were happening during the first half of the twentieth
century, which gave scientists, physicists in particular, insight and understanding of the
atom’s structure, these findings were not part of the general knowledge for non-scientists
in America. While newspaper stories did occasionally report on atomic research, these
stories often had a sensational frame, highlighting alchemical potentialities, conflict
among scientists, or confused descriptions of the scientific phenomena. And during
World War II, the voluntary censorship orders kept atomic information out of the media,
further limiting the public’s ability to learn about the atom. Additionally, information on
the atom remained sketchy and largely unavailable in public school curricula during this
time. Science classes at the time were focused on everyday life applications of scientific
phenomena and textbook publishers were slow to include atomic science principles in the
texts aimed at the general student population. For those people not engaged in scientific
research, there was limited opportunity to learn about the atom and no pressing cultural
need for them to know about it.
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This changed dramatically and surprisingly quickly at the end of WWII. The need
to inform the public about the atom was initially decided by the Manhattan project
leadership while the bomb was being developed. The first public announcement of the
atomic bomb was made by President Truman following that atomic bombing of
Hiroshima and the first publically available materials on atomic energy were Manhattan
Project produced. Through both the Smyth Report and William Laurence’s newspaper
articles, the government was able to control the messaging about the bomb project and
atomic energy in general and at the same time, to promote a basic understanding of the
atom and the inclusion of atomic science explanations was a part of that message. By
these and subsequent atomic popularizers and educators, the public was told that they
needed to learn about the atom as a matter of survival. Survival meant that people were
knowledgeable about the new atomic world and could adapt to the changing society
around them and that people could become an informed electorate able to make choices
that supported the security and growth of the nation. Similarly on an international scale,
the survival argument purported that an atomically informed general public would
support by ballot or pressure elected officials to pass directives regarding international
controls and regulations on atomic energy for the safety of the world. While it is unclear
how persuasive these arguments were for the general public, many educated scientists,
political leaders, and civic leaders felt compelled to work toward this goal without any
official sponsorship.
While the initial call for atomic education came from the government and those
directly involved in atomic energy, it was individuals, organizations, and institutions
across the country that answered that call. Eight examples were employed in this
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dissertation to discuss the range of educational opportunities available in the late 1940s.
The first six examples were each discussed briefly. Life magazine incorporated diagrams
and scientific explanations of the atom into their stories about the atomic bomb. The
comic book, Dagwood Splits that Atom, brought atomic scientists, Manhattan Project
leadership and comic book artists together to reach young adult using familiar characters
and a popular format in order to explain the atom. The MGM film The Beginning or the
End incorporated didactic scenes to educate the characters as well as the moviegoers on
the basics of atomic science. This film again brought Manhattan Project leadership and
atomic scientists together with popular media producers, but in this case it was initiated
and driven by the movie studio, whereas the comic was the idea of General Groves.
Individual physicists gave lectures on the basics of the atom to civic groups and other
interested parties. The AEC press seminar had been convened specifically so that
journalists could have a better understanding of the atom, which would, in turn, inform
their writing on the subject. These examples illustrate the pervasive trend of atomic
education for the general public.
The two longer examples, the Enoch Pratt Free Library’s Atomic Institute and the
New York Golden Jubilee’s Man and the Atom exhibit provided detailed accounts of
these educational opportunities. The Pratt Library’s Atomic Institute brought together
social, political and scientific information on the atom. The library staff put together a
program, which included lectures and panel discussions, films, a curated book list, and a
panel exhibit. This highly successful program was able to attract the support of library
patrons, local businesses, and residents of the greater Baltimore area.
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Again, these are only a few examples of the countless atomic energy education
efforts during the late 1940s. Among other many other things, there were programs in
adult education, radio shows, and many books.328 There were many efforts aimed
specifically at school children, with curriculum booklets, science fairs, and academic
research on teaching kids about the atom.329 At the same time, a considerable effort went
into educating adults, most of whom similarly had acquired little prior knowledge about
the science of the atom.
By the end of the 1940s the large-scale push for and public interest in basic
atomic science education was waning. The Soviet Union tested their first atomic bomb
on August 29, 1949, which shifted the American discussions about the atomic bomb.330
Before, while the United States enjoyed a monopoly on atomic weapons, there was an
understanding that that monopoly would not last, but that circumstance allowed for a lot
of speculation and philosophical discussions. Once the reality that there were beginning
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As an example, the state of Iowa had created a comprehensive for atomic education
with programs for elementary and secondary schools, colleges and adult education. Iowa
Department of Public Instruction, Iowa Plan for Atomic Education (Des Moines, IA:
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atomic matters during the 1940s and 1950s. Box 27, Folder 5, ASC Records documents
regarding a number radio broadcasts including one by Studs Terkel called “A Bomb Fell
on Chicago,” in September of 1945.
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on September 23, 1949.
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to be multiple atomic nations was understood, the political discussions of whether or not
to use the atomic bomb in the Korean War meant that the actual threat of atomic war over
shadowed other imagined futures.
There were still some atomic energy education campaigns through the 1950s;
however, most of these were undertaken by the AEC or companies with vested interest in
the atomic industries such as electric power companies. The AEC created mobile
museums, travelling exhibits, teacher training workshops, and a traveling teacher
program.331 General Electric produced more comic books on atomic energy and created
an educational film, “A is for Atom” that was available to schools and libraries.332 At the
request of the United States Navy, in celebration of the development of the first nuclear
powered submarine, an episode of the “Tomorrowland” series of the Disneyland
television show called “Our Friend the Atom” was created.333 Many of these educational
efforts were tailored to fit in with President Eisenhower’s “Atoms for Peace” program,
which sought to promote peacetime nuclear technologies, especially among American
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allies.334 Following the Soviet launch of the Sputnik-1 satellite in 1957, there was a
further decrease in atomic public education campaigns. Sputnik caused a shift in the
general education ethos of the United States. The previous view was that the strength of
the nation and the preservation of democracy relied on a generally educated population.
By the late 1950s the attitude shifted toward the training of scientific and technical
expertise and lessened the focus on general education.335
This dissertation opens up new channels for research. The National Committee on
Atomic Information has been mentioned by other historians but not fully researched.
Though short lived, this organization had interesting connections to other organizations,
political complications, and an array of educational materials. There were many other
atomic energy events that took place and many of these could be explored in greater
detail with attention to geography and demographics. Additionally, extending this project
well into the 1950s would further illustrate how learning about the issue of atomic
science and its cultural significance moved through American society.
Overall, this dissertation adds additional layers to the field of nuclear culture
history through its reexamination of educational dialog surrounding the nuclear materials
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produced in the 1940s. Additionally, for the fields of the history of science education as
well as the history of science communication and popularization, this work brings context
and questions regarding the introduction of new science to the public, the movement of
particular scientific ideas from obscure to culturally important, and the widespread
adoption and acceptance of the need for education on that topic.
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